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*FISK COEDS FLEE DORM BOMB SCARE
Va. Negroes
Talk Boycott
RICHMOND, Va. — Three thousand Negroes at-
tending an NAACP mass meeting here this week were
told to: stay out of discriminatory stores; pay up
all bills; and wear old hats Ind shoes, if necessary.
These actions are in support of the widening
protest demonstrations against
*
refusal of public lunch counter
service to Negroes 
J. Rupert Picott, executive
secretary of the Virginia Teach-
er's association, told the en-
thusiastic 'gathering to bank
their money.
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JUGs Contribute
$1400 To Two
Local Charities
A total of $1400 was nresent-
ed to two charities by the
J-U-Gs Friday night as the
organization nr,irmg ladies
spotlighted their "living ads"
at the annual charity ball.
The Zuber Bynum council
•received a check for $700
svhch will be used to aid the
recreational program for chil-
dren stricken with cerebral
palsey. Another $700 check
was presented to the Easter
Seal summer camp program
for physically handicapped
children.
Foe a full page of p,ctures
on the charity hall, see Page
11.
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"It seems to me we can cur-
tail our social activities and can
go on a new austerity program.
We can't walk as they did in
the Monteomery bus boycott,
but we can save our money."
Dr. Felix Brown told the gath-
ering that "we have a tremen-
dous buying power, andswe can
do anything with it and involve
every merchant downtown, if
we have to stop trading at all
stores that don't take our
money f‘o all their wares."
The meeting was held under
sponsorship of the local NAACP
branch and the State Confer
enee of NAACP branches. Rev.
C. R. Walker, president of the
loci. branch, presided.
Other speakers included Oli-
ver W. Hill, chief NAACP coun-
sel for Virginia, Rev. Wyatt T.
Walker, president of the Peters-
burg branch.
A temporary steering com-
mittee was formed to continue
tile protest movement. Rev.
Walker was selected chairman,
Charles Sherrod, vice chairman
and Clarence L. Towns, secre-
tary.
co
E  by NAT D WILLIAMS
What OneShould Know
Ab-out Hospital Visits
There are a lotAf angles to lobby and start whispering . . .
visiting hospiLais teat a ict of so low until the liosoo.ai i•ecep-
fe:l:s have long since been over- tionist or nurse has to raise bee
looking. A recent and rather voice time and again to find
agonizing experience h a s,out their business . . . whom
brought home to the writer that they wish to see, or whether
even in the "Shadows" some they have lost their voices and
light may be given on the sub- are trying to enter themselves
ject of hospital visiting that for needed treatment of the vo-
could prove helpful to some of cal organs. Thus, they waste
the patients, at least. !everybody's time, including
There are some negative and,their own before they make
positive angles to hospital visi-t themselves understood.
tations. To. date, hare in Mem-1 And strangely, when they get
phis, among the colored variety to the person w::o s SiCK, tney
of hospitel vis-c-r, l.'s! renter continue to talk too low . . . So
emphasis seems on the nega- much so unt'l the oatient has
i•..e side. In the i to strain a tendon in the earces, levee:, e
"` many of "your folks" don't;
*
trying to hear whether they are
seem to have even a sneaking
, saying, "How do you feel?" or
suspicion that M7Si b'--ItP:' "liow long be:ore yeti gonna
have set—rtsles for visits to their die?„
pe:ients. Or, they'll boom out their in-
No knowing about, or ignor-
Me the possiohity & 1....2 
e,gist-lquiries so loudiy unte every
patient in the ward will jump
ence of ruler. so mar" a. nal
, 
s
' --like a buzz saw has been rak-
good intentioned chillun, blun- ed across his 1' nerves . . . al-
der in and start breaking all the reeny on edge by confinement.
rules of the establishment as BEARING GIFTSsoon as they so, foot in toe do,.. e Another upsetting angle of so
Using' no re-neion sense, they many folks' hospital manners
start off talking too lord or too is their handline ef sa-ks ad
low. Most times they are too flower
-pots and other items ex-
ually associated by "your folks"
with visits to the sick.
In the first place, stuff like
vnat shouldn't be carried to a
hospital, until appropriate in-
Voice. If a nurse rr doctoreformation has been obtained
or hospital attendant or WI- from the doctor or nurse. They
clot comes out and oirectly sug- arevery in DISCUSSING PLANScooperati
gests teat t .ey Lone dcw, . teey bi ti
immediately get insulted a nd
10;7: evil . , . and sometimest even louder.In too many instances, too
Many folks enter the hospital See 81 DOWS, Page 2
usually.e
loud.
LOWER VOICE
And they are entirely immune
to meaningful looks designated
to carry a hint to lower the
Queen Of Clubs
Contest Closes;
To List Winners
It's all over except the count-
ing!
At 6 p. m. Monday, the last
vote was cast for the Queen
of Clubs and the fabulous con-
test sponsored by the Tri-State
Defender came to a lively
end. All that remains to be
done now is a final tabula-
tion and verification of votes
and the announcement of the
winners.
A tremendous seven-prize
jackpot is waiting for the
"Queen" and other sensation-
al prizes for the runners-up.
Winners will be notified via
telegram by March 7 and an•
flounced in the next issue of
the Tri-State Defeder.
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Challenge
Banker In
Will Fight
NASHVILLE — Chancery
Court here has challenged the
right of M. G. Ferguson to
bring suit against the $1,000,000
Henry Allen Boyd estate while
serving as its trustee.
Ferguson is president of the
Citizens Savings Bank a n d
Trust Co. He, as trustee, and
the bank as executor, are re-
sponsible for administering the
estate of the late Dr. Henry
Allen Boyd, as called for in his
will, dated Jan. 3, 1951.
They filed a petition in Chan-
cery Court months ago asking
that "the true meaning and
costruction to be placed upon
the trust created therein (t h e
will) as to the defendant, Kath-
erine Boyd
-Roach."
Mrs. Roach is
Boyd's daugh-
ter and the chief
beneficiary un-
der terms of the
will.
The petition
asked the court
to say whether
the exec?-tors
should turn over FERGUSON
directly to Mrs.
Roach her share of the estate,'
or hold it in trust "for her bene-/
See BANKER, Page 2
PAUL LaPROD, a white
student at Fisk University who
joined a group of Negro stu-
dents in a sit down strike lays
on the foor holding his head
after 1-,e was dragged from his
stool and beaten by other
white youths i n Nashville,
Tenn., Saturday. Insert shows
LaPROD seated at a counter
shortly before the above in-
cident. Following the demon-
stration 16 arrests were made.
President NiriiiiTs Installed
.s New le wen College
The official inauguration of Rev. Charles L. Din- list supported institution.
kins as the second president of Owen college was held ; Dr. Curry spoke on the voca-
tion or occupation of the pri-
Thursday night, at the college auditorium. The cer- ;vate church supported institu-
emony was the concluding session of the Tennessee tions in these critical lira es
Baptist Miss:onary when the relative enrollment ofand education Convention under I
these institutions is declinig
whose auspices the college op-' 
- while the erollment of public
erates, the president of the BM&E con- institutions is rapidly increas-
is Dr. vention. ,ing.
of ItvAtheotrois- President Dinkins, a gradu- He said the private college
The college named for
S. A. Owen. pastor
politan Baptist church,
• - 1
for a
telling what should be given to South
a sick person, whether in the Side Baptist church in the In-
matter of food, flowers, or fun- t
ship drive are Mrs. Maxine
makers. Sometimes flowers will
A. Smith, General chairman
•
z
,
of the campaign, and the Ker.
3. T. Freeman, paskir of
South Slide church, who call-
ed the meeting. Date of the
event is March 4 at R p.m.
Church is located at 3209 Ford
Road. Staff photo by Ha ' in.
ate of Oberlin college and the can recover its position, not by
Oberlin Graduate School of Di- imitating the public colleges,
vinity, is a third generatiGn•col- but by strict adherence to its
lege president, as his gransifa- sense of occupation — the mak-
ther and father both served as ing of complete men to be the
presidents of Selma university leaders of tomorrow.
of Selma, Ala., which is opere Special tribute and praise
a‘ed by the Baptists of that was given to Dr. Levi Watkins,
state, former prescient of Owen col-,
e First Baptist church of East in obtaining accred;tation f or I
In up
th
He is the former pastor of loge, for his invaluable al& For
Nashville and for 16 years he the college from the Southern dents. Refusing to comment him
was associated with the work Association of Colleges and Sec- A 0 I rself he gave the Tri-State fl,..
of the Sunday School Publish- endary Schools. Dr. Watkins,
ing Board of the National currently assciated with Ala-
BaMist Conventicn, USA, Inc. bama State college of Montgom-
A large audience of educators, cry, delivered the charge to the
scholars., minisiers and friends new president.
seemed ,p'eased by the impres- Dr. Maynard P. Turner, jr.,
Sive and inspirine address de- president of the American Bap-
livered by Dr. M. K. CJr.ey. tizt Theological seminary of
president of Bishop college of Nashville, rendered the indue-
Marshall, Tex. — another Bap-Ition of the president.
Violence Hits
Demonstrations
NASHVILLE
--One hundred and ten coeds were
roused from bed and evacuated from Fisk University's
Livingston hall early Monday morning after an anony-
mous caller announced that the building was going
to be blown up. City firemen and police, after a
search of the building, dismissed 
the call as a "prank."
The bomb scare came only a
few hours after almost 100 stu-
dents from Fisk, Tennessee
State A & I university and the
American Baptist Theological
seminary were arrested on dis-
orderly conduct charges for
conducting their fourth "sit-in"
demonstration at downtown
lunch counters.
For the first time, violence
erupted with police breaking
up two fist fights, one be-
tween a Negro student and a
white boy and the ol' er be-
tween a white Fisk student and
a white boy. In each cases only
the demonstrators were arrest-
ed.
Waves of students descended
upon the Nashville downtown
business district and in their
usual orderly fashion, took seats
at lunch counters which are
reserved for white customers
only. Following a pattern, store
managers immediately closed
down the food concessions.
HOSTILE WHITES
However, the students were
met by hostile young whites.
When Paul La Prod, white Fisk
student, sat in at McClellan's
lunch counter with his Negro
friends, a white boy approach-
ed him and started pulling his
hair. La Prod was pulled from
the stool and beaten. His as-
sailant fled and police locked
LaProd up.
The Negro students were then
herded into paddy wagons as
hundreds of white citizens
cheered police. According to a
police offical. t h e students
were arrested because "they
refused to move on." Store of-
linto patrol wagons — again
from McClellans.
As fast as one group of dem-
onstrators were arrested, an-
other group moved in to take
their places at the embattled
lunch counters.
FILL JAILS
One student. Earl May,
shouted at officers: "You have
not seen anything yet. We're
going to fill the jails. That's
a promise."
As if to fulfill the Vow, more
students appeared at Walgreen's
Just across the street and began
their orderly sit-in demonstra-
tion. They were hauled off to
jail, too.
Policeme- by the hundreds
were patrc. ig the downtown
Nashville area, swinging billy
clubs. Many were kept busy
keeping traffic averted from
the trouble area after high po-
lice officials ordered the block
on Fifth avenue sealed off be-
tween Church and Union.
• • •
Only One
President
Speaks Up
Cells Meet To Aid
NAACP Mombership
The Rev. J. T. Freeman, pastor of South Side
Baptist church, has announced that the is making
plans for a big area meeting in the interest of the
annual NAACP membership drive. It will be held at
his church, 3209 Ford Road, Friday, March 4, at 8 p.m.
Serving as division chairman,
for the campaign in his area,
Rev. Freeman has already be-
gun an effective organizing job,
to reach citizens in Walker
Homes, Boxtown, Levi and sur-
rounding areas.
Assisting the minister are D.
K. Rogers and Melvin Robin-
See NAACP,Pag. 2
1 
NASHVILLE — Only one of
the three college presidents in
Nashville spoke out this week in
support of the students who were
jailed for protesting segregation
,policies in downtown stores.
ficials protested that the stu-
1
Dr. S. J. Wright, president of
I
dents were keeping them fromFisk university, told the Tri-_ 
State Defender "as president ofmoFp.piwng. tvvheroofil:nor.th
's was the the university, I approve the
scene of the next uprising. A (ends our students are seeking by
fight broke out between a Ne-,these demonstrations. From all
gro student and a white boy. I have been able to learn, they
When police arrived, they drag- have broken no law by t he
ged the swinging Negro out of means they have employed so
the store and charged him with far, and they have not only con-
disorderly and offensive con- ducted themselves peaceably,
, duct and resisting arrest. 'but with poise and dignity, and
Hardly had this outburst died as long as this is true, I have
t down before officers were load- 
ing
optrhesento idteisnctioonntsinoufe 
their
instr e:uct.
! ing about 50 more students 
g m
-- forts. . ."
ourses
Any high schol graduate who
wishes to start his or her college
education may do so by register-
ing for extension classes t hat
will be conducted on Saturdays
at Booker Washineton high
school of Memphis, Tenn.
Courses will be offered in Eng-
lish, Mathematics, Education,
Art and Social Studies at the
undergraduate level and two
courses in Psychology and Edu-
cation "at the graduate level.
Registration for courses in these
fields will be held at Booker
Washington school on the morn-
ing of March 5 and 12, 1030.
All registrations will be com-
pleted March 12 on which date
all fees must be paid.
Professor 0. W. Crump of
Tennessee A&I State is in cnarg
of extension services and Profes-
sor J. D. Springer is director of
the local center.
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of
Tennessee State A&I university,
completely divorced his school
from the activities of the stu-
:ernier a statement prepared by
he dean of students, Dr. Joseph
A. Payne. President Davis said
this statement represented the
position of Tennessee State.
NOT INVOLVED
"The school is not involved in
any way and the school has no
intention of becoming invited."
the statement read. "Students
are acting as individuals. We
have no knowledge of any insti-
tution or organization sponsor-
ing them or leading them. reir
parents have been notified of
their arrest and pending court
hearings. This is a matter be-
tween the students, their par-
ents and the couts."
Governor Ellington said one
of his staff members has con-
ferred with Dr. Davis on par-
ticipation of A&I students in the
demonstrations. The governor
has implied that he may take
action against the students if
their protests continue.
Dr. Davis would not comment
on the governor's statement.
The president of the American
See PES1DENT, Page
KL.DERGARTEN Students at
Capleville Junior high school
take a moment from their
work to pose for Defender
cameraman with their teach.—
er. Sitting left to right are
Elizabeth Cole, Larry Jackson,
Mary Jean Odom, David and
Donald Holmes. Standing left
to right are George Yetmg,
Sammie L. Fleming, Johnnie
Parks, Bobbie Holloway, Wil-
la M. Murdock, Williams Mir-
chell and Willie Coieman.
Nine students were absent
when photo was made.
installaticq Of NAACP
Other 26th Ward
The second installation of the,
now definqtly split 26th Ward
Civic club *as held recently in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. O J.
Johnson, 1210 Wilson St. This
group has Prof. E. L. Wash-
burn as president.
Under the heading of new busi-
ness, the Tennessee State. Char-
ter for the Club was presented
by the president amidst cheers
from those present. Prior to this
meeting another group had met
and installed Rev. E. W. Wil-
liamson of the club
- -
To Gain Control Of
Anyone You Wish!
"Wear" Magic
Lure Perfume
Glamorous perfume designed
to mak* you more irresistible
Try it and see what magnetic
charm it brings you. POWER-
FUL EFFECTIVE. One dram
bottle 52.00,',
ANN JONES
(Continued from page 1)
son who have pledged all out
aid in getting the membership
drive message across to all res-
after trouble had erupted over idents of this section of Mem-
the initial meeting several weeks phis. According to Rev. Free-
ago that saw Prof. Washburn man, pastors have indicated
declare himself president. their willingness to work with
So now there are two 23th him and many h Ave begun
Ward clubs, Washburn heading their solicitations.
one and Williamson heading the Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, chair-
man of the NAACP membership
Prof. Washburn said his group I drive, will be the main speak'
is the one with the charter but
Williamson said his is the only 
er at the mass meeting which
Rev. Freeman has called for
group recognized by the Shelby
County and Bluff City Council of Mar
ch 4.
"We are urging all the mm -
Civic clubs. isters in town to follow the lead
Installed at this latest service. Smith
were: 
of Rev. Freeman," Mrs. 
told the Tri-State Defender
Prof. Washburn, president: this week. "We have a speak-
Washington Fields, first vice ers bureau set up and Atty. H.
president; Mrs. Zettie Miller, se- T. Lockard will provide a n y
ond vice president; Mrs. Ruth group with a speaker upon re-
quest."
Mrs. Smith said a capacity
retary; Mrs. Laula R. Wash- crowd at the meeting at Rev.
burn, financial secretary; li'leman's church March 4
Johnnie Jackson. assistant sec- would be a "tremendous asset
retary; Mrs. Lillie Mathews,I to our drive." Then, she added,
treasurer; Mrs. 0. J. Johnson, "if other churches a n d or
Anderson, recording secretary;
Mrs. G. L. White, assistant sec-
sergeant at arms; E. P. Nabors,
parliamentarian; and Mrs. Mary
, E. Adams, chaplain.
1 Percy Charles - Norrise, sci-
ence teacher in the Memphis,
city schools installed the mem-
bers.
B H s
INC,
Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gc
And Accessories
TAILORED CREATIVELY AND
DESIGNED
CALL, WRITE Olt WIRE
CUSTOM INC. TAILORS "
248 Vance Ave. JA. 7-9320
Memphit, Tennessee
Company Makes What You Ask For And Crest*.
Whet Yew Think Of"
—
ganizations all over the city
would follow suit with similar
programs, our drive would re-
ceive a big, big boost.
"Remember," she, said, "the
NAACP has and will continue
to pave the road to freedom.
But we have got to have every-
body's help."
school band a big boost in
morale. Here is the group in
(Continued from page 1)
make a sick person sicker. They
are allergic sometimes to some
plants.
One of the most exasperating
and disturbing aspects to many
of "your folks" hospital man-
ners is the way in which they
act on a ward or in a room
where there is more than one
sick person. Instead of focu.ine
attention on the person they
came to visit, too may of God's
chillun will ramble around in
the ward from bed to bed,
peeping at sick folk they don't
know . . . acting like they atea
in a zoo peering at strange ani-
mals.
And almost cont;ruallv thee
are saying "Looks like I know
you How you feel?"
Already somei:ody has just
asked the same question. T h e
patient has answered it a half
!dozen times . . . within ear-
shot of the present visitor. No
wonder there 2^^ so 'any
backsets among sick folk in
hospitais. Visitors. no
"hospital literacy" killed them.
Just frustrated them to death.
One nurse has pointed out
that one can take the temnera- ABLE PERSONNEL
ture reading of a sat of pa- ' Since acquiring the Age. Ful•
tients before visiting hours. . . ler has staGed it with top flight
and will find it to he one thing, writers and advertising person-
Fifteen minutes after visiting nel, made well-designed changes
I hours every patient in the ward in editorial policies and topo-
will have a higher temperature
. . . even the ones who had no
particular visitors.
Too many, too soon, and too
enthuastie ^-e no
good for hospitalized persons.
In fact, they do a lot to
prolong the patients' stay in the
place.
Then there are such angles
of hospital manners that include
(Continued from page 1)
Baptist Theological seminary,
which also has students in the
protest movement, would not
comment at all on the demon-
strations.
DR. WRIGHT
Fisk's Dr. Wright further told'
the Tri - Ste Defender:
"The point at issue, it seems,
to me, is not how to stop these
efforts, but rather to find, bet-
ter alternative ways to end seg-
regaion in public eating places,,
as We have at the airport. I
would hope sincerely that con-
structive citizens of our commu-
nity would seek ways by which
this can be accomplished.
"After all, these are fine
citizens ho, in their post-col-
lege years, will make significant
at HOME in one
easy application!
Now you can have easy-to-
•nanage, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go.back even
:n hottest, -humid. weather.
Easy-to-follow directions,
-1,..n•y-back guarantee in
every package.
GENTLE strerigift for 1110,11.1i toad
children's longer, Saar hair.
REGULAR strength for men's
atnrtsr. erwir.ter hair.
NEW YORK — An 80 year
era in the history of American
journalism will come to an
end on March 15, 1960 when
'he New York Age, oldest
Negro newspaper in the Uni'"d
States, will go out of publica-
tion.
Announcement of the closing
of the Age, which was founded
in 1880, .was made by S. B.
Fuller, publisher-treasurer, who
stated that a continuing decline
in readership and in advertising
revenue made the move neces-
sary.
Fuller, -a successful cosmetics
manufacturer, acquired control
of the Age from the Robert S.
Abbott Publishing company, in
1957. At that time it had been
for two years a part of the Chi-
cago Defender chain of news-
papers, published by the Robert
S. Abbott Publishing company.
graphy, and instituted other re-
forms in an effort to bring the
Age back to the leading posi-
tion it once held in the field.
However, a generation of
"new" New Yorkers had turn-
ed to daily newspapers a n d
other types of publications, and
the decline of the Age continued.
In making his announcement.
Fuller said: "It was a hard
having one's insurance pa- decision to make. Since 1880.
pers and other routine require- the New York Age has been a
ments for getting a patient ad- leader in its area. For more
mitted when such is or" R ‘- than three-quarters of a cen-
sponsibility. Too many folk are iiry it has been a part of the
just too uninm history of the Negro in New
to do about getting into hospit- York, champion of his cause,
als, about what to do to make reporter of his victories and his
that often necessary business defeats. It is tragic, that this
as easy and painless as p • historical newspaper should
ble. have to go out of existence."
Then there is one's attitude
toward d - ctor ;
There's no use actin mean
and suspicious towards a nurse
because she doesn't come up to
your particular standards in
looks, color, heigM, or hair
ture. No use getting hot at the
' doctor because he didn't rub
' a foot when he was se---1.
I to be treatin gthe patient for a
head ailment.
No use getting all het up be-
cause neither the doctor nor the
nurse could give the exact min-
ute and hour when V-e neinnt
'would be leaving the hospital Have "Dates" Every Day?
And one of the basic rules of 
—Send S1.00—
?ommon sense in visiting the, ANN JONES
los  r ;Ti fry, II
33 WAYS TO MEET
WOMEN
A
Folio
Chock
Full
Of
Practical
Ideas,
a formal portrait wearing their
beautiful new uniforms.
"3anker
In the first hearing of the
petition recently, the presiding
chancellor questioned the legal-
ity of Ferguson serving in the
dual role of trustee of the will 1
and a major contender of it. The,
chancellor cited legalistic pub- 1
iished code to establish the ir-
regularity of such a position and,
ordered a resetting of the hear-
ing to allow Ferguson's attor-
neys to fix a new position.
The chancelbr said he would
rule on the original motions in
the petition at that time.
Elected president of the bank
last year. Ferguson for many
years held the position of execu-
.ive vice-president. Over a per-
iod of more than 30 years, he
rase from a lowly clerk to top
offices while Boyd be-oed t h e
As I write column this
veek I cannot being fas-
einated by the big, white frol-
icking snowflakes as they fall
past my window.
The ground is covered white
and the trees are dressed in an
array that only the poet can de-
scribe.
Scenes like this causes us
,o wonder which is our favor-
le season — Winter with its
;now—Spring with its flowers
—Summer with its vacations or
Autumn with its rainbows of
^olors? Hard to pick a favor-
le, isn't it? All are the handi-
work of God and are beautiful
in its season.
This is tournament season in
this vicinity and all eyes are
on Ripley with Halls watching
with a peculiar eye. Watch this
column for fOurnament results.
Rev. G. S. Murray, was in
bed a few days last week, but
was improving at this writing.
Several Riplians left by train
last week for Cehtralia, Ill., to t
attend the funeral of Mrs. An- ;
nie Mae Estes, a sister of Mrs. t
Susie Halfacre. Attending the ;
funeral from here were; Susie t
Halfacre, Sam Dark, Lula Jo ;
Burns, Keith Halfacre, L e vi
Shoffner, Gertrude Hawthorne,
Odell Estes, Ora Lee Johnson,
Rosie Dark and Florence Pat-pita tois Box 7762 Chicago, III. terson.Mg the doctor and nurse how
you think the place ou,,,it to
be operated. After all that's the
)usiness for whieh they were
trained. They may know more
than you. Now, whatchube.t?
contributions to the nation. More
over they have been exposed all :••=_
their lives to the teachings of
the great American scriptures;S:
of democracy, freedom andirE
equality and no literate person Er:
should be surprised that they .7=-
reflect this teaching in their —
conduct.
"In the meantime, it is my
hope that they will receive the
sympatetic understanding of all
communities and the responsi-
ble pebtection of the police."
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRifFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS 1RANSIT CO.
WE HAD THE SWELLEST -rURKEY
AN' CRANE3ERRY SAUCE AN
SWEET F'ERTATERS FOR OUR
DINNER!'
01.•
VrOPP PmeaPt
gia.e" 4144".%ftsiA
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Hello! In the past weeks I
haveave aiv,zys si.1:.‘iiante,., a stu-
dent. This week, for a change
I shall spotlight an organiza-
tion.
SPOTLIGHT:
Capleville Junior High band,
under the direction of Charles
Keel, is noted as one of the
best in the county.
it has bean in e::istence only
under the supervision of M
Viola J. Stovall, home econome.,
ics teacher. They went by h
and loved every minute of
drive.
Our girls rendered a 
about the right and wrong
to walk, v.ritli na al:on h,•
none Young. The other pa
pants, who did the vs
walks, were Shirley Fleming
two years but has made sever- '.uveni::, '1a: • '
ral recent engagements a n d
trips. Among them being East
Side high, Olive Branch, Miss.,
playing at all basketball games
and a prospective engagement
at Sliadowiawn Sc .
Of course, they have appear-
ed at Capleville, the first ap-
pearance being a band concert
in April of 158 and the dedi-
cation of the n e • C- )
Junior High school in January
)f 1960.
The band is relatively small
with 40 members but they prac-
.ice intensely. o . , •
hers own their own instruments
with the school owning a few.
For being such a progress-
ive band, they have received
new band suits which mark
new band suits which mark
them as very outstanding.
The officers of the band are
Shirley Fleming, president; Wil-
am Faulkner, vice president;
Emma White, secretary Erme
'atilkner. trees
Strickland, sergeant-at-arms
and Marion L. Young, student
director.
Capleville loves its band and
bids them good luck in every en-
deavor.
NEWS
The N. H. A. girls took a
trip to the N. H. A. District
Meeting in Jackson, r'ea. 13,
jean, Mattie Royston, Corzine
Washington, Velma Dandridge,
Ulla M. 1,ennein, --a J.
3rnith and Emma J. White..
Section for T. B. N. only. If's:
break his New Year's resets-
tion. If Atria Niter would s
fooling Catherine Faulkner,
Robert Savage would quit 'Er-
ma J. Faulkner. If Marcipcia
Patterson didn't wear "the:"
face powder. If Leon Wallace
lost his money. If Elmer Joan-
son didn't think he was cite.
If Ben Key would tell Y.t K.
W. he loves her? I wondis0
RECORD REVIEW •
Mary King, who'll take este
of you? Curtis Williams is foal-
ing Ophelia Lowe with 
Will Never Do. Elmer Johkol
is springing Luvenia Maxwell
with I Could Love You. Rev,
John E. Bennem and Delores,
Is It Real? Corrine Washington, ,
I fear Carl Allen (Geeter) has
Pretty Girls Everywhere.
WHO'S WHO (9-2 Class)
Best Dressed Girl, Stel
Saulsberry; Best Dressed Bo
. lost •i
Elmer Johnson; Most Talkatiyo
Girl, LaVern Stevens; 
Talkative Boy, Houston Suegs;
Most Attractive Girl, Mar
King; Most Handsome Boy, E
mer Johnson; Most Studio
Girl, Jerline Camtobell, Mo
I Studious Boy, Curtis William
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AUTO PLAN AGENCY
Hudson & Graham Funeral Home
"YOUR FUNERAL HOME"
The Hudson & Graham Funeral Home is lo-
cated on Franklin in Ripley, Phone 252. This
Funeral Home offers dependable service to the
fUlks in this area at reasonable prices. Their
services are not measured by Gold but rather
by the Golden Rule. They are glad to assist you
in making all the necessary arrangements, and
you can rely on them to fulfill all the duties of
helpfulness which are so important at trying
times.
Sooner or later we must all engage the serv-
ices of a funeral home. Hudson & Graham in
Ripley has built a fine reputation by their satis-
rectory service and distinguished manner in
which their funerals are conducted.
Give your loved ones a final tribute with a
distinguished funeral. For Services of this tyPe,
engage the Hudson & Graham Funeral Home in
Ripley.
Hudson & Graham has a cash policy and we
will be glad to explain it to anyone.
POP TOOK A CHANCE
ON A TURKEY SUT
HE DIDN'T PICK THE
RIGHT
ONE!
•••I.
Manassas High Ne---;s1
BROTHERHOOD WEER
On Feb. 22, 2 very f.ne fellews
were present to speak for our
assembly program, namely J.
E McDaniel and Lester Rosen.
room. Hats off to this gracious
young man.
SPORTS NEWS
The Tigers had a grand week
last week coming freh from the
Each person spoke on Brother-,Tournament in which they werehood Week, in which everyone!diamps over, and beat Geet-
enjoyed. ler high by a score of 49-45. Ma-
Before the speakers wereljor Wilson was higa point man
presented, Albert Thompson,l hitting 23 points. On Friday the
Winner of the essay on "Ilow,,Tigers defeated the Father
I Practice Brotherhood, was'Bertrand Thunderbolts in our
given permission to read his igYrn, by a score of 55-41, with
essay. He received a Brother-Major Wilson and Billie Doss
hood pin for the Pen Shop and coming in as high point men
a $25 U. S. Savings Bond. We:hitting 12 points apiece. The B
the students of Manassas are Team also won by a score of
very proud over our friend and 43-35-
classmate. 1TOP PLATTERS
SPOTLIGHT Venita Kelly's singing "Just
This week's spotlight turns to Give Me A Ring" to Theodore
a 17 year old senior, namely McKnight, while Rosie Lee
Louis Howmes, Louis resides at Blanchard is singing "Will You
the home of his parents, Mr. Ever Be Mine" to Ernest C.
and Mrs. Louis Holmes of 711 Withers; Martel Weaver is sing-
D Wells ave. ing "I'll take Care of You" to
He is a member of the Pearly James Walker. (Keep it up, you
Gate Baptist church, where he are performing a way out job);
serves as chaplain of the Junior Norman . a one's singing
and Sunday School worker. ,"Please" to Claudia Nevels
(What's up Norman old pal. weAfter graduation he plans to you losing your touch?) Patric-further his education at How- •la Harris (F. B.) "Never Let
ard university, where he will Me Go_,, to James Daly;(I/major in math, for he plans to James Ward is singing "Mybecome an engineer or scicn-, Baby"to Magnolia Bush; whiletist. Around the school his ma- Gammon "Money."jor is math, and his minor is
Latin and science. BIG QUESTIONS
Josephine McCallen the sttoIn social life Louis is the pres- dents would like to know what!dent of the National Honor does the name John ShawSociety, president of the Top mean to you? James (Smiley)Gentilmen, member of the Mu 111cClown, why don't you goAftha Thea, member of the of- steady with a certain youngLice staff of the physics club, lady? Albert David Haliberton,
and vice president of his home .r.,
— 
3 what happened to you and I he never had, says an editorial,Shirley Thomas (Lester.) On- 1 -The Pros and Cons of Quo-
t" Haps Heal And meat til next week, be cool, B.C.N.0 Has, in the March issue of Eb-
ony Magazine.
JULIAN H. ZIMMERMAN,
FHA Commissioner, conferr-
ed with Albert L. Thompson
of Atlanta, Ga., Intergroup
Relations Advisor, Zone III
Hobson R. Reynolds, Assist-
ant to the Commissioner in
Washington. All of FHA's In-
tergroup Relations Advisors
were in Washington the week
of Feb. 15, through the 19, for
conferences with the Commis-
sioner and other FHA offic-
ials. Panel discussions were
held with representatives of
State religious and civic
groups, as well as National
associations. The conference
was held for the purpose of
developing additional housing
opportunities for all Ameri-
cans. Left to right are: Corn.
missionary Zimmerman, Al-
bert L. Thompson and Hob-
son R. Reynolds, Assistant to
the Commissioner.
ed Ebony, "to be inundated by
acial Quotas Wou
Be Goo , ays tlieir,y soil will accept them."
ItchySkin Rash!
Zemo—liquid or ointment--a doc-
tor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
Itching, stops scratching and so
helps heal and clear surface skin
rashes. Buy Extraze
Strength Zemo for
stubborn cases! MO
•
RADIOS TOASTERS
Bowls
and
Open
Serving
Nit es
You
Free
S. '32APPUA
- 
Parking
160 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Roche and TV Tubes Checked Free
Words of the Wise
I sometimes wish that
people would put a little
more emphasis upon the ob-
servance of the law than
they do upon its enforcement.
—tCalvin Coolidge)
Cords
and Parts
His 11 per cent share in Amer-
'eon life would entitle him to
37 congressmen, nine foreign
liplomats and a full cainne:
nember. Quota-wise, the edi-
oriel surmises — the Negro
;ould have to give up some of
as slums and give back some
if his athletic stars. rtation-
wise, the next U. S. president
just might be an octoroon.REPAIRS "A quota by any other name(controlled occupancy, pupil
LAMPS HEATERS placement, population percent-,ages) still smells of discrimina-
tion," declares the editorial)
Beaters
Parts
Vacuum Bags, Hose
and Parts
STARTS
SUNDAY"
1 Big Week
'g 4 ACADEMY AWARD
E NOMINATIONS!
4NCW AT POPULAR PRICES.
'or
• ,
sa IMESENTSILDWth1/411•, q).4 ,,,c,u1111 PsinXXOCVON
MUELGO
'GERSHIVIN!
'LlnRIOUS!
A...SIDNEY DOROTHY SAMMY PEARL
POITIER.DANDRIDGE•DAVIS,JR.• BAILEY •
GEORGE Gf.liSHWIN OuBOINETWARD ems IIETIO;;;Mianitas
, s"...;;;;;;;; IT Y :FNn ITZ -s74i:  IO ST TM TIO1  t RIsasi nTTn pREMINGERicolm;c0.1.0R.
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"NI
Hailed
wherever
it has oo3necll
ONE
OF THE
YEAR'S
10 BEST!
CHICAGO—Quotas based en-
tirely upon racial per cen,ages
would give the Negro a lot more
of the things he wants and a
••••••••••••••••t••••••
WHITE
STATION
••••••••••••••••••••••••4
By MABLE YOUNG
AND REBECCA DAVIS
Hello:
We ai t your reporters
straight from the station. Per-
haps we had better become ac-
quainted first since we'll be
hearing a lot from each other.
I am Mable Young, a junior,
at Lester high school. At the
school I am assistant secretary'
of the NHA, reporter of the Li-
Housing segregation is a malig
nant disease. Quotas, like so winding Upmany pain relievers. only 'lost
pone surgery. The great black
flood so many white CD-1111:111.German
DrFENDrIt
Sgt., March 5, 1960 3
Here Is Final Set Of Alswers
On New Vetererts Pe nsien
ltheir dependents on the new
pension law going into effect
later this year, the Tri-State De-
fender prints the last of a se-
ries of five columns of perti-
nent information on the new
law -in cooperation with Post 27
of the American Legion. ,
Cut out and save each col-
umn for a complete fact sheet.
The following questions, with
appropriate answers, were
chosen by the Veterans Admin-
istration from the thousands be-
ing asked
Q. What is the income limit
for orphans, and how much do
they receive under the present
law?
A. At present orphans of vet-
erans are eligible for pensions
if their outside income is not
more than $1400 a year. Pen-
sion payments are $27.30 a
month for one orphan, $.10.95 a
month for two, $54.60 for three,
and an extra $7.56 for each ati-
ditIonel child.
INCOME LIMITS
Q What are the income lim-
its and pension payments for
orphans under the new system?
A. Under the new system or-
phans will be eligible for pen-
sion if their outside income is
not more than $1R00 a year, not
ties fear would be only a t- Sp4 William C. Montague, cur counting their own earnings,
were all housing restrictions rentiv stationed with the 3rd Payments will amount to $35 a
remox ed Return. Sqdn., 12th Cavalry, month for one orphan plus $15
"The 89 per cent of the Germany, is in the process of more for each additional child, will be to my advantage to
nation that is white must live making plans to return to the divided equally, transfer system next
r —on a low level indeed," conclud- United States during the early Q. If a veteran or a widow 
part of March. His hometown receiving a pension begins to— '
is Memphis — 1663 Victor st. receive additional income or
Sp4 Montague has just recent. acquires additional property,
ly returned from a tour on which must this be reported to the
he visited Barvaria and Amster- VA?
dam, Holland. Montague's pres- A. Yes it must be reported to
ent position is that of an ad-1
mission and disposition clerk. Find 'Space Helmet'(MID), there in the Medical
Section with the 12th Calvary. LRITII, ,noland — PI )—
He is primarily responsibleTwo excited boys who brought
for the pre-consultation with pa-,"a space heln-oiO" to police
tients before seeing the phy- I headquarters Sunday were told
sician. He is also responsible It was a World War 11 gas
mask.
MGD Readies
Boats, Tools
The Property Disposal Office
of Memphis General Depot will
hold a spot bid sale of proper-
ty no longer needed by the gov-
ernment 10 a. m., March 10.
Items included in the sale
are in both used and unused
condition and include automatic
parts, clothing, tools, boats,
warehouse trailers and camou-
flage netting.
The total acquisition cost of
the property in the offering is
$452,223.19.
Inspection of items to be offer-
ed may be made from 8 a. m.
to 3:30 p. m. Monday through
Friday until March 9.
a 11 per cent black minority."
"Negroes, like water, may rush
in when the dam breaks, but
in time will be absorbed. If the
Wm. Montague
uty
for the compiling of weekly and
monthly reports for the Medical
Section.
To help pass the time fast-
er, Montague does night in-
struction at the Post Education
Center. Montague states that his
position is an interesting one in
that he meets thousands of peo-
ple of various ranks and that
he makes telephonic business
contact throughout the entire
Northern Area Command (Mili-
tary) of Germany.
Montague is the son of Ches-
ter Montague of 495 4th St., and
Mrs. Genet-a Montague William-
son of 1663 Victor St. An Alpha
Phi Alpha graduate of the class
of '57, Tennessee A (I: I Statebrary staff and a member of paraded behind a curtain rais- university, Nashville, with a ma-
the Gracious Ladies Organiza- ed knee-high was 29-year - old jor in business administration,
tion, Student Council, FBLA Colin Chapple, a married man. Montague's intention is to re-
and the Torch club. Lucy Granito, 15, was runner- turn home and become active
My assistant is Rebecca Da-
ly-is, a freshman at Patterson
' junior high. She is secretary of
her class, secretary of the Y-
Teens and a member of the
Glee club. Her special talent is
;singing.
ON THE SIDE
' There will be a jazzy jump-
ing Platter Party given at the
'T. W. Patterson school Friday.
March 4. Dick Cole, from
WLOK will spin the records.
I No need to rush because there
j will be room and fun for all.
We'll see you there.
j WALKING TOGETHER: Ella
;Ruth Patrick and Albert Davis,
Louise Gaines and Roy Bonner.
, Doris Farley and Eugene Lane
j Carolyn Dukes and Matthen
Burkins, Evietta Jones and Per-
cy McKinney, Charlene Taylor
and Eddie Walls,
STORY OF THE WEEK:
Slang — "I Loves You" — I
Apologize.
TOP FIVE BOYS: Charles
Freeman, Leroy Davis, John
Garrett, Robert Walls and Carl
Smith. TOP FIVE GIRLS: Mar-
jorie Crutcher, Gloria Gallo-
way, Fannie Nickolson, Lorene
Cotton and Willie Mae Kearn-
ey.
PEOPLE ARE WONDER-
ING WHY:
A certain sophomore stays so
close to home. . .Robert Walls
wants to be a "beatnik". .
Doris Farley is so popular with
the boys.
NEWS IN GENERAL
A dedication in behalf of the
newly built Patterson school
will be given there Sunday
evening, March 20.
The Sunday sc:mol and BTU
of the New Philadelphia Bap-
tist church, which is in this ,
community, are giving teir an-t
nual day program March 20,i
3 p.m.
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILARLE FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance 0
Mei:2E1N INSWRANCE IMENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652 t—
Wins 'Legs' Contest
EAST HAG BOURNE. Eng-
land — (UPI) — Winner of a
"most fascinating legs" contest
in which 15 barefoot contestants
up. is the insurance business.
Because of the wide-spread,the VA promptly. Any increa. s July 1, what should I do?
'interest among veterans a n d in annual income must be re- A. Nothing right now. After
IT NEVER FAILS
WILLIAM MONTAGUE
YEP... 14E DID IT A(3AiN.1
THAT'S THE FIFTIETH Time
HsE:GSr4TR.IPPTEHDmixovrELRL TAsHet4To
THAT IDEA OVER 'lb TI-I' GUV
WHO OWAwS THAT
"IT NEVER FAILS"
THING IN TN
PAPER!
HUMPH - LOOK IT THoS!
11415 Gulf NUTTALL
SURE DREAMS LIP SOME
AWFUL STUFF-WHY DON'T
HE STICK To THINGS
THAT REALLY
HAPPENI.1.1?
Offers Snow (Near
Boxes) For Sale
MONROE, Wis. — (UPI) —
Rural postman Harry Williams
placed this spot announce-
ment with a local radio sta-
tion:
"For sale — 25 feet of snow
by rural mail boxes on rural
route three. Monroe, clear
back to the mail box nosts.
Reasonable, if taken at once.
Contact Harry E. Williams for
further information."
.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111
FO?,TUNE'S
TV SERVICE
545 E matlory at i•siotilaiii
WH 6-7133
bevridablo TV Service
SERVICE CALL
DAY—NIGHT
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
Thls ad is worth $I CO toward scales,
on any TV repair.
RCA Autherired Service
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
ported to the VA under lb e .
present law. Under the new .
Iao any material increase in:
the site of the pensioner's ea-
late must also be reported. '
DEPENDENTS
Q. What about, a change in
the number of dependents?
A. A change in the number
of dependents must also be re-
ported promptly to the VA.
Q. Is there anything besides
the amount of income, the size
of estate, and the number of,
dependents that will affect the
amount of pension paid to a
veteran under the new system?
A. Yes. Under the new sy-
stem the pension of a veteran
hospitalized or maintained by
the VA will be reduced to $30,
a month after two full calen-
dar months of care. If the
veteran has a wife or child, the
amount of his pension in ey-
cess of $30 may be paid to his
dependents.
Q. Will the veteran who re-
ceives an additional $70 for reg-
ular aid and attendance also be
reduced to a pension of $30 a
month if he is hospitalized or
domiciled by the VA?
A. Yes, unless he is receiv-
ing care or treatment for lep-
rosy.
NEW SYSTEM
Q. If I am receiving a pen-
sion at present but I think it
to the new
the VA has sent you all the in-
formation necessary for you to
determine which system will be
best for you, the VA will send
you a form to fill out indicat-
ing your decision to transfer
from the old system to the
neo. You will receive this form
about March 1, well in advance
of the deadline, next July 1.
You may delay exercising your
option to change systems, and
you may make the change any
time in the future. But once you
change to the new system, you
cannot return to the old system
again.
Q. If I am not now on the
pension rolls because I am not
eligible under the present pen-
sion law, but I will become eli-
gible under the new system,
what should I do?
A. You may get the neces-
sary assistance and application
from any VA office and apply
for a pension. A VA contact
representative will be glad to
help you.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdal*
Phone JA. 5-6348
HOUSEWIVES -
In North
 
Memphis
Earn $40-$50 Per Week Serving
AVON Customers In An
Established Territory.
Work 4-5 Hours A Day.
Call BR. 2-2042
NAACP
Needs
5000
ew Members
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
500
Workers
N
Memphis & Shelby County
Join NOW!
111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Renew NOWT.
For Information Contact Office,
236 South Wellington
Memphis, Tenn. JA. 5-6057
The NAACP Must Have Your Support in
The Fight For Freedom So That Your
Children May Escape The Bondage Of
Racial Segregation.
Www- t
.
4611111111111111Will------
Every case tested got striking re-
lief from awful discomforts of
change-of-life. Nervousness was
reduced for as many as
"hot flashes" 75-!
No Costly Shots Needed—
Female Allroisrits It•!loved!
Results were credited entirely to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. Acting through the
sympathetic nervous system, it
has remarkable power to relieve
this functionally-caused distress.
Don't suffer needlessly. See if
Life has its peculiarities. The
older one gets the more he real-
izes that life is peculiar. Life
to many people is a matter of
one trial after anther. To some
It is a matter Of one tempta-
tion after another. To still oths
era it is a matter of one heart
ache after anotner. Man iindsi
himself constantly having to re-
adjust himself to the changing
conflicts that confront him day
by day.
Yet as one tries and some-
times unsuccessfully to adjust
himself to the higher things ofl
life. Yet someone sometimes
fails to muster that which is so
potent toward making him what
he should be.
Life is not a matter of us,
having made a success but
rather a matter of us constant-
ly moving toward that which
will in the final analysis make
us people after God's own heart.:
How does one arrive at such
a thing? Only to the degree that!
he is able to catch a vision of,
greatness. Not only must he get
this vision but he must also
get the enthusiasm to attain this
greatness. One of the most trag-
ic things facing us today is this
very fact.
What must one do to really
realize some of his dreams?
What must be the fortification
that each of us must maintain
to life at its fullest? Only this---
in each of our lives if we reach
the utmost there must be some
reserve. There must be some-
thing in each of us for which;
we can reach when life's rive.
est yours enshroud us. These
hours might be expressed in
terms of temptations. trials,1
heartaches, or pains. But what-
ever they are there must be,
something in each of us that will'
enable us to muster enough
strength to keep on *sing on.
The world today helene- to
those who dare to dare. In spite
of what life places upon our
shoulders and our hearts there,
must be a reservoir. There must
TOOTH
ACHE
When you art
Stoves with
Pale, you can
My on ORA•TEL
fOr fast. effec-
tin reI41. Just
snoten frost
tubs. Pain
Lees Is sv.•
ones. Wed by
thousands. Ste
be some place without and with-
in to which each of us mightl
be able to retreat and there'
find strength for every ordeal.1
It is at this point that each of
us can kindly say, "Thank God'
for the reserve!" There must
be moral, spiritual and social
reserves in each of us that when
haunted by life's darkest nears
we can reach back into the en-
parent unknown and there find
strength for another start on
life's journey.
One of the most startling and
discouraging facts facing us to-
day is wrapped up in the fact
that too many of us never put
up a rgserve that in life's dark-
est moments we are aisle to
reach back and replenish our-
selves to the point that we are
able to move on a little further.
The Prodigal son upon reach-
ing the end of his line looked
homeward and there saw a fath-
er who was full of forgiveness
and willingness to restore him
to his orieinal place in the
home. Many of us will not
have anticipation of measuring
up to the status of the Prodigal
Son but there are places in
our lives where we can refill
our spiritual, moral, and so-
cial emptiness and take cour-
age and move on.
Each one of us somewhere
and sometimes in our lives gets
a vision of greatness. The tragic
thing about the whole thing
is that rneny time we laeic t'se
reserve to keep on going on.
Nothing is more traeic than tee
see a person get within arm's
reach of his goal and then give
up but thousands are doing it
every day.
There must be a reserve in
each of us. There must be some-
thing behind us that wen all
doors seem to shut we can
reach back and find the will
to go on. Only to the extent that
this is true will life ever have
any meaning for us. The fact
that upon moral, spiritual, and
social restraint many of us are
able to look ourselves in the
face at the close of each day,
will be most mennine`el to us.'
Life has a peculiar way of run-
ning out on us. Only to the ex-
tent that we are able to reach
.e.ack and make life worthwhile
lot only for ourselves tee for
all of those who come in con-
tact with US.
out of 10 WOMEN
GET RELIEF FROM
the awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of
CHANGE-OF-LW
in scientific clinical tests by noted doctor!
that tension, irritability aren't
relieved with leinleham's. See if
you don't escape suffocating "hot
flashes" that made change-of -lift
so hard to bear. Today, get Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
at all drug stores.
When due to simple iron defi-
ciency anemia, take Plnkhain
Tablets. Rich in iron, they
start to strengthen your iron-
starved blood within cne day
PRESIDENT'S LUNCHEON
—Bluff City Council of PTA
sponsored a Limeheon for its
past president Friday, F e b.
Mme. Glover
Thanks All
Her Helpers
Madame C. Glover extends
her thanks to all the members
and friends who were so nice
to help her put the program
over for the less fortunate last
Christmas.
Mme. Glover, as many of
you might know, is on the air
every Sunday morning at 9:30
until 10 a, m., station KWAM.
The broadcast eminates from
the St. Joseph Spiritual church,
235 S. Parkway East.
Mme. Glover's motto is "God
Is Able and Jesus Will Never
Fail.- She said her service is
for those persons who desire to
go to church but can't because
of health failings.
Bishop C. Cannon is t h e
church's pastor and Mme. C.
Glover is its missionary.
Rust Choir
Scheduled
March 6
The Sunday School Depart-
ment of Friendship Baptist
church will sponsor Rust col-
lege a capella choir March 6,
in a concert starting at 3 p. m.
Miss N. Dotson is the director.
General chairman of the pro-
gram is Thomas Franklin; co-
chairman, Mrs. Annie B. Al-
len: other chairmen are Mrs.
Essie Shaw, Mrs. Delocha Her-
ron, Noble Gatlin, sr., 
MiMrs;.says GI'Fredd'e Gatlin, Miss Shadys 'Used'Parker, Mrs. Thomas Nichols.
Rev. F. R. Nelson is pastor isA
of the church and Rochester I 01ym pics •
26, at the YWCA. From left
are Mrs. Lucille Price, pres-
ent president; Mrs. Georgia
Bumpus, Mrs. M. S. Draper,
Mrs. Lucille Hanburr Brew-
er, Mrs. Mary Murphy a n d
Mrs. McAdam Sloane, all
past presidents of the coun-
cil. (Photo by Withers)
Rev. King's Arrest
Stirs Ala. Churches
ATLANTA, Ga. — A point of
special emphasis in the morn-
ing worship services of a num-
ber of churches in Atlanta and
other Southern cities Sunday,
was the recent Alabama ar-
rest of and perjury charges
against Dr. Martin L. King, jr.,
internationally known leader of
the Montgomery, Alabama, bus
boycott, and president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.
Through special prayers,
statements and resolutions, min-
isters and their congregations,
voiced unshaken confidence in
Dr. King's integrity and ge-
a studied attempt to weaken
and obstruct the Negro's eslve
for first class citizenship in the
South.
Typical of the sentiments ex-
pressed was the brief statement
by the pastor and officers of the
First Congregational church,'
Atlanta, which said, "Our pro-
found faith in the integrity of
Dr. Martin L. King, jr., re '
mains unshaken; and we re-
gard the Alabama charges as w
vain attempt to discredit and
discourage freedom - seeking'
courageous leadership." Rev.
H. C. McEwen is pastor of the
First Congregational church.
erally castigated the arrest as Another minister, Rev. Wil-
i liam Holmes Borders of Wheat
Street Baptist church said, "I
believe Dr. M. L. King, jr., will
be able to prove himself inno-
cent of the charges of per-
jury and failure to report ac-
curately his income as made by
the State of Alabama."
For Pastor
Main observation for the
month of February at Olivet
Baptist church was the recent
Fourth Appreciation Year cele-
bration for its Pastor, Rev. E.
W. Williamson and his wife.
The event covered six days.
Mrs. Pearl Elmore, church'
reporter, said the affair brought,
many warm glows of spiritual
fellowship and the pastor ex-
pressed his gratefulness to all,
of the friends and visitors whoi
made the occasion such a suc-
cess.
Brother J. H. Holmes was the
chairman of the program.
Neely is superintendent of the
Sunday school.
Proceeds from the affair, do-
nations. will go to finance
delegates' trips to conventions
and meetings. A dinner will be
given for the choir after the
performance. at Squaw Valley, Calif.
— He said the servicemen were
used to trample snow, shovel
drainage ditches, and stave off
avalanche hazards in the inter-
est of profits for a private en-
terprise.
Irwin inserted his remarks
in the Congressional Record
'along with a dispatch from the
New York Herald Tribune which
COLDS
Relieve aches and pains of colds
with STANBACK Tablets or
Powders. Also use a gargle for
sore throat due to colds. STAN-
BACK'S S A. (Synergistic Ac-
tion) reduces fever, brings fas-
ter, more complete relief. Re-
member . . Snap back with
STANBACK!
LAKE VIEW WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
GARDENS
Carport
Concrete Drive
Storage
Aluminum
Windows
Separate
Dining Area
Select Oak
Floors
Central Heating
Dishwasher -
Disposal
* FREE MEMBERSHIP IN LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
WASHINGTON 
— (UPI) —
'Rep. Donald J. Irwin ID-Conn.)
complained there was "flagrant
abuse" of marines, soldiers and
airmen at the winter olympics
Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south of
Geeter School.
P 0 BOX 5313 • MEMPHIS • IX 7-9343
said the federal government
and the state o aliforei a to-
gether put up $13,490,000 to as-
sure SiTCYSS of the games.
e,41 Colors ond Colo;
Corabinot.orse
Ser.Owee Poe Ushers and
OrgonizatIores
(SURER CIMITS111 SEPT.
Pulpits Pews, Comm WAN
Lewitt Pekoe Aowilolelle
WRITE rot tett WAIN
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
101N st..N.E. 71 itarsama St., SW.
wassinstes 2,0.C. Atlanta 3, Gettsla
Somptiseal New &litho
Monday, March 21
10 A.M., 1:30 & $115 P.M.
Plus 10 A.N4 Mat, Nor. 22
PRICES FOR ALL (4)
PERFORMANCES
Adults $1.25 •
Children .75
AUDITORIUM
by HATTIE
MARTIN TEMPLE cME
The Second Annual Formal
Evening with Martin Temple's
young people this Friday, Mar.
4, will feature Miss Freddie
Clark as guest artist. Miss
Clark, who is a teacher at Car-
ver School and a member of
Martin Temple church, will
give four instrumental selec-
tions — piano and organ. She
will also sing three solos. Her
renditions will be Villanelle by
'Vel-Acqua,' "The Lord Is My
Light" ad "Wade In The Wa-
ter."
Appearing on the program,
also, will be the Young Peo-
ple Climes. The Chores wtll
sing "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" and -I've Got A
Home in That Rock."
Miss Eunice Gordon will serve
as mistress of ceremonies. Pre-
sentations will be mar3e '4 Miss
Geraldine Draper. William Haw-
kins will be in charge of ii-
nanees.
The recital begins at 8 p. m.
There is no charge for admis-
sion but a contribution may be
made. Rev. L. A. Storey is the
pastor.
HOPEWELL BAPTIST
- rribers of Hone-'veil Baptist
church, 334 Ashland ave., are
looking forward to Annual
Men's Day on Sunday, Mar,
27. Rev. S. H. Herring of St.
Paul Baptist church will be
guest speaker at the 3 p. m.
program.
0. J. Armstrong is the gener-
al chairman. 'rhe program
chairman is Jimmy Williams.
Herbert Mabry is the publici-
ty chairman. Rev. L. M. Mc-
Neil is the pastor.
UNION BAPTIST
The Willing Workers Club of
the Union Baptist church at
208 Turley st., will have a Fel-
lowship Tea. Sunday, March 5.
It will be held in the i'hureh'
MRS. A. N. BROWN, right,
admires the lovely Mink Stole
she has just won by virtue of
the Big Star Food Stores big
contest in which six Minks
were given a w a y. Mrs.
Brown, a teacher at Leath
Elementary school, was pre-
sented the stole by Mrs. Jane
Stanfield of the Sales Divi-
sion, Quality Stamp Stores,
Feb. 15, after the drawing,
(Staff Photo by Billy Duncan)
Yea Madame,
It is wise to keep up with
.the times—"Mixed- seems to
have taken over in the kit-
chen. With Jack Sprat the en-
riched wheat flour' we can
make our own mixes and
store them covered in the re-
frigerator. How simple to
take out the required amount,
add liquid, and biscuits
ready to be rolled out and
baked.
 3 _ -
HOUSE
!dining room at 3 p. m. Host-
esses will be Mrs. Lessic Mee
Reed, Mrs. Susie Mae Jeffer-
son and Mrs. Vernice Young.
Just before the tea, a mu-
sical program will be given.
Mrs. Marie Harris is president
of the Willing Worker Club and
Mrs. Georgia Mason ts the sec-
retary. Rev. J. W. West is pas-
tor of the church.
TRINITY BAPTIST
A musical program will be
held at the Trinity Baptist
church, Sunday, March 6. It will
be under the auenices 0' the
usher board. Dan Shields is the
president and Mrs. D. Wilson
is secretary.
The Young Matrons of Trini-
ty met this Wednesday, March
3, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Ross, sr., Mrs. J. C. Rain-
ey is the president and Mrs
Roy Fitzgerald is the secretary.
Rev. J. B. Jones is the pastor.
CME MINISTERS' WIVES
The CSIE Ministers' Wives
met Thursday at the home of
Dr. and Mrs J S Byes of 1358
S. Parkway with Mrs. A. L.
Turner and Mrs. H. L. O'Laker
taking the ro'e as ,oste.7:
Highlights of the meeting
were the reading and accept.-
ance of new by-laws and consti-
tution by the group. Yearbooks
were given to each member.
1, Mrs. L. A. Storey, the presi-
dent, presided.
! Members present were Mrs.
Etta Boyd, Mrs. J. L. Tolbert,
Mrs. L. A. Slaughter, Mrs. E.
'E. Dunigan, Mrs. D. S. Cun-
ningham, Mrs D. W Brown-
ing Mrs. E. L. Strong, Mrs. J.
C. Martin, Mrs. Amanda
Hill, Mrs. J. E. Robinson, Mrs.
W. D. Johnson, Mrs. M. E.
Boothe, Mrs. R. Honeysuckle,
Mrs. W. A. Johnson and Mrs.
i W. H. Taylor.
The March meeting will be
held
BAKING POWDER BISCUIT
Ma
4 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
se cup shortening
2 Tbsp, baking powder
2 Tsp. Salt
Sift together flour, baking
powder, and salt. Cut in
shortening using pastry
blender or finger tips until
crumbs are coarse and even.
Store in closed container in
VETERAN PERFORMANCES were given by these youth-
ful stars presented top-notch acts when they were heard
on a recent Big Star Food Stores show over 50.000 Watt
WDIA. It's always good listening when the Alf Star talent
time takes to the air each Saturday morning at 11:30 a.m.
refrigerator. Biscuits—to one
cup of mix add 1-4 cup milk
or enough to make soft
dough.
PASTRY MIX
1 pound shortening
7 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
4 tsp. salt
Sift Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and salt. Cut in
cold shortening using knife,
pastry blender or tip of fin-
MOSHI, Tanganyika — (UPI)
—Evangelist Billy Graham told
40,000 persons Sunday that
"Christ belongs to Africa just
as much as he belongs to any
other continent."
More than 10 times the popu-
lation of the Tanganyika town
flocked to hear Graham on his
religious crusade of Africa.
After the meeting Graham
was introduced to 103-year-old
Samson Chakuagaro who, in his
youth, met the famous British
explorer David Livingston in
Nyasaland.
Samson is now a pastor of
the Lutheran church in the
Moshi area.
Taylor of 2347 Saratoga.
TREE OF LIFE B‘PTIST
The Tree of Life Baptist
church Is in the midst ot its
institute which culminates on
March 4.
Pastors taking part in the
the institute are Rev. E. W.
Williamson of Olivet Baptist
church; Rev. S. H. Herring of
St. Paul Baptist church, Rev.
W. C. Holmes of Beulah Bap-
tist and Rev. E. Waller of Ear-
ly Grove Baptist. Rev. W. P.
Scott is pastor of the sanctu-
ary which is located at 38 W.
Colorado.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Education Day will be cele-
brated at the Ebenezer Bap-
tist church Sunday, March 13.
Principal speaker for the ot
casion will be Lionel Arnol
college pastor and instructor at.
LeMoyne college. He will speak
at 3 p. m.
Mrs. Ruby Chambers is the
general chairman. Rev. E. L
Slav is the minister.
gers until crumbs are coarse
as small peas. Cover, store
in refrigerator.
For one crust — to 11/2 cups
of mix, add ice water to form
stiff dough. Double for two
crusts. Use your own favor-
ite pie filling. This makes a
delicious, tender crust that
melts in your mouth.
More short cuts next time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
and these young stars of tomorrow brought pleasure to the
huge Mid-South' audience that tunes in for talent time. Ap-
pearing were, from left, Martha Jones, Willie Daniel, Syl-
via Buntyn, Merdist Cobb and Joyce Baker.
CASH FOOD STORES
.4110 4.1•••••
NASHVILLE DEMONSTRA-
TION — Part of the more
than 300 students in Nashville
college are seen in photo at
left at lunch counter in the
F. W. Woolworth store. Al-
though they were refused
service, they simply sat and
sat and sat, thereby prevent- ter had been closed. In center ers of the movement. In right
ing white customers from be- photo, a newsman interviews photo, students discuss the
ing served. Note sign at left Paul La Prod, a white Fisk "sit-in." They are James
indicating that the lunch court- student and one of the lead- Naussman, Diane Nash
(back to camera) and Luther and discrimination has plag-
Harris, one of the leaders. ued Southern cit,es. Almost
The sit-in technique of pro- always a spontaneous upris-
testing against segiega.lon iee, the demonstrations mark
DrFENIFI • 5
Sat., March 5, 1960
the first widespread protests
by students. All photos by
Gene L. Robinson.
STUDENT PROTEST MOVEMENT TO NASHVILLE
Address Given
By Dr. Noble
NASHVILLE — A call to rally take their education seriously.
to the needs of the women of an "Otherwise," she added, "they
"awakening" Africa, has been would leave college with noth-
issued here by the national pres- ing to offer the world."
ident of Delta Sigma Theta So-
rority,
Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, New
York City, told members of four
r have just flown in from Delta Sigma Theta sorority and Delta chapters that they are
ihpunny Miami where is attended her home is in Jacksonville, obligated to aid in educating
' 111Rhe annual meeting of National Fla. the women of Africa so that
Personnel Workers Associatio. Mrs. Louise Fletcher, Mrs. they in turn will be able to
Miami is really jumping this Vern and Mrs. Harold Thomas further the cause of their con-
time of year. Every organize- are to be congratulated for the tinent.
tion is invited to hold winter wonderful work they have done Dr. Noble
meetings there and many of
them do.
The weather was beautiful.
'ILL
ON
Mr
0
reZ 43;)Nms
with the March of Dimes cam-
paign. The gospel singers con-
cert, The Fashion show and oth-
I 'went around all day Monday er efforts were very successful.
in a short sleeve cottoni Te Nashville branch of Na-
dress Without a wrap. The tern- tional Council of Negro Women
perature was 83 degrees. When is making plans for their an-
I left Nasnville we had justinual public meeting which is to
been dug out of seven inches be held this year at St. Andrews
grounded the day before I left. Presbyterian church on Sunday.
grounded the day before I left. March 13. Mrs. John Thomas
Many meetings were post- is chairman of the program
poned because of the bad driv-,committee and Mrs. A. D. Kel-
ing conditions and now whely, president. These Council
we seem to he back at ormal,!women assure me that they are
I hear that Memphis has been receiving full cooperation from
visited Nashville as
guest of Alpha
t'Chi Chapter, of
Tennessee A & I
3tate university;
Apha Beta chap-
r, Fisk univer-
;Hy; Gamma'
)mega chapter,'
Meharry Medi-
.' eel college; and
he Nashville
Mumni chapter.1
ts Addressing a
Dr. J. L. Noblepublic session at
A&I , the national president
cautioned students of today to
ilheetting snow all day and its on all of the local affiliates who ---
e way back to Nashville. will this year present scrolls to
HOSTESS OF THE WEEK _ youth who have achieved in the • 
Mrs. John Work who really Nasvile Community and on e o is a iknows how to entertain was twol.he National level. The address
time hostess on Sunday and, to be delivered by the Rev.is 
She was introduced by Mrs.
Minerva Hawkins, of the Al-
umni chapter. Greetings were
heard from representatives of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority;
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity;
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority;
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority; and
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Mu-
sic was furnished by Mrs. Ma-
rie Brooks Strange.
Dr. Noble, an Albany, Ga.,
native, is an associate rofess-
sor in N. Y. university's de-
partment of guidance and hu-
man relations. She is the author
of the book, "The Negro Wom-
an Look§ at Her College Edu-
cation." Dr. Noble holds an A.
B. and M. A. degree from How-
ard university, and Ed. D. de-
gree from Columbia university.
The committee on Dr. Noble's
visit consisted of Mrs. Simone
Allen, Mrs. Anna Hymes, Mrs.
Love and Mrs. Ardella Thomp-
son, of the Alumni Chapter.
Monday ights of the pastlErnest Dixon of the Methodist •
eek. Sunday night she enter-
tained for the Music Depart-
ment of Fisk, members of the
Music faculty and the Nether-
land Singers who gave such a
wonderful concert in the chap-
Board of Education.
A and I State university has
done it again. The elaborate
dance given in honor of Miss
Charm ad Mr. Esquire with
Count Basie and his band
et brought together one of the
*Monday night she was host. most orderly and attractive
es to the Nashville Chapter of groups I have seen in attend-
Liks, Inc.
-Mrs. Ruth Davie was hostess
to Dr. Jean Noble, national
president of Delta Sigma Theta, sonnel officers who sponsored
sorority. The local chapters 0,ithis grand occasion.
vited a large number of guests The Metro's Progressive club
to meet the distinguished visit- of which Mrs. Pansy Doyle Wil-
or when they held a receptionliams is president, held their
In her honor.
Mrs. Charles S. Johnson, a
member of the board of direct-
ors of the local chapter of Unit-
ed Nations announced that more
than one hundred foreign stu-
dents from various Nashville
colleges and universities attend-
ed the Annual U. N. Dinner Av/Gillette
instable Razorsonally hostess to many of them Ad
ance at such an event in Nash-
ville. Cogratulations to the Stu-
dent Council and Studet per-
annual club party at the Blue
Triangle Y. W. C. A. on Wed-
nesday evening. It was a love-
ly affair with Mr. H. C. Kik-
ade, Mrs. N. S. Holliday and
(Continued On Page 14)
at Christ church. She was per- •
'HONORED — Mayor Ben
West gave a well deserved hon-
or to Edward E. Crawford when
he proclaimed a special day in
his honor. Mr. Crawford has
been the leading spirit in the
program of the Masonic Temp-
le association which has recent-
ly dedicated a newly acquired
building at 1513 1t8h ave., N.
Miriam Burney, Fisk sopho-
more, has the honor of being
selected to attend The White
House Conference on Children
and Youth. She is a member of
INGROWN NAIL
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"ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL?"
"ARE YOU HAPPY"
The secret to abilnd- FRE
since security, achieve-
ment can be 70 u rs — E!
RIAD! READ! READ!
BEYOND JORDAN
The book that has helped hundreds
to success Send only MOO for cost
of material and mailing (no C 0.D.)
limited supply,
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Jim roup Meets
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — "Not
since the time of the Crusades
has religion been in such a fav-
ored position to capture the im-
agination of mankind as it is
today," a leader in the com-
munications field declared at a
national Methodist meeting here
Edward Stasheff, a pioneer in
educational television and now
professor of speech at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, addressed
a national seminar of the Meth-
odist Television, Radio and Film
Commission (TRAFCO) Feb. 0-
11.
There were six representa-
tives of conferences of the Cen-,
tral Jurisdiction among the 110
chairmen of t elevision, radio
and film commissions of Metho-
dist annual conferences, TRAF-
CO members and consul-
tative s t a f f, public rela-
tions directors of Methodist
Episcopal areas and annual con-
ferences and others, attending
the three day parley.
They were M r s. Bernice
Hughes Martin, Bluefield, W.
Va., chairman of TRAFCO of
the East Tennessee Confer-
ence; Mrs. M. F. Stron, Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., chairman of
TRAFCO of the Southwest Con-
ference; Rev. G. E. Hogue,
Laurenceburg, N. C., chairman
of the North Carolina Confer-
ence TRAFCO.
Also Rev. David W. Bridwell,
Philadelphia, Pa., chairman of
t h e Delaware Conference
TRAFCO; Rev. Clarence M.
Clemmons, Covington, Ky., the
chairman of Lexington Confer-
ence TRAFCO and Rev. Dr.
Clarece T. R. Nelson, Colum-
bus, Ohio, public relations di-
rector for the St. Louis area.
The 110 were divided into 13
groups, and much of the three-
day seminar was spent in free,
wide-ranging discussion in the
small groups. The result: 48
pages of recommedations.
The recommendations were
reported in general sessions,
and discussed by the whole
body. TRAFCO intends to study
recommendations further with
the hope that it works, organi-
zation, and program can be im-
proved by some of them.
A Guide To Gnod
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Did you know that in 1911 a
biochemist named Funk discov-
ered the first vitamin'? After
that discovery followed re-
search that has shown vegetab-
les and fruits to be highest im-
port sources of many vitamins
and that they contribute their
highest vitamin content when
eaten raw.
In fact, "Eat a Salad Every-
day," is a slogan that has been
shouted so frequently by nutri-
tionists that every homemaker,
must now know the nutritional
virtues of crisp salad greens —
but, has she the technique for:
putting them together so that
they will be eaten right down
to the last sprig of parsley?
SALAD MAKING HINTS:
Young tender cucumbers
give a cool enticing look if used
unpeeled. Draw the prongs of
a fork deeply lengthwise down
the cucumber to make paralled
grooves, then slice. Older cu-
cumlsers should be peeled and
fluted.
Ripe olives add zest to a salad
dressing. They are especial-
ly good with bananas and or-
ange salads. A tart French
dressing should be used for the
base.
Sour cream dressing adds a
sophisticated flavor to salads
Its especially good with fruit
salads.
Lettuce can be decorated by
filling a small bowl with water
and sprinkling paprika on top.
Revolve a head of lettuce in
it; the leaves will be fringed
with red.
Add tomatoes to tossed sal-
ads last. Also, cut them the
French way, in verticle wedg-
es; they'll lose less juice.
Fruit or vegetable salads can
serve as a luncheon main dish
If you couple with protein-rich
cottage cheese.
Kabobs make a clever salad.
On skewers, string alternately
orange and banana chunks, or
any other fruit or vegetable
combination. Dip into your fav-
orite French dressing.
When a little onion juice is
needed for flavoring, sprinkle
a little salt on a slice of onion
then scrape the salted surface
with a knife or spoon to otbain
the juice.
Use the fruit juices from sal-
ads fruits or fruit cocktail to
thin mayonnaise and mix with
French dressing.
These are just a few salad
making hints. You'll find many
"Dairy Cook Book." To get your
copy write or call the Memphis
Dairy Council, 135 N. Pauline,
:„TA 6-7303.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is
A NIGHT OF NIGHT for Fisk
Basketball Bulldog, Alton
Washington, Center, Junior
of Little Rock, Ark., as he
receives the tronhy :or the
"most valuable player" of
i the year. Fisk's victory over
Talladega, 1)6•85, highlighted
this night for the Bulldogs:
"most valuable player." Jet.-
ry Byrd, Sophomore of Green-
ville, S. C., made the prrsen•
tattoo on behalf of Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity uhlle
Coach Bus Thompson shared
this momentous night. Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity presents a
trophy annually to "the most
outstanding player of the
year" selected by tie Fisk
Athletic Board.
McKissack Busy
On Haiti Deal
NASHVILLE — Calvin Mc- The "VIP" treatment he ac-
Kissack, president of the ar- cords officials of the Haitian
chitectural firm, McKissack and Government who have made
McKissack, has been busy the frequent visits to Nashville with-
past few months commuting be- in the last two years.
tween his office here and Port
au Prince, Haiti, where his
firm is directing the building Bartholcm3w Gets
of a $2,000,000 university cen-
ter for the Haitian Government. Office At Rutgers
The McKissack firm is known NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. —throughout this country, having
designed buildings for many col- William H Bartholomew of 1036
leges and business enterprises. S. Bellevue, Memphis, Tenn..
The firm was Calvin McKissack has been elected historian of
and his late brother, Mose.
Details of the Haitian ar- 
Tau Delta Phi, social frateenit,--
at Rutgers New Jersey's State
rangement are not generally
known since the McKissacks university.
have conducted dealings with A sophomore psychology ma-
officials of that country on jor, Bartholomew is the son
strictly a "hush, hush" basis. of Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Bartholo-
But it has been reliably report-mew and a graduate of Scat-
ed here that the project as tergood prep school.
been launched.
Pointing as evidence of this
has been these two factors:
Pregnant lobsters must be re-
turned to the water immediate-
McKissack's quick plane trips ly on being caught under. Con-
to Haiti every few weeks. neeticut law.
Bars Don't Stop
Kasper's Campaign
NASHVILLE — John Kasper,
the notorious race baiter, now
has a venomous hate machine
against Negroes working f o r
him from behind the walls of
the Davidson County Work-
house here.
Kasper is confined to the
workhouse on a year's sentence
for his part in the race vio-
lence a few years ago when
Nashville integrated public
schools.
Being circulated through the
mail here this week is a piece
of what might lightly be called
literature, singing the high
praises of Kasper and damning
the entire Negro race as some-
thing lower than nothing. The
hate material is signed by a!
white inmate from Nashville,
who boasts of being
same jail with Kasper and ad-
mits to having spent more
than half his lifetime in some-
jail.
"Mr. Kasper is real," writes
a service provided to readers
of the Tri State Defender thru
the cooperation of the Memphis
Dairy Council. Mrs. Williams is
a teacher of Home Economics
at Manassas High school.
the jailed penman, and what's
more, he adds, -'the niggers
know it." He writes that Kas-
per has been right in his hate
campaign against "niggers" be-
cause "the niggers" are only
fit for rape, stealing, and car-
riers of venereal diseasc7.
Many prominent persons here
have received the hate sheets,
— two legal size pages — in-!
chiding news persona and radiol
broadcasters.
There has been some specu-
lation that Kasoer is taking this
means to counteract recent
demonstrations against him by
Negroes and outside of t e
County Workhouse.
Among these have been: at-
tempts by Negro Inmates to
manhandle Kasper when they
have come into else range o:
him. It WRS this type of thing
that provided jail authorities
with reason to keep Kasper
from making outside journeys
with regular prison work gangs.
Recently when he was on one
Iof these work gangs, a group
of Negro women spotted t h e
long lanky racist and threaten.
ed to "barbecue" him on the
spot. This incident has been re-
ported as another reason Kas-
per is kept within prison walls.
350 Youths
Participate
In 'Sit-In'
GENE L. ROBINSON
The city of Nashville has
again felt the emotions of mege
than 350 student from Fisk, Me-
harry, American Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary and A&I
State university. This is be-
lieved to be the largest of all
such movements to be staged
by students.
Never before had the people
of Nashville seen such protests
RS those seen as the groups
filled the seats at luncheon
counters at Woolworth, Kress,
MeT,ellans and Grants dime
stores. Also hit for the first
time was Walgreens drug com-
pany. Hundreds of shoppers
were without lunch due to this
deenonstrathm.
Spectators watched by the
dozens Everyone enell feel the
tensed moments. Still the stu-
dents 'only sat and read So ne
were readin^ such bo"ks as:
"Un from Slavery" by Booker
T. Washington, "Poem of Pro-
test", "Let's Join the Tillman
Race," and "The Bible."
NO COMMENT
Grants. Kress and M-T.ellans
n!aced merchendise on the cou-
ters. When the manager yas
asked why this was done,
only said "no romment and no
pictures." Wo.lereen, altirugh
for the first time. seem-
ed to have -anticine'ed
the growth of the oreanieation
A sign h-d been nainted eod
was nlared in the aisle. The si'n'
read "EritTN'r siosr etincers -Ng
w'rEST OF PUBLIC SAFE-
TY."
Woolworth stopped serving
and placed signs stating "clos-
ed."
After obtaining permission to
4nterview a white exchange stu-
dent, I was able to find out
why he narticipated in this
movement ieitiated by Neoroes.
I The student. James Nussmann,
a Junior majoring in History
' at Fisk university commented,
"Irt /*I OM rn• #4; saonointed to
see the way that some of rnv
People act. T feel that this is
nroblem *f both races, and
II are proud to be A nart of
such a movement. We stress
that this be a non-violent move.
/ believe that general integra-
tion wilt ;reprove everyone's
prosperity."
Mr. Nussmann is a regular
student at Whittier college at
Whittler, Calif.
DARK EYES
Memphis' largest selling
Available in all sizes. Including Vs gallons.
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o W YOU NAD A LOT OF
MONEY?
j 
en
way 1513 Amador St., Fresno,
Calif.
Dear Mme. Chante: e been
reading your column for a num-
  ber of years. I am a man in
my late 409s, interested in com-
panionship. Would like to hear
from women who are vegetari-
ans. Prefer the younger type,
• although age really doesn't mat-
ter too much. I am 5 feet, 91/2
inches tall, 170 lbs., brown com-
plexion, black hair, brown eyes,
fair education. All additional in-
formation on myself will be giv-
in first letter. Joseph Hare-
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man 35 years old, 5 feet,
8 inches tall, 150 lbs., brown
  
complexion, have a good educe-
Methodist Handles Her Dixie Senators
Catho!ic Task Well Set Filibuster
CHICAGO, Ill. —
"I think you can handle the
Job."
'iis's what girls told Par-
reanie Wilson last spring when
sae was runntng presi-
dent of the Student Activities
Council at Mundelein College—
an office she subsequently won.
Her job is the 'second highest
post in the student government
at Mundelein, the Cetholic wom-
en's liberal arts college at 6363
5 eridan rd.
The girls' staLements were
particularly significant durin r
Brotherhood Week because Par-
reannie is a Negro and a Metho-
dist!
"The girls zoored our dif-
ferences in color and religion
and voted for me because they
be:eyed in my thility,- says
Parreannie. "This is a key
pr in advancing .
"There must be better un-
derstanding among people. They
must be accepted for what they
are," she says. "We shouldn't
try to change others just to
conform to our standards be-
cause sometimes their stan-
dards, though different, are as
good as ours."
Sister Mary Assisium, B.V.M.,
Mundelefn's Dean of Women,
says, "Any job Parreannie's
been given as vice president,
she's done excellently. She
works well with the other girls."
A 21-year-old music student,
Parreannie has been on a schol-
arship during her four years at
the college. She plays the piano
and is organist at Carey Ter-
centenary A.M.E. Church.
However, her Catholic educa-
tion has not been limited to
Mundelein. She also attended
S!. Agatha's grade school and
St. Mary's High school. Why
this Catholic education when
she's Methodist?
"My parents wanted me to go
to Catholic schools," says Par-
rc- nnie. "They thoueht I'd get
an excellent education and I
think they were right."
The tall, slender Parreannie
li-.es with her father, Lonnie,
a chef, at 523 E. 85th at. Her
mother died last summer. She
has an older brother, Calvin,
and an older sister, Mrs. Dor-
ot Pugh.
s vice president of the Stu-
der+. Activities Council. or  of
her main tasks is heading
Mundelein's Sis. pr.-
gram. The Bi-: Sisters are jur
iors and seniors 'ho "adlpt-
incoming freshmen and "el-
them adjust to college life
They also represent the col.eg,
a' high schools in the Chicago
area.
president of the sophomore
class and president of the glee
club. She's also been active in
other campus organizations.
Two things are in her future.
She hopes to continue her in-
terest in music as a profes-
sional musician or a teacher.
But more important than that
is her upcoming marriage to
Ernest Davis, jr., a research
biologist, of 1312 E. 53rd at.
a fellow officer, James Huff,
who urged him to "give West
a break."
'Cooke was a year away from
having a bachelor's degree in
psychology from Loyola Univer-
sity," Blueitt said, adding:
"I recommended that he be
suspended because he refused
to sign an immunity waiver, he
refused to testify before a grand
jury in the case, he submitted
a false report on the case to
this office and he admitted
destroying the evidence in the
case."
Cooke came on the police
force in May le, 1956 after
avir.' s-:e: • crin.-
inology and ormerly being a
private invesAgator. He lives at
500 E. 33rd St.
IIESF FOUR 'MOREHOUSE
todents have been se-
ected for Merrill European
rave study ar.tards for the
1960-61 academic years. The
WASHINGT01% — (UPI) —
Southern senators last week
opened a drive to whittle down
President Eisenhower's c iv il
rights bill or at best make it
distasteful to Republicans ted
Northern Democrats.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
(D-N.C.) introduced the first
three of what is expected to be
a barrage of Dixie amendments
to the administration bill. Ervin
offered the m despite over-
whelming odds against their en-
actment.
The action came as the Senate
battled through another long day
of debate in the face of Senate
Democratic Leader Lyndon B.
Johnson's announcement that
round-the-clock sessions will
start to force a showdown civil
rights vote.
One of Ervin's proposals
would strike out a section in
the administration bill making
it a federal crime to use threats
or violence in an attempt to
block court-ordered school in-
tegration.
Kenneth Douty, executive di-
rector of the Illinois Division of
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), has resigned
his post to accept a newly -
formed position with the De-
partment of Labor in Washing-
ton on March I, it was an-
nounced by Alex Elson, acting
chairman of the board.
$3,000 grants are made by
possible the chilli-tom) of the
Morehouse Board of Trustees.
The winners, left to right are,
Donald R Hoskins, IS, a Jun-
"I've never had anyone more
dependable in the Big Sisters
program," says Sister Mary St.
Ida, B.V.M., Mundelein's Di-
rector of Admissions. "She's
really done a wonderful job.
"The girls have great respect
for her, too," Sister continues.
"If Parreannie asks them to do
something, they do it."
In addition to her present of-
fice, Parreannie has been vice
LiiICAGO, Ill. —
Patrolman Raphael Cooke,
who was suspended from the
police force Thursday by Kyran
Phelan, was a pretty good po-
lice officer up to the time he
became involved in a police
scandal centering around a nar-
r- tics case. Wabash Avenue
Police Capt. Kinzie Blueitt said
Ieursday following the suspen-
sion.
"He had been attached to
the Fifth District ever since he
came on the job in May, 19E,;
and I never had any complaints
about ''im." Blueitt remarked
after the 3-year-old policeman
admitted substitutins,
powder for two packets of al-
!feed heroin being held as evi-
dence against Marion West of
5630 LaSalle.
West had been found with the
alleged narcotics when his car
was stopped on a traffic charge.
A search of the car revealed a
paper .bag containing a hypo-
dermic needle, an eyedroppe-
and two packets Cooke though
to contain heroir.
Cooke told Capt. Joseph Mor
rig. head of the narci)tics dc
tail, that he made the talcur
powder switch at the request c
Sells 2,000 Lots
21 Minolfes
FORT LAUDFRDALE. Fl
- (UPI) — Real estate deale-
James S Hunt sold $$.500.00`
worth of hieh-oriced resider
tial lots in 21 minutes Fridat
at a rally-tyne sale reminis
rent of the old Florida "boom"
fInys. Hunt had 2,000 orospec
:ye buyers at breakfast, en-
tertained with a jazz band and
lilt 541 lots in well-to-do Cora)
lidee on tho auction block.
lots was $12,030.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would been reading your wonderful
column for years and think youlike to correspond with both
a
male and female regardless of re doing a great job getting
nationality. I am 2.5 years old, people acquainted with one an-
a divorcee with children, hav, other. Would you kindly add myietter to your column. I am abrown eyes and black hair, 5
feet, inches tall, considered single. man in my 30s, nice look5 ing with a brown complexion, 5
nic looking. I enjoy all music,e 
sports and dancing. wiii ex _ feet, 10 Inches tall, 167 lbs. I
change photos. Mrs. Lula Hum- would like to hear from
hon-
phrey, 6601 S. Racine ave., Chi- est, sincere, kindhearted ladies
cago 36, Ill. from all over the country 
who
• • • 
would be interested in meeting
a true companion. Kindly send
photo and I shall do likewise. J.
Anthony, 64 West 139th St., Apt.
20, C-0 Williams, New York
City, N. Y.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young lady 18 years of age, 5
feet, 7 inches tall, medium
brown complexion, 129 lbs. I am
a Christian and will enjoy hear-
ing from young Christian men
between 19 and 26. Willing to ex
change photos. Bessie L. Bar-
ringer, 6502 S. Harvard St., Chi-
cago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am still
reading your wonderful column.
I am looking for a nice man—
one wh does not drink or
gamble and is truthful. Would
tion and a sign painter by like for him to own his own car
trade. I am looking for a worn- and like to travel. Miss K. Ford,
an between 30-35 — one who General Delivery, San Antonio,
will be willing to take a chance Texas.
with me to get a new start in • • •
life. Would like to meet some-
one in the state of teGeorgia or 
Dear. Mme. Chanter I am 
la-
anywhere
in-
in the South. I am 
rested in meeting young 
dies bet* Ten the ages of 28 and
willing tc accept children if she col-
has any. All letters will be an- 
33. I am so glad there is a 
umn such as yours to turn to.
swered. Harold Smith, 401 New- I am 32 5 feet, 7 inches tall.
port St., N.W., Atlanta 13, Ga. Am working towards my degree
• • • in psychology. Walter King. Vet-
erans Administration Hospital,
Roanoke Va.
Dear Mme. Chante: I hope
you can help me. I have been
in Chicago about a year. I am
from New York. Thought peo-
ple were hard to meet there but
Chicago has it beat. I am 25
years old weigh 165 lbs., 5 feet,
104 inches tall, with black eyes
and black hair. I am said to
be nice looking. I work at the
postoffice. Would like to meet a
young lady between the ages of
20 and 24 years weighing be-
tween 120 and 130 lbs., 5 feet,
5 inches tall and living in Chi-
cago. Billy St. John, 8641 S.
Wabash, Chicago 19, Ill,
Dear Mme. Chante: I
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I believe
that world peace can be devel-
oped through friendship and
brotherhood among nations. I for
one wish to have pals all over
the world. Therefore, I would
like to hear from persons all
ages, any race or religion. I am
28 years old, Filipino, married,
public school teacher. My hob-
bies are letterwriting, collecting
stamps, crocheting, knitting,
reading and Girl Scout troop
leader. Mrs. Antonieta E. Bre-
`ser. Pikit Elementary school,
have Pikit, Cotabato, Philippines.
NEW YORK — (UPI)—Gen-
erous Americans gave more
than $7,800,000,000 to their fav-
orite charities and funds in
1959, the American Associa-
tion of Fund-Raising Counsel,
Inc., said.
The association's publication,
Giving, USA, said religion was
133 far the largest beneficiary,
receiving about half of the iot-
a: amount for philanthropic
purposes during the year.
Welfare received approxi
mately 16 percent, education 15
per cent and health 14 per
Jar, ce Miami; Homer I
AcCall 19, a junior from
'4ontwist/7, Ala.; Robert H
Melyan. to, of Monroeville.
Ala. and Benjamin D. Berry,
20, of Washington. D. C.
WOUGVCTS
'SKTERIAlli1NG
PAE
cent. Foundations received 4
ler cent and the remainder
.vent to miscellaneous causes,
the publication said.
The association, a non-profit
organization of 31 professional
firms specializing in directing
Ind counseling fund-raising
irograms in the United States
)nd Canada, said individuals
ontributed an estimated $6,-
0e,000,000 of the total philan-
hropy.
In addition, 45,000,000 Amer
ns, or one of every four,
ontributed their time and tal-
,nts on a voluntary basis to
'arious philanthropic causes.
Foundations made grants of
00 million dollars and corpor-
tions contributed 526 million.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The
iviet Union celebrated its 42nd
rmed forces anniversary Tues-
ay with 20-gun salhtes in ma-
3r cities and a renewed boast
hat the nation's nuclear and
lam weapons make it the
9rld's strongest military
wer.
iIM MEIER, 11, of '
troit !iich., who att,m(ir
N a liqn al Hobby Sher
Cavite°. Is shown in the
ALR‘GHT CABBIESA.E1 IS
DO SOMENtNG ABoUT / 
%ESE RAGGEDY 444.CKS:
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
dry martini is more potent
than a tall highball — even
though both contain exactly
the same amount of alcohol.
The person who "drinks on
an empty stomach" does feel
intoxicating effects much
quicker than one who drinks
after eating.
But alcohol does not "relax
the muscles" when you're phy-
sically tired. It gives that im-
pression only because it de-
presses the brain's ability to
perceive fatigue.
These and other scientifical-
ly-established facts about al-
cohol's effect on the human
system are put forward—pri-
marily for the edification of
family doctors—in the current
issue of the Journal of t h e
American Medical Association.
AUTHORS EXPERTS
The AMA article was writ-
ten by two leading medical
authorities on alcohol and al-
coholism, Drs. Jackson A.
Smith of Omaha, Neb., a n d
Fitzhugh C. Pannill of Corsi-
Nina, Tex.
Some of their statements
support, and others contradiCt,
popular folklore about drink-
.ng.
The widely-held belief that
martinis are deadly" is fully
orroborated by physiological
itudies which show that the
ate at which alcohol is ab-
sorbed from the stomach into
the bloodstream is directly re-
lated to the concentration of
alcohol in the beverage con-
sumed.
A relatively low concentra-
tion (such as that found in a
tall highball) or a very high
concentration (such as a
straight shot of whiskey) leads
to slower absorption than in-
gestion of a drink which con-
tains between 10 and 35 per
cent alcohol.
"Incidentally," the doctors
note, "this is about the concen-
tration of the average dry
FOOD HELPS
Absorption also is slowed by
the presence of food in the
stomach, particularly fat or
protein. This bears out the
popular belief that it's risky
to drink on an empty stomach,
booth of Tylart, Inc., with
offices at 1).1.roit. The show.
sponsored by Hobby Indus-
and also confirms the ide
that a• preliminary glass 
rich milk will fortify a per-
son's ability to "hold his litk-
uor."
The notion that a drink re-
lazes the muscles and comtieta
physical weariness is strictly
a delusion, the physicians said.'
Alcohol "apparently has do
effect" on skeletal rrfuscles
and the imbiber's conviction,
that it gives him an increased
ability to work "is probably
the effect of failure to pers
ceive fatigue."
They stressed a fact which
many before them have tried
in vain to get across: alcohoi
is never a "stimulant."
"Alcohol acts as a depre
sant drug on the central nery.
ous system; this depression
proceeds as the concentration
rises until eventually the vital
centers are depressed.
"The apparent stimulat
which results from a small
take of alcohol is actually d
o the depression of the hi
centers (of the brain) in whi
ordinary inhibitions are relic
ed and the person is both e
ioric and more spontaneous'
How much alcohol does ,
Lake to affect a person's think-
ng and acting?
"About one ounce of whisliei
Is the maximum that the WO
can metabolize in an hour."
No human beg, regardless of
'nis presumed "capacity," call
consume more than one ounce
of whiskey or its equivale
within the course of an hour
time without experiencing- a
rising concentration of alcohol
in the blood, and a resulting
anaesthetic affect on the high-
er brain centers which conM1
such functions as self-criticisnr
and judgment.
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Amer.
ican industry, which spent OS-
billion on packaging in 1958,
is expected to increase this
tries, was held in the
man hotel. (Defender g
photo)
4
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Our Opinion
Another Victory For NAACP
A victory of no ordinary meaning
dei was won by the National Association
or the Advancement of Colored People
when the Supreme Court upheld the As-
sociation's right to keep its meml- ership
lists secret.
The Court ruled unconstitutional a
Little Rock and North Little Rock's or-
dinance requiring the NAACP to make
public its roster of membership.
The case arose under city ordinances
passed for the asserted purpose of de-
termining whether certain non-profit
organizations should be paying taxes.
Under the measures the local branch of
the NAACP would have to file financial
statements and lists of members.
Without a single dissent, the Court
declared, "The municipsiities have fail-
ed to demonstrate a controlling justifi-
ta.tion for the deterrence of free associ-1 tion which compulsory disclosure of
ttle. memberships lists would cause."
Had the city authorities merely
sought to exercise their constitutional
/56wer by an examination of the Associ-
aticm's financial books, there might have
been ground to assume this to be a rea-
sonable inquiry, and not an unwarranted
fishing expedition.
They were not seeking incontrover-
tible evidence, but probable cause for
denying exemption to a tax-free organ-
ization. For the financial status of any
local branch of the NAACP is common
knowledge. It is a struggling organiza-
ikon whose branches operate on a volun-
7ary basis with little or no funds to de-
fray the costs of their own litigation.
But to require open display or pub-
lication of the organization's member-
ship lists at a time when the Associa-
tion was, besides fostering an unpopular
cause, fighting for its very existence,
was obviously an invitation to suicide.
• ' Little Rock was enveloped by the red
-Ones of racist passion and the segre-
gationists under the spur of a simple-
Minded Governor would have wanted
nOthing better than a chance to toss into
the boiling caldron of racial hate t h e
helpless members of the NAACP.
By taking the integration dispute
through all the required stages of judi-
cial action, the Association became the
litcus of inordinate hatred and passion.
And the fact that it won handsomely
Iabama VS.
every round in this death-grapple for
equality, m a le Southern hostility
against it the more intense.
In many a community in Dixie Ne-
gro teachers were unceremoniously dis-
missed from their jobs simply because
they held memberships in ths NAACP.
The segregationists turned their wrath
upon the Association a n d sought
through legislative enactments and in-
timidation to destroy it.
It was therefore a great triumph in
the continuing battle for equality when
the Court said:
"Like freedom of speech and a free
press, the right of peaceable assembly
was considered by the framers of our
Constitution to lie at the foundation of
a government based upon the consent
of an informed citizenry—a government
dedicated to the establishment of jus-
tice and the preservation of liberty."
"And it is now beyond dispute," the
Court added, "that freedom of associa-
tion for the purpose of advancing ideas
and airing grievances is protected by
the due process clause of the 14th
Amendment from invasion by the
states."
In a separate concurring opinion,
Justices Hugo L. Black and William 0.
Douglas said the ordinances violate
freedom of speech and assembly guar-
anteed by the First Amendment to the
Constitution.
"These rights," they said, "are be-
yond abridgement either by legislation
that directly restrains their exercise or
by suppression or impairment through
harassment, humiliation, or exposure
by government."
Think what it would have meant had
the Supreme Court held otherwise! The
cause for which the NAACP has been
fighting would have suffered serious
damage. Membership in the Association
would have fallen off like dry leaves
from autumn trees; activities on behalf
of such civil rights as voting and school
integration would have been at a stand-
still. In fact so far the South was con-
cerned the NAACP would have been just
as dead as Gen. Sherman.
But the court which has shown un-
usual clarity and fortitude has saved
the day. All true and honest Americans
must be thankful for this fearless and
just exercise of judicial wisdom.
Martin L uther King
Dr. Martin Luther King, the militant
young minister, who led the successful
revolt against bus segregation in Mont-
gomery, Ala., has been charged with
parjury in connection with the filing of
Alabama state income tax returns. He
was arrested on a warrant sworn out by
the auditor of the Alabama state reve-
nue department, but was released un-
ler $2,000 bond.
The perjury charges, according to
Alabama officials, stemmed from Dr.
maiing's alleged failure to report about
TI01,000 on his 1956 and 1958 state in-
cothe tax returns.
We do not know whether these
charges have any foundation in fact.
B'ot it is not difficult to imagine that
in view of his singular position in his
native state, Dr. King has become a ma-
jor target of hostility and persecution.
Technical errors in comnuting his as-
sets would not be excused as a normal
oversight. There are margins of errors
to be found in almost everybody's in-
come tax returns whether federal or
state. But the state of Alabama, appar-
ently, is not in the mood to extend the
usual consideration given to ministers
pit the gospel to Rev. King.
Os' What Alabama has been looking for
as some kind of 11 ground on which to
,..lnicredit the Rev. King and check his
ever widening influence. For King today
pr•Ass the greatest threat to the South's
medieval ways of social life.
Since his smashing success with the
Montgomery Bus Strike, King's stature
has grown—beyond the geography of
his native state of Alabama—to national
prominence. And he continues to remain
in the center of the storm; he is today
the South's untiring gadfly.
What is happening to the Rev. King
Is quite in keeping with America's tra-
ditional technique of suppressing those
who dare raise their voices against op-
presive social proscriptions.
There are still vestiges of pro-slave-
ry attitude and sentiment. Militant Ne-
gro leadership has always been regarded
as a dangerous threat to U. S. social or-
der. Acting upon that synthetic assump-
tion the constituted authorities easily
find ways and means to discredit those
who refuse to conform, and who are
Unwilling to use their influence to exalt
a rotten system that tolerates segrega-
tion, discrimination and lynching, mak-
ing second class citizens out of decent
first class Negro Americans.
The ”Tophant, the compromiser and
the self-appointed apologist can always
find support and a ready platform for
their utterances. They are given t h e
spotlight and are paraded before the
public as "safe" leaders.
Dr. King, who is without fears, has
the solid backing of his people; the
Montgomery Improvement Association
has unanimously voted to stand by him
and has pledged him its "undyin4 loyal-
ty and support."
Being Frank..
About Peopitt, Maces
And Problems
By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Alder-
man W. W. Beckett's °rehire sa
seeking to end Louisville segre-
gation in publ,c p.aces
ly - owned) is in line with simi-
lar actions this year in Kansas
City and St. Louis, Mo. Cincin-
nati and Indianapolis are al-
ready past this stage because
they have state civil rights leg-
islation making public accom-
modatiens denial unlawful.
The fast is thet every (shy
near and similar to Louisville
in the middle west is well ahead
of us in this respes . s
there are many who still persist
in categorieing Louisville as a
typical southern city compara-
ble to Nashville or Atlanta, I
prefer to look toward the mid-
west and horde" r ties foe my
examples of integration prog-
re..s anu the paiieon we seaiu..1
follow.
Like Missouri, Kentucky is
bound by an outmcded constitu-
tion which even white people
have not been able to change on
matters not racially controversi-
al. More:sever, we have, t•-hei-
cally, but one first-class city in
all of Keetueky anci o _e_
of our area faces Tennessee to
get complete state integration in-
spiration or examples.
Therefore, it is highly improb-
able that Kentucky. which is
largely rural, will enact in this
legislatiire a civil rights law
that will desegregate hotels, res-
taurants, et?., o
took us 40 years before the 1954
Supreme Court decision to dis-
member the Day Law only
slightly in the realms of nurse
training and higher education.
Even though we probably have
the most liberal state adminis-
tration in history, it is hiehly
improbable that our General As-
sembly, constituted as it is, will
enact a state civil rights law.
Our only chance, therefore, like
kindred Missouri. is to seek in-
dividual city civil rielhe Ye
short, acclaimed Louisville is
our best chance. And if it isa
no other municipality in Ken-
tucky is — not even Covington
er. Newport just across ti-e river
from liberal Cincinnati. Actual-
ly Louisville is obligated to set
the integration example for
Lenten Series
Kentucky.
Especially is this politically
oecause in .1-.4 ••-•; .)
registered Negro voters hold the
belance of power in clese e'ee-
tions. Increasingly, our local
elec.ions are Ou.. c....ie,y ts.:-
cided especially since the coun-
ty proper is becoming more Re-
publican all the time. Only 7,000
votes separated the two Mayor-
alty candidates in 1957. Negroes
could have defeated ME Hobliti-
zell if only A,000 theei '•ed
supported Mr. Diehl. Under-
standa'oly evely swocaed volt
technically counts two. 
Thereanty of this is twin-
forcibly brought to bear in Al-
herrnan
only 10 to 15 per cent of Louis-
ville Negro Yours just haapea
to get displeased enough over
failere ti eneet a e'so—c-at^d
Public Accommodations meas-
ure, Len t. e era ceshoci c„ed
have a Republican Congress-
man again and Louisville in ln..;1
just could have a Republican
Mayor.,
Thus; Beckett's ordinance is
not a matter to be teken l!ght-
ly by the Demoeratic organiza-
tion esen thoue,h it has C.— ef
the best local machines in his-
tory. This same maesuen., has
been defeated before, and it is
now faced with the biggest chal-
lenge it has had from Negro
voters, except perhaps t h e
woods case, whicti prooueed a
Repulican Board of Aldermen.
The candidate most likely to
suffer first, if the ordinance is
not passed and if the Republi-
cans offer some promise toward
its future enactment, is th.,
Democrat who aspires to the
3rd District Cengres_..nat
Next target of denied Negroes
will be the Democratic Mayor-
alty candidate next year as well
as the incumbent Aldermen who
oppose the ordinance.
None of this appears unlikely,
nor too removed since Negro
leadership and ve`e-s are ^et
only better organized locally
than eve:, 'ollt
increasing number of liberal
whites, they are now more de-
termined to use their bailot to
obtain full freedom.
Togetherness, A
Symbol Of Lent
By BISHOP G. B. OXNAM think anew of the significance
When the churches met in the
second assembly of the World
Council of Churches at Evan-
ston, Ill., 120,000 Christians as-
sembled in Soldier Field for a
service of worship.
The world beheld the church-
es vsible in cc . „ e
churches experiencing the cor-
rective impact of collective
thinking. Quaker learned from
Orthodox, and Orthodox from
Methodist, and Methodist from
Anglican. They practised the
military principle of impulsion.
Every military move must have
an objective and is dependent
upon mass, , aii
commander possesses — men,
material, and morale.,
of their membership vows.
Christians everywhere realize
that they belong to a world-
wide fellowship with centuries
of history behind it — the mang-
er, the upper room, the cross;
a future with the ages before
it — Jesus Christ is to become
the ruler of the kings of the
earth and His Kingdom shall
know no end; a fellowship that
knows no barrier of nation, of
class, of race.
It is a fellowship in which the
member realizes that he is not
alone and will never be alone
again — "Lo, I am with you al-
ways:" a fellowship with a sum-
mons to get right with brother
before one leaves gifts at al-
Impulsion means multiplying tars; a fellowship that demands
mass by concentrating upon a that we master the faith until
particular section of the line, it masters us; a fellowship in
Churches are concentrating their which we are called upon to
power in t -e prociamati. I concentrate our talents and find
message, in the development of greatness in service itself.
sound international relations, a In Lent, we are together; and
just social order, brotherhood in out of Lent will come a practice
racial areas. that means we shall be togeth-
During Lent, when millions er through the ages to come.
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SO WHAT?
"You Don't Look Like You Weigh 120 Pounds . . .
Just In Some Places."
HOW !CONTENT CAN We 6Er
WE DOT LIKE10 BE
TOLD WHAT -TO DO/
...FAIT I'M TELLING
YOU WHAT TO DO.,.
.DON'T FORGET THAT/
it
FOR ONE IS YOUR MA5TER, EVEN CHIT; -
AND ALL YE ARE BRETHREW_A/77.2?-e
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
LAGOS Nigeria — No, one
should be shocked if the day
conies when the United Nations
may be called upon to settle
a disputc, between some of the
new nations in so-called "black
Africa."
The latest evidence of some
discord between the new states
was revealed last week when
the Nigerian delegation return-
ed from the All African Peo-
ple's Conference in Tunis. One
of the returning delegates, Fred
Anyiam, who is denuty nation-
al secretary of Dr. Azikiwe's
party, told the press that it
"appearec: that. Ghana, Giii&a
and the French Cameroots
formed a clique against Niger-
ia with the result that the dele-
gation almost failed to bs,ren-
resented on the Steering
mittee of the conference." He
pointed out that 14 of the 22
members of the committee had
"Ghana interests."
Chief Anthony Enahoro, head
of the Nigerian delegation and
a member of the Action Group
'e'V of Chief Awolowo, also
_AN his grievances against
10 .• clique" and charged that
efforts were heing made to dis-
courage N. la from -play-
ieg her pro; role in the Afri-
ean continent."
What is significant here is
that Anyiam and Enahoro are
political enemies in Nigerian
politics, but they worked to-
'tether as members of the Ni-.,
^erian delegation and returned
from the conference united in
their resentment over the way
Nigeria was treated.
Despite these grievances both
delegates praised the work of
the Tunis conference and call-
ed it very successful.
This latest., incident is the
third involving Nigeria and
Ghana in the last three months
which have made the front
pages of the nationalist news-
papers in Nigeria. In the fall
the Nieerian and Ghana soccer
football teams got into a has-
sle and the fervor of the fans
on each side almost led to real
trouble. Relations between
thern deteriofated to the point
where games were 'cancelled
and the sports officials of both
countries c-ailed special meet-
ings in attempt to reconcile
matters.
!scantly on the _occasion 6f
the visit to Nigeria by Brit-
ish Prime Minister Harold Mae-
niillan, the Prime Minister of
the Federation of Nieeria, Sir
A`bubakar Batewa, took sever-
al cracks at Nkrumali at a
mess conference in Lagos.
First he denied discuseing the
United States of African issue
with Nkrimah, and secondly,
he said Nigeria would not give
up its sovereigety and, finally,
he did not thinl: the Ghanaian
premier was going to run the
African continent.
Some observers here feel that
the world may have to look
upon the African continent in
the same way it looks upon
Europe. The countries of Er,-
ope are not very far apart eth-
nic,lly and they are ,all white
but tltey are a long way front
a United States of Europe. The
fact that all the new nations
in Africa contain people of the
same color does not mean that
they will automatically unite
an give up their new .-tional-
ism.
Personally, I feel more hope-
ful of some type of union
among the African states be-
the- are young nations
whose basic economic needs
tend to complement each oth-
er. At the moment the concept
of natiunalism and their new-
ly won sovereignty, in their own
spheres are giving the Africans
fresh pride and ,prestige. The
new nation-builders are very
human and there are always
those who prefer the role of
a big frog in a small pond than
that of a small frog in a big
Pon.
So far, it seems to me, the
masses of Africans have not
been heard from on these big
issues. A small group of intel-
lectuals in each country are
way out in front of the people
and vast educational programs
are badls needed to give these
new generals the kind of ar-
mies they can depend upon.
Generals without armies can
be eesily booted about.
I thini, it is to the credit of
Nkrumah, Chief Awnlowo, Dr.
Azikiwe and nicest of the Afri-
can political leaders that they
fully recognize the importance
of mass education and they are
doing something ahotit it. Edu-
cation will hefts solve the prob-
lems of tribalism; ,a, serious
nroblem in Niweeiahand it will
&so lead to the kind Of nation-
plisse which will make interne-
lions! cooperatien and under-
steerline less digicult:
The leadership of the new
1friean nations, for all its frail-
Rfes, is more intelligent and
more dedicated than most of
us in America have been led
to believe. The petty differenc-
es between the leaders will, I
believe, be dispelled in time.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Negroes And Broadway
In the recent Broadway play,
"The Long Dream" by Ketti
Frings, based on the novel by
Richard Wright and concerned
with a modern Uncle Tom in
Mississippi, once in a while the
acturs have some moving mo-
ments.
But I guess I am real color-
ed and tired, and don't want to
see such stereotyped character-
izations any more. I am tired
of plays in Which Negroes are
always killed, dead, defeated,
and beaten down at the end. I
want to see some plays in
which they stand up and fight
to the death if need he — as
they, are doing in Africa —
when the curtain, fails.
I hate to see the curtain go
down with me, colored, com-
pletely done in.
"The Long Dream" and "The
Cool World" on the New York
stage both do us in. In the
former the Negro son of a grt,v-
ening father is killed by a white
sheriff.
In "The Cool World" its ado-
lescent Harlem hero is demor-
alized from the age of three
shown stealing from his manna
as the curtain 'lees, and at te
end is drug oat- by the ceps,
having previorely drugged him
self on dr-es, In the end, they
drv.- cot alpielhes"et, ten —
feeeen. the? - I sey
way and the wee'd. have re
Intention of goin... docilely.
No matter what-crime I have
committed — and in Broadway
shows Negroes usually have
committed some crime — I
have no intention of being drag-
ged out like that.
Dear Lord! How long is the
list of plays in which the Negro
is defeated at the end! From
Eugene O'Neil's "Emperor
Jones" almost 40 years ago to
"The Cool World" right now,
we ain't no good, we got no
strength, we are undone and
dolie\ in long before the curtain
falls
If the picture the Broadway
stage so, often presents of us
were true, there would not be
some TWKSTY MILLION Ne-
ern.S alive In'-the U. S. today.
Wr woOld all' either be dead,
else be drug addicts, whores,
pimpa, and Uncle Toms.
Obviously in real life we are
not any of these things. Ralph
Benche is not. Marian Anderson
is not, John H. Johnson, pub-
I.sher of "Ebony" is not, Rose
Morgan of Rose Meta is not,
John Senestaehe of the "Chi-
oar Defender" is not, Joe Lou-
is ie not efig -Str;;:r Ray — who
1,e.allsr lest Might — is no:.
bpIre-a t.elitatc-sd is Father
Lile.3e, a- 4t: Luther :Ol-
and '14.4, stall, r.27.r'
Ellie), C.0531. And
• /4c...4, ay. esel Ii Lp.te
cZ law st-i:s all Pr.-, ir.) ..s Sri11
law suits, and attacks d at-
tacks and attacks, and white
folks and a couple of operations,
is not defeated. We are not!
Look here, Broadway! We
are living and our heads are
up. We are colored, but we
are. not beat down. We have
long dreams and we may live
in a cool world, but we don't
whine and run. We don't rob
our mamas. We don't take
drugs. We don't let our kids
go to the dogs. We don't go to
bed with any and everybody.
We are not moronic children,
fools, or cowards.
From what I c remem-
ber of-the news stories, Emmett
Till, only a kid, went down
fighting in Mississippi, a n d
Maok Parker did,- too. But on
the American stage, In the
pMi,s tit 'white folks write,
Negros,-never go down fight-
ing They just beg, run, die,
or fall on their faces.
Broadway', dor't you know we
walke, mile after weary mile
for months when we boycotted
those bioies in -Montgomery?
DWt you know vre walked in
our teen ago youtrthrough mob
after mob to go to school in
Litt:e Rock, Clinton, and Front
Royal?
!toy, lieten, don't you know
we have an Autherine Lucy who
1.cehed at rocks- flying through
edese rel Fence (white educat-
ed speos st-fer h-A on a
colle's. cem-ees in .*laha la
"-e-. she tried to attedit col-
lege?
WENDER
Sat., March 5, 1960
JCS7Pr el9K (left) re-
ceives Brotherhood award
frem F.dware C. Logelin,
chairmen of the judges, Na-
Beryl Canfl.'lence of Christi-
an:, rod Jews, in the City
leen cGuncil chamber. Cook's
was Gne of 13 "good neigh•
ho- for larrnliernood" awards
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. —
(UPI) — Lunch counter "sit-
down" protests by Negroes
swelled into street fighting in
Chattancona Teesday and po-
lice called out reinforcements
to disperse a "pushing, shov•
ing" crowd.
At least six whites were ar-
rcsied in the brawling as a
groue of 200 Negro demonstra-
tors and 500 white hecklers
swarmed over the downtown
area. Police stopped all down-
town traffic for half an hour
and calleci out all available
cars to break up tile crowd.
The incident aepeared one of
the emst serious in the South's
wave of ree.stey sp.a:encous
Veer° stedent protest demon-
smadone veainst luncei counter
sc.-regation.
One person, identified as Wile
Bryson, 42, was injered
rct teeen to a hospitai, police
said One Chattanooga dime
egire, Kress's, cicsed for the
(ay aed others closed lunch
ceentses.
At Viaston-Salem. N. C., po-
lice aereee.ed 2 snMents of
i-c/h rry.....cs as white college stu.
jeieed 'egro demonstra-
tors in a "sedorm" at an F. W.
Weolmorth Co. Store.
In Richmond, Va., police am
res.ed a Le-year old Negro
woman, Ruth L. Tinsley. arm
Durwood Masseeberg, 17. a Ne-
gro yoeth, for vagrancy and
leitering outside a department
stor being picketed by Ne-
groes tsrging a boycott against
lunch counter segreeation.
Police at Rock Hill, S. C.,
WASHINC TON — Rep. Adam
sharply criticized in Congress.
M today, for denouncing Puerto
Rico's commenwealth status as
"nothine more than a form g
colonialism."
Commenting on the develop-
ment, Rep. Charles 0. Porter
(D.
-Ore.) said Powell's speech
at San Juan Sunday was "in-
credib)y misguided . . . blatant
demagoguery that amazes any.
ee who knows the facts about
Puerto Rico."
Powell spoke just a few hours
HANDSHAKE FOR THREE—
This trio was on hand at plan-
ning session for the annual
benefit banauet of ( hicago
Ilan,lst In.. tote, set for
April I 6:30 p. m.. in the
Grand Ballroom. Hamilton
het" 'shown (left to right,
at Qte meeting held at the In -
mode by NCCJ, launching the
Cairage observance of Broth-
ereoed Week. Feb. 21-ete
C-ok Iles served year after
year as president of predorn-
inately.vrhle Local 1029.
Vette( eneenvorkets Unien
(AF.(j)). Defender Staff
Photo,
took a Negro youth into pro-
tective custody during demon-
strations against lunch counter
segregation. The youth was
chased by a group of whites
and o white youth reported
he was hit by a brick.
Ten white students arrested
NEW YORK — Did AFL-CIO
George Meany, attempt to blast
the President's Committee on
Government Contracts and Vice
President Ricl-erd Nixon in en
effort to save face with the
1,200,000 Negro members of the
merged labor federation who
-re already in reeolt against
him for his denunciations of
Congressman Adam Powell and
A. Plinio Randolph. an AFL-
CIO Vice President?
A member of the Presiden-
tial Committee which was set
up by Eisenhower in 1953 to
police the anti-discrimination
eleuses in all contreets between
private firms and Uncle Sam,
7feany seid last week in Flori-
da that a year ago he had of-
fered to Assist the Committee
ir ending a Weseineton eler-
ft-mien t'nion's ban on Negro
p embers.
• He st'ited that he had never
received an acceptance of his
eefore President Eisenhower
denounced as "blatant false-
hood" claims that the United
States "has held Latin America
in a colonial relationship."
Upon President Eisenhower's
arrival at San Juan Airport
Monday, supporters of Puerto
Rican independence were pick-
eting hi welcome.
Meantime. in Washineton. an-
other group marched in front
of the White House with pla-
cards urging independence.
dilute, 512e South Parkway.
are: Gen. Richard L. Jones.
who will be principal speaker
at the banquet; the Res. Rob.
ert (' Wallace, Institute
dean, and Arthur R. Knight,
chairman of the Community
com m ittee. ( Defender Staff
Phu)
Mixed Marriage Infants
'Spirited' From Home
s• Three children who represent
the core of litieation between
tneir white mother and Negro
father were taken from the
home of the father's sister Fri-
dal, afternoon vhile the father
ffeught for their custody at a
hearing miles aWay.
Leslie, Lynn and Janne
Noble, ages 4, 3 and 23 months
respectively, were renortedly
carried away be a white woman
and a white man who renre-
vented themselves as actin" no
orders of the children's mother,
Mrs Charlene Malmquist,
pinintiff in a court action
against her former Negro hus-
tend of four years, David L.
Noble.
member of her own race who
has three children, charges that
his ex-wife "wants the children
pieced up for adoption so they'll
be out of her way forever now
that she has remarried."
Mrs. Simpson, Noble's sister,
";ho has seven children, told the
De:ender :
gave the children to the
vinte woman and man because
I couldn't afford to support
them any longer. Their father
wasn't varking, and they had
been with me since last Decem-
ber.
"Someone called F'ridav and
Decem- told me the mother wanted the
children. I gave the children to
the people who came aiter
them. I guess the mother knows
where they are, but I hear
the) 're being cared for in the
private home of a colored fam-
ily way out South,
"The people who came to gat
th s children said they would
only keep them for a few days
to see what the father would
do"
Noble is slated to appear be-
fore Jacob Shamberg, master
in Chancery of the Circuit
Court, for the continuance of a
hearing into the case on Thurs-
day at 2:15. The hearing will
be held in Suite 1807 at 111 W.
Washington st.
50th St., confirmed reports at
Mrs. Daisy Simpson of 611 E.
th Inside Nation's Capitol
the children were removed I
from her home, but said she
gate her consent.
The tots are the Center of
action brought by Mrs. Maim-
•quist contending that Nob!st is
an unfit father to have final R
custedy of the children. She and
as protest demonstrators in
Winston-Salem included nine
native southerners, and all
were students at Wake Forest
in Winston-Salem. The non-
southerner in the group was
William Penn Haney Stevens,
tt, Chatham, N. J.
idea from Vice President Rich-
ard M. Nixon or Secretary of
Labor James P. Mitchell, chair-
man anc vice re-
spectively, of the group.
At a press conference in the
New York apartment of Joan
Roosevelt, a Contract Commit-
tee member, the son of the late
president FDR said neither
Nixon nor Mitchell had ever re-
eeived any communication from
the unior. chief regarding the
situation involving Local 26 in
the nation's capital
Furthermore, Roosevelt add-
ed, at Meany's insistence a year
ago e release to newspapers
detailing the Committee's in-
volved struggle and negotia-
tions with the jim-crow tactics
of Local 26 over a three-year
period had been killed. At the
time, he said, Meany felt to
Publicly air t h e Committee's
efforts with the biased union
group would only hinder him
(Meany' in attempting to per-
suade them to lift their ban.
In recent months Meany has
aroused the wrath of the mil-
lion Negro members of the
4FL-C10 by attacking their
civic and political leaders. First
it was Philip Randolph, whom
he berated at their national
convention last year when Ran-
lean House, Mrs
cosevelt Says
By ALICE A. DUNNIGAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.—"Clean
out your own house, never
mind talking about mine!" That
in effect, is what Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt told the American
goverement recently.
Speaking at a lunche,n meet-
ing of the National Organisa-
tion of Women for Equality in
Education, the former First
Lady said America must put
her own house in order if she
hopes to maintain prestige in
the future world.
dolph became involved in a
heated , discussion with him
over the question of segrega-
tion in local unions and how
quickly it could be ended.
Then in recent weeks the crit-
icized Conger ssenan Powell
who is about to ascend to the
chairmanship of the House Ed-
ucation and Labor Committee.
His term "it's terrible" and
he has a "poor record" brought
even some of Powell's enemies
to the Congressman's defense.
A believer of the "go slow"
policy in eradicating bids from
unions who still practice it,
Meany has been at odds with
his Negro constituents. His
blasts against them have let L
Randolph to organize the Ne-
gro American Labor Council.
The function of the new group
is to disseminate educational
a n d propaganda material
among Negro unionists and to
prove trained organizers to
help Negroes fight for "first-
class citizenship within unions.
Meanv and other white union
chiefs have frowned on this
movement and, from reliable
sources it was learned, have
tried to persuade several top
flight Negrr union members
from attending the May con-
vention in Detroit.
Oh/timers Without
Saud Elect Aids
Triumphed On Discs
NEW YORK — (UPI)
Gr at jazz musicians such
"Morton and King Oliver diedl
long before the technicians who,
recorded them could make any
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Mother-To-Be
Saves Her Life
As Clothes Burn
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. —
(UPI) — A quick-thinking
young pregnant mother prob-
ably saved her life Monday
by jumping into a bathtub
when her clothes caught fire.
Mrs. Maraba Jo Flynn, 22,.
got to close to a gas heater
and it set her clothing on
fire. She told her five
-year-
old son, George, to fill t h e
bathtub with water. She
Jumped in as the water pour-
ed into the tub, extinguished
the blaze and then went next
door to call for help.
Erlanger hospital officials
sad Mrs. Flynn was badly
burned but would recover.
noteworthy progress in sound re-
production.
This ordinarily would be trag-
ic. But the giants of jazz still
retain their stature purely thru
their musicianship.
"Kings of Classic Jazz" (Riv-
erside 12-132) is a replay of
some of the best records made
years ago by Rederbecke, Mor-
ton, Oliver. Johnny Dodds, Kid
Ory, George Lewis. Sidney Be-
diet, George Lewis, Sidney Be.
Bill Grauer and his engineers
at Riverside have improved the
sound of the original recordings
through their technical know-
how but it still may sound tinny,
to hi-fl fans and stereo bugs.
Yet it is difficult to find among
the best j-7-.men of today a
sound that will match Lewis
clarinet solo on "Dallas Blues"
or Ory's tailgating on "Weary
Blues" or Morton's piano on
"Mamamita."
This is an LP for true lovers
of jazz.
Fatal accidents involving
farm tractors have increased
from le per 100,000 in 1952 to
more than 27 per 100,000
today, according to the Nation
at Salty Council.
The first step in cleaning
house is to give every citizen
regardless of race, creed or
color, the right to take part in
,the government.
EQUAL HOUSING
The next job is to provide
equal housing facilities for all
of our citizens. Then we must
see that our young people are
given an equal chance for edu-
cation.
After obtaining this education
they must be given equal job
opportunities. These factors are
necessary if this country wants
to take the leadership in a non-
communist world.
Pointing to "peace" as Amer-
ica's most desired goal, Mrs.
Roosevelt assured her listeners
that there can be no peace with
prejudice.
So if you wish to reach your
goal you must put your house
in order and wipe out the ugly
blot of prejudice.
GRACIOUS LADY
The gracious lady of 75 was
one of the many prominent par-
ticipants on the programs of
the first national conference of
National Organization of Wom-
en.
This newly formed organize-,
tion, commonly known as NOW,I
was set up for the purpose of
studying problems existing in
our present system of educa-I
tion, and it hopes to lend a
hand in advancing equality inl
this field.
Mrs. Roosevelt felt that one
way of advancing equality is
for the government to step in
and investigate every report of
alleged discrimination and to
make their findings public.
This said she, will go a long
way toward getting public ac-
tion to correct the situation.
UNEQUAL EDUCATION
Dr. Kenneth Clark of New
York City college declared that
segregated and unequal educa-
tion is developing in white chil
dren a "cynical expediency"
which will result in "corroding
efficiency."
And has developed within the
colored child a feeling of in-
feriority which often causes
him .i to fight hack at society.
1 Dr. Clark blasted our educa-
tors for their wishy - washy,
mamby-pamby attitude in this
great period of transition.
They have failed to discuss
controversial issues with their
pupils. As a result they are
turning out human beings who
are not prepared to face issues
realistically.
And so often teachers who
have done nothing to lend lead-
ership in this era often hide
behind the excuses of fear and
intimidation
At several points this New
York educator clashed with a
white Maryland educator on the
role of the present day teach-
er.
This educator, Dr. J e-a_a.
Grambs of the University of
Maryland, said she felt quite
optimistic about the "pioneer-
ing" spirit of youth in this
transition period.
On this business of facing 's-
sues. the Marylander pitched it
into the laps of the general pub-
lic.
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Labor Secretary
Says Negroes Must
Get Better Break
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI'
—Negroei will have to get a
better break in the Job mar-
ket if tb- *-"^”.• economy-1
;s to keep growing, labor Sec-
retary .lames P. Mitchell
said Friday.
"One out of ten workers in
the U.S. Is a Nettro." Mitchell
aiii He asked members of
'he commonwealth Club of
;an Francisco, "how many
eecietiee can survive by will.
fully reducing their strength
by a tenth?"
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VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
winners from Alaska and
Hawaii are shown at the
Tomb of George Washing-
ton during a visit to the
First President's home at
NEW YORK, N. Y. — An eco-
nomic study published recently
striges at the widely-held idea
that entry of non-whites into a
neighborhood always causes
property values to decline.
The work, a test of 10,000 real
estate transactions in six cities
of the northern U.S.. reveals
that where non-whites buy hous-
es, real estate values are four
times more likely to rise or to
remain constant than are prices
in areas remaining all white.
"Property Values and Race,"
by Luigi Laurenti, is one of a
series of five reports prepared
for the Commission on Race and
Housing which was financed by
a grant of $305,000 by the Fund
for the Republic. Chairman of
the Commission was Earl B.
Schwulse president and chair-
man of the board of the Bow-
ery Savings Bank in New York
City.
The Laurenti report is being
published in book form by the
University of California Press.
Other pommission reports
scheduled to appear under the
University of California Press
imprint are "Privately Develop-
ed Interracial Housing," by Eli-
ENTERTAINING GUESTS
from Argentina, Miss Mamie
Hansberry (second from left)
pours tea at reception at her
home sponsored by the Afro-
Americar. Heritage associa-
tion. The South Americans, in
the U.S. on a State Depart-
WASHINGTON—(UPI )— The
House Armed Services commit-
tee voted 14 to 1 to hold up au-
thorizing the transfer of the
quartermaster food and con-
tainer institute from Chicago
to Natick, Mass.
g The vote came after vigorous
protests from the Illinois con-
gressional delegation.
The committee decided to
AUGUST'S HANNAH, right,
is shown s ith dc.tectoc- John
Ferguson shortly after ?iring
taken in custody early Mon-
Mt. Vernon. Prize winners
from the 50 sates and the
District of Columbia are be-
ing honored in the Nation's
Capital this week. The con-
test is for the best broad-
cast script on the s2bject,
nice and George Grier; and
"Studies in Housing and Minor-
ity Groups." edited by Nathan
Glazer and Davis McEntire.
Laurenti, a research economist
who formerly taught at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley,
is the author of several articles
in real estate journals. His pres-
ent work took five years and
covers a nine-year period of
transactions in the San Franc-is-
co Bay Area and Philadelphia,
with supporting evidence from
studies in Chicago. Kansas City,
Detroit and Portland. His basic
figures:
Forty-one percent of neighbor-
' oods entered by non-whites
s'mwed no change in prices.
Forty-four percent of neighbor.
hoods showed a comparative
rise between five and twenty-six
percent of price.
Only fifteen percent of neigh-
norltoods showed a comparative
decline; these were five and
:rine peecent of price.
After explaining the statistical
precautions taken to ensure sci-
entific reliability, Laurenti writ-
es:
"The majer statistical finding
is that during the time period
mem sponsored tour, have
been visiting coileges and uni-
versities and will return to
Argentina Monday. Shown
(left to right) are: Silvio R.
Belfiore, vice rector and dean
of law school, Universidad
Nacional, Tucuman; Miss
Hansberry, of 1145 E. Hyde
wait for the results of a report
by the eeneral accounting of-
fice watchdog of government
finances before deciding whe-
thee to authorize the transfer.
Committee Chairman Carl
Vinson (D-Ga.) appointed a
wo-man subcommittee, Reps.
James E. Van Zandt (Et-Pa.)
and Clyde Doyle (D-Calif.), to
investigate' the sityation,
day for the fatal shooting of
'Snits. Jefferson, I rirman at
the London House. The slay-
ing was motivated by a love
r
triangle, accordin to police.
"I Speak for Democracy."
At left is Phillip J. Smith,
of Cerdova„klaska; and at
ri-ht is Kahului Maui. of
Maui. Hawaii. (U P I Tele-
photo)
(covered by the study) and for
cases studied (10,000 cases), the
entry of non-whites into previ-
ously all white neighborhoods
was much more often associated
with price improvement or sta-
bility than with price deaken.
Laurenti's study scientifically
tests the property-value belief
that often is cited by reai estate
men and home owners in de-
fense of residential segregation.
He says that this belief ha
arisen because slums are col
monly inhabited by minori
groups.
Laurenti contrasts the gener-
al maintenance of values in mix-
ed and comparable all white
residential areas. "The evidence
obtained indicated that non-
whites were maintaining theif
properties at least as well as
white homeowners in compare-
ale areas." he said.
He suggests tnat, because the
non-whites who manage to en-
ter all white neighborhoods gen-
erally are more educated toast
their new neighbors, their abil-
ity and to inaintaist
Park; Alberta Corti Videle,
professoi of science and eco-
Universidad Nacion-
al de Cuya; and Geraldine
Glover. Ishmael Florey hea
the Chicago branch of IP
Afro-American Heritage asso-
ciation. Defender Staff Photo •
The Illinois tight against ch
transfer was led by Rep. ,i
ney R. Yates (D111.) who ni
the Army had not justifiec it
claims that a move to Mass
chusens would save money.
Yates said the Army est
mated the cost of moving th
installation would be $687
am the cost of new facilities a
Natick would be $3,628,000,
! "Assuming the estimates
correct, it will take more tha
12 years to pay for the alleged
ly lower operating costs at th
new installations," Yates sal
He added that he was the on
who asked for the GAO inve
ligation oi this "strange eco
omy."
Ingrid Denies
Baby Reports
LONDON—(UPI)—Friende
'Ingrid Bergman in Lond
Monday quoted the Swedis
born star as denying repo
that she is expecting a child
I Friends who spoke with Mi
Bergman by telephone said s
told them she had heard -
reports that she was pregna
het that they were not trtte.
Miss Bergman has cornmitt
herself to appearing in a si
play and one or more
within the next year,
i friends said.
•BEAUTY EVERYWHERE
(and not a beast in sight)
was one of the big features
of the First Miss Bronze Ten-
SAM was the object of affec-
tion of Lillian Taylor, Central
high of Alamo, Tenn.. as she
told the audience about "My
Loser Sam.'
R. I,. PATEY, commissioner of
Health and Education of Jack-
son, was on hand to extend
greetings from the Mayor's of
Hee.
nessee Pageant skaged at Mer-
ry High school in Jackson,
Feb. 27. Sixteen girls vied for
honors and prizes that includ-
NERVOUS BUT DETERMIN-
ED was Annie LaVerne Spring-
field, Merry high senior w h o
gave a dramatic reading entit-
led "Beauty Is Only Skin Deep."
The little lady gave all she had
and almost collapsed from
nervousness just as she walked
off the stage.
WILMA WRIGHT, along with
her sister gave the crowd a
good creative dancing stint to
the tune of a bittesy piece. This
was a part of the non-competi-
tive segment to entertain the
audience while the judges
deliberated. The audience
se ed entertained.
eJ a tun tuition to Lane
college for the year 1960-61.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Jackson Alumnae chapter,
CONCENTRATING INTENTLY
on her Bell Lyra selection,
"Pompi Valsanti," (The Dane-
ing Doll) is Miss Debris Woods
from West high in Denmark,
Tenn. She made a good show-
ing but didn't place.
1
THE WINNER, Miss Leatha
Jones, singing "Itsberfftora."
Miss Jones gave special thanks
to her grandmother and her
mother for her victory as she
tearfully aceepte the crown.
sponsored the event-tilled af-
fair that literally sparkled
with talent. The judges had
a tough night trying to pick
MISS BRONZE WEST Tenn-
nessee, Miss Leatha Jones,
center, senior at Merry high
In Jackson, rules with regal
aplomb over her four alter-
JUDGES, from left. Robert
Owens, music department,
Lane college; J. A. Cooke,
health department, Lane; Miss
PAGEANT CONTESTANTS
swing around the floor with
their escorts after the contest
proper, oepening clojIr Grand
the five finalists who had been
judged on their audience ap-
peal, interpretation, police.
technique, pronunciation and
nates, who are, from left,
Claudette Hunt, Merry High
of Jackson, first alternate;
Georgia A. Heggie. Miles high
of Union City, second alter-
Carolyn McDaniel, music de-
partment, Lambuth college;
Mrs. Wilma McCaw, dra-
Ball. More than 400 persons
witnessed the gala event, join-
ing the dancing afterwards.
The first place winner, Miss
enunciation. Mrs. Anna L.
Cooke, corresponding secre-
tary to the chapter and chair-
nun of the pageant, said she
nate; Miss Jones; Eula Per-
ry, Merry High, fourth alter-
nate; and Barbara Bonds, Sti-
gall high of Humboldt, third
tnatic department, Lambuth;
and Mrs. V. F. Walker, retir-
ed -Wolter, Jackson city
Leatha Jones, collected a
year's scholarship to Lane
Itil
lege, two p• ce lugg,ige
full
col-
set,
had received entries from
all over the country and that
they might broaden the
scope' of the affair to include
alternate. Miss Jones captur-
ed the crown by singing "Ha-
bernera," and answering the
question, "What would y o u
more than just West Tense*.
set. Mrs. tlfreda Martin le
president of the chapter.
think of a boy who stood yoll
up?" She said she wouldn't
be to annoyed just
way of life."
schools, were taxed the ut- They deliberaed over 20
most in trying to pick a win- utes before announcing
ner from the 16 talented girls lucky five finalists.
charm bracelet, bed spread.
sweater and skirt set, shoes
and a wall picture. Runner
m his
the
ups received several prizes
and other a yards went to all
contestants in Use show.
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/
ill • III••••••••FA AFO CLUB
a Members of Ofo-Afo club don-
I
r lmart pants to becond the
f11of Mrs. Fred Jordan to
teed an informal bridge w-
ilt her home on Ragan re-
• nts. There was delicious bar-
Olecitte to start the menu,
itti all the delicious trapp-
gs. It was also a post-Valen-
e43.arty . . . with plenty of The Elcapistronoes Social club
ughs resulting from the corn- was organized in Walker Homes
Nialentines which made their last week at the home of Mr.
pearance. Mrs. Leola Gill
it 
and Mrs. Fred Tappan, for thes
hel Tarpley were the 
winners.purpose of providing entertain-an, Mrs. Alma Booth and Mrs
Iment for children in that area.
III exquisite perfume bottles :or!!Headed by president, Samueltieing the high scorers of the Savage, other officers include
James Payne, G-eorgia M.
Knowles, Sterling Green, Her-
bert Goodloe, Pearlean Watson,
lively bridge game.
COBRA AND SEMPER
pIDELIS CLUBS
Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts was William Worsham, Frank Dill.
the ''hostess with the mostese, worth and Charles Davis. Some
of the other members are Erma
Reed, Selma Knox, Charlean
McIntoch, Bettye Crittendent,
Doris Dennis, Doris Brown, Mil-
ton Harris, Thomas Townes,
Beverly Shipp, Eddie Little,
Clarence King, H. Sinclair, An-
nie Baker and Jimella Daniels.
The Rhoer Social club, spon-
sored by Sigma Gamma Rho
da Christine Robinson, mile sorority, have added Georgia
Deft Reeves and Jana Porter Fischer and Carrie Moore to
their roster of members. Plans
. .. and winner for the Semper
were made at a recent meet-
Jones 
Club were Mrs. Willie ing for a mother and daughter
and Miss Mae Della Reev- banquet which activity will be
es filie latter a member of both
a major item on their agenda
to pture two prizes.) Other
cl also, and lucky enough for the Spring. Climaxing the
ire:sobers of the Cobra Bridge meeting was the Sigma Teen
Chet Mesdames Frieda Marr
Sadie McCoy, Warren Hawkins,
Elbsitheth Shaw, Olivia Lewis
an he Misses Dora E. Todd
an lzora Haste.
. . . Mesdames Adelaidb
Ardena Herndon. Nel-
be• ll/Imes, Jaunita Arnold Geor-
gialbeDancey, Velma Williams
anettertha Ray were the at-
tenang Semper Fidelis club
merahers. Mrs. Roberts guests
walla Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, Miss
Gettude Walker and Mrs. Ben-
nient. Williams.
01, ACQUAINTANCE
Ole Acquaintance Bridge
clu met recently at .the home
of Mrs. Sam (Alice) Helms, 808
Boston st.
PPesent for the session were
-rs Mesdames Beulah
Pr - in, Josie Flowers, Elsie Round Table of Christians and
Ri son, Anna Clark, Loretta Jews, Mr. Rosen presented a
CI-Maher, Gwendolyn Feather- certificate of merit award to
stone, Yvonne Exum, Geraldine Louis B. Hobson, Manassas
Hunt, Yvonne Hawkins, Ann principal. Another feature of the
Lee Jacqueline Flowers an d outstanding program was the
th ostess, Mrs. Helms.
kiriving a little later were
guais Mesdames Nedra Smith,
•i
•
•
IIII•JOII•11•M1111)
guests of Mrs. Vito Brazellezz
at her home on South Parkway
last week, and were entertain-
ed with a dinner given in their
honor. Mrs. Brazellezz's spouse
Lawyer Brazellezz, will soon ar-
rive from his home at Kings-
ton, Jamaica, for his first visit
ROBERT TAYLOR was in
the spotlight recently when he
walked into a surprise birth•
day party which had been
staged by his wife and his
mother, Mrs. Katherine Al-
ford. Party was lic!d at 1264
Latham. Shown above are,
to the United States. lllllllllllUhllllHIlltUIllllllllItlllllllllliIlIllIlllllllIIfl
Towners, some of whom are
Booker T. Wade, Zenobpa Mc-
Ross, Lowell Winston, J a n
Crawford, Joyce Wells, Virgie
McVay, Lucille Kennedy, Phyl-
lis Smith, Wansa McRose and
Patricia Mitchell.
Included in the membership
of the Rhoers are Helen Tolli-
ver, Maxine Robinson, Matte
Anderson, Willie Taylor, An-
nette Whitthrone, Beverly Kirk-
Ion, 011a Nell Moore, AI ice
Morgan, Pauline Ross. Geral-
dine Ross and Ernise Taylor,
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Brotherhood week was salut-
ed at an assembly program at
Manassas High school, with Mr.
Lepter Rosen and Rev. J. A.
McDaniel as guest speakers.
Sponsored by t he Memphis
presentation of an essay award
to Albert Russell Thompson for
his Brotherhood Week Essay.
Mit Carter, Josephine Bridg- Albert is the son of Mr. and
es, Louis Tarpley, Johnnie Mrs. Richard Thompson. and is
Black, Rose Coleman and Mary an outstanding member of the
Club
Notes
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LEATH SOCIAL SERVICE
The Leath Social Service club
reported a wonderfel evening
recently -at the home of Mrs.
Arlener Williams of 14823 Min-
ager rd.
After all business was taken
care of, presided over by the
president, Lie social
an Mrs. Ladye L. Stokley and
Mrs. Myrtle Shaw wsnt into ac-
tion lining up the fun and listen-
ing pleasures of the evening
Mrs. Lucille Joynis gave a
brief talk about the Negro in
Our History. Mrs. J. F. Estes
was the guest for the afternoon,
and her talk was enjoyed by
all. A chicken dinner was serv-
ed.
The Next meeting of the club
will be held March 3, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Wiley, 1386 Adelaide at. There
will be a supreme birthday par-
ty for someone nice.
LA-RffAS
The La-Rita Home M ak e r s
club met at the beautiful home
of Mrs. Ann Falls, 2876 Dead-
rick, recently. The main topic
of discussion was the Q
contest for which the whole
club is running. The Queen will
be crowned at a formal dance
April 1, at the Flamingo room.
The hostess, Mrs. Falls, served
a very tasty menu. Mrs. Alma(
Morris, reporter.
PALS CLUB
The Home of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Malone of 3165 Winslow
Road was the setting for the
PALS pre-Valentine party re-
cently. Members and guests at-
tending were Mr. and Ars. a
Echols, Miss Dena Echols
Yvinie Kirk, Gus Anderson, Wil-
liam Anderson, Mrs. Willa D.
Walker, Mrs. Louise Anderson,
Miss Mozella Nibley, Miss An-
netta Brown, Mrs. Hattie Greg-
ory, Mrs. Shirley H. Kuykin-
dell, Burrell Rose, John Eu-
banks, Jesse E. Neely, Miss
Vernell Currie, Miss Lois A.
.Neely, Mrs. Sadie Miller and
Mr. and Mrs. Mervin 0. McCoy.
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB
The Christian Service Club
held its monthly meeting recent-
left to right, Mr. and %ire
Rudolph Grant, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Taylor and Mrs. Al-
ford. Among the guests at the
party were Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Shackleford, Mr. an d
Mrs. Rudolph Grant, Hey-
Honor Lt.
On Return
First Lt. Reuben R. Davis,
jr., Eighth Bomber Squadron,
was treated to a party in his
honor recently by his sisters,
Mrs. Gertrude D. Scruggs, Miss
Bernice Davis
Led Mrs. Ernes-
tine D. Adams at
Ralph's and Ger-
trude's lovely
college st. apart-
ment.
Lt. Davis is
home after 36
months of ac-
tive duty as a
navigator in the
USAF. He spent
Lt. Davis 15 of those
Reuben Davis, Jr
months on tour of duty in the
Orient. He is slated for release
from active duty this month.
He plans to return to Los Ange-
les, Calif., to resume work as
an engineer at the North Ameri-
can Aviation co.
Lt. Davis first began work at
North American upon finishing
wood Nichols, Henry Frank-
lin, James Singleton, Ivory
Flagg, Eddie Williams, Theo-
dore Ingram, Ben White, Cla-
rence Flowers, Lawrence Lee,
Aaron Cox, jr., William Scott
Hanibal Parks, Crese Burli-
son, jr.
Davis
Home
undergraduate work at Ada in
19. Incidentally, Mrs. Scruggs
and Miss Davis are also grads
of A&I.
Seen enjoying themselves at
the party were Bennie Tate,
Mrs. Billie Jean Crawford,
Thomas Doggett, Miss Bernice
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Log-
gins, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Scruggs, Mrs. Ellen Mitchell,
Daniel Ward Mr. and Mrs.
Adell Register, Robt. Scruggs,
Mrs. Edna T .Beard. Thomas
Scruggs, Mrs. Ernestine Davis
Adams, Gilbert Fisher, Miss
Marian Albright, Miss Shirley
Hicks, Miss Sarah Coleman,
Walter Evans and Burrell Lee.
Delicious hors d'ouevres and
cocktails were served.
Before returning to the states
Lt. Davis' squadron had recent-
ly won its second straight
"Blackbear Bullseye" competi-
tion in Japan. Lt. Davis won
honors as being a member of
the best bomber crew in the
Third Bomb Wing.
Thieb  
ACKSCO
54:306,1rI1ENI Anna C. Cooke 
April becomes another im-
portant month for Jacksonians,
especially those in the Greek
World. Come April 1, young
teen-agers who meet require-
ments will be presented at the
annual Debutante Ball in the
1Lane College Health building.
'You'll be hearing more about it
later but tickets are now in
the hands of aspiring youngsters
and Sigma Gamma Rho sorors
who sponsr the offair.
OMEGAS MEET
Heading the agenda at the
regular meeting of Theta Iota
chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity on last Sunday was the
Regional meeting to take place
V. estley. National Honor Society. ily with Mrs. Gretc'en Brown Easter week end which comes
Club members and guests JUG'S CANDY BALL of 754 Glanker, with Mrs. Ethel this year just in the midst of of 
Tennessee, and discussion of
candidates now running for
re dressed very comfortably Those energetic J U G's score j Webb as co-hostess. Mrs. Bet- the spring season. Dates are Ap- president of the United States.in attractive capri pants and again at a brilliant charity ball' tie Dotson is the club president. ril 15-16 on the campus of Lane 
blouses. GOLDEN CIRCLE Before the closing number,
A most delicious buffet dinner THRIFT CLUB 
College when the Jackson chap How Great Thou Art, remarks
ters will serve as hosts,
was served: baked ham, brocco- Mrs. Ellen Dixon was hostess Serving as perfect hosts to 
were made by several mem-
bers of the P. T. A. whichIi with cheese sauce fruits to the Golden Circle Thrift Club the meeting which was held (peach and pear halves), pin at the Palm Garden were
e- recently, at a meeting held at was followed by a meeting of
apple slices, fresh whole straw- her home at 1518 South at. All the parents and teachers. Prin-Brothers W. Jones, M. Banks,' cipal of the school is Mrs. S. W.berries and a mold of cottage As in the past, an electrify-, members were present except C. Hunt and C. Allen. Albert 'Bachelor and Mrs. W. McKin-cheese, sweet potatoes with Mg moment was when Presi-,Mrs. Geneva Rhodes, Mrs. Porter is basileus of Theta Iota non serves as primary teacher.marshmallows topping, ol
--ives' dent, Miss Marie Bradford pre-1Frankie Maple and Mrs. 011ieI chapter. HERE AND THEREpickles, carrots, celery, radish- sented two checks of $700 eaCh,Burse who were ill. The next At the same hour, Quettes, Mrs. Essie M. Perry leaveses, hot rolls tea and coffee..to Mrs. Minerva Hancock of the eeting of the club was se'-ed-
Joining the ladies later we,....
'
re' Zuher-Bynum Council for Cere- 'tiled with Mrs. Willie Little of
husbands and boyfriends Who bral Palsied Children, and to" WM lioor,ia - 'n ._ .
added much excitement to the ,Rev. J. A. McDaniels and J. D. Haywood is the president of the
evenin~. Springer for the Negro division Golden Circle club.
Prizes were won by club mem- of the Easter Seals Drive, which STITCH AND CHAT
hers Gwendolyn Featoerstone,, helps mentally and physically Mrs. Sallie Cochran of 743
Geraldine Hunt, Mattie Fugh'handicapped children. Woodward was the recent host-
and Jacqueline Flowers. Guests Pictures elsewhere in this is- ess to t'le Stitc : a.:di
g prizes were Mary West- 
t : -
sue covers the brilliant formal ing Club for their February
aria Pinkston and Lou-!event held at Curries Club meeting. Presiding was Mrs.
rpley. !Tropicana last Friday n ight,1 0dessa Mitchell, the club's orss-
floevious meetings have been,with decorations in the candy ident, and business centered
hetieslay Mrs. Flowers at Tony's i theme. Full coverage of t h e around plan:. iir t .eir 9, . .-
inrffetober, Miss Mattie Fughi sixth annual Pre-Lenten charity ual fashion tea, which will be
in ember, Miss Elsie Robin- affair will be carried in our held on April 10, at Lelia Walk-
s() December and Miss Ex- next issue. er clubhouse. me (...iuo nag
u January. sent a donation to the needy
1.: UE COSMOS Dorsey family of 793 Hazel-
Unique Cosmos Social M wood rd., after reading of theiremp
le
IS
which featured beautiful living
ads, costumed to represent fav-
orite types of candy as they re-
presented some of our city's
most outstanding business
firms.
for the members of her two
bridge clubs, The Cobras and
The Semper Fidelis clan, last
week at the lovely McKinley
Street home of Mrs. Clarence
Pope. Delicious food, much gai:
ety and smartly clad guests
were some of the ingredients
which made this party most en-
jo1,0111e.
Cate prize winners were Mes-
• * •
I plight in the Tri-State De-
F fr 27 at 912 Stafford ave fender. Birthday monies a n d
gifts were presented to Mrs.
Estelle Brown and Mrs. Gladys
Walker . . . and the Sur-
prise Box was won oy
Burk. At the close of the busi-
ness a tasty supper was served,
which was enjoyed by all. The
next meeting will be he.,butante ball, which will be heldi The Memphis Chapter of the Mrs. Mary Jordan at 154n L'• '-
at Ellis Auditorium's Amphithe-' Tennessee A & I State Alumni well Circle. Mrs. Eva C. Hillin activities leading up to their Association is presentinv a corn-
etre, Friday, May C. The group bination "Dance and Jazz
began a six week charm course Show" March 12, Curries Club
last Monday st the Cossitt Li- Tropicana.
brary, and the remaining series The show promises to be an
will be held at Vance Avenue other step forward in the music
YMCA. The instructors a r e world and a Memphis first.
Mrs. Frederick Rivers, M r s. It will feature the Tennessee
Anita Reese and Miss Thelma State Jazz Orchestra and a host
Western. Mrs. Thomas Bethel of musical talent from Nashville
frit 8 p.m. until Prizes was
er; Mrs. Ann Kinckelow. presi-
given to the lucky ticket hold- 
Alumni To
dont; Mrs. Louise Corley, re-
porter.
This year's Kappa Alpha P,, Give Showdebutante club is now engaged
presentation at the Kappa de-
his A&I
is the president of the Silhou- Tenn.
cites of Kappa Alpha Psi's Mem Tickets may be purchased
phis Alumni chapter; and Mrs. from Jeff's Pit Bar B-Q, Brown
Floyd Campbell is the chair- Derby (Orange Mound), Paul's
man of the debutante presents- Tailors and Strozier's Drug
lion. store (Chelseativenue). Or con-
Dr. and Mtc D. S Wells of tact an alumt.es of Tennessee
New Orleans, ,+ La., were t h e,State for yaur ticket. ,Health Insurancv Institute. inc program included pa led bigam
is the club's reporter.
Expensive Grudge
, LONDON — (UPI) — Mary
Alesbury, 53, who admitted
smashing the glass in a tele-
phone booth, was jailed for two
months after a police sergeant
told the court "she has some
grudge against telephone
h3oths."
were busy making plans of how
they can help their husbands
for there are some extra touch-
es a man just can't fill when it
comes to certain things. They
will certainly be on hand for
the Regional meeting.
Easter week end will he a
busy one for members of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority when the
Southeastern Regional will be
entertained in Jackson by Gam-
ma Alpha Omega and Beta Chi
chapters. Mrs. Mary Lake, pub-
licity chairman, has announced
that the 28th regional meeting
promises to be one well re-
membered by sorors.
The meeting will be under the
direction of Mrs. Julia B. Pur-
nell, Regional Director, with
headquarters at Merry High
school. Mrs. Rosetta McKissack
is basileus of Gamma Alpha
Omega chapter while Miss Glo-
ria Whitmore serves the same
capacity to Beta Chi on the
campus of Lane college, and
both are working jointly mak-
ing elaborate plans. They will
be honored with the presence
of the Supreme Basileus, Dr.
Marjorie H. Parker who will
be the guest speaker at the
public program set for Friday
evening, April 15 at 8:30 p. m.
at St. Paul church. Keep in
touch with this column weekly
for future plans.
Other Greek letter organiza-
tions as well as The Pan-Hel-
triotic a n d spiritual music
from the primary and Upper
elementary groups. Several stu-
dents participated on the speak-
ing contest which was on the
subject, "The Gettysburg Ad-
dress." Wenford Barnes, an
eighth grade student, received
first prize. Second prize went
to Edna Mae Long of the sev-
enth grade with the third prize
going to Jimmy L. Dupree of
the eighth grade.
The decisions were made by
the pupils who we all know
are usually the most critical.
Other interesting features were
the Drills on the lives of Lin-
coln and Washington; the Presi-
dents Cabinet; first governors
this week to represent Lane
college at the United Negro
College Fund meeting to be
held in Detroit, Mich. Mrs.
Perry holds the position of Na-
tional Alumni secretary for the
Fund and Chairman of the Con-
stitution Committee. While in
Detroit, she will speak to the
Detroit chapter of the Lane col-
lege Alumni and before her re-
turn will speak to the Chicago
1Lane Alumni. Lane college is
one of the 33 colleges partici-
pating in the UNCF and the fi-
nancial drive for this area will
be beginning soon.
Along with Mrs. Perry repre-
senting the Pre-Alumni is Miss
Lois Jefferson who is vying for
the title of the national Miss
Pre
-Alumni. Miss Jefferson is
a senior on the college cam-
pus.
Check section pages for high-
lights of the Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant which was
staged in Jackson on Feb. 26.
A detailed report will come to
you next week in this column.
'Gets Jury Duty
COLUMBIA, S. C.—(UPI) —
State Rep. Martha Thomas
Fitzgerald, for 10 years the
backer of a bill to allow women
to serve on South Carolina State
Juries, was summoned Friday
to report for federal court jury
duty March 7.
lenic Council will be extending' .In 'N• Of Timecourtesies to AKA's and Omeg• — IC
as. 1 BIRMINGHAM, England —
EDUCATIONALLY (UP!) — Bernard Tracey, 23,
There are 45i 000 persons The annual Patriotic Program who was arrested minutes be-
confined to howl s in the US. at Oak Grove School in Madi•' fore his gicond marriage, was
on an average if , says the son County was held February charged l' esday with attempt-
'Finer Womanhood Wee k' Program
Set By Zetas For Ma
Annual Finer Womanhood reports sent to schools. Miss
Week will be observed by Alpha Hazel Pyles, chairman.
Phi Beta sorority, March 6-13.' Friday, March 11 —
During this period numerous Sc- Chat, 672 Provine st., 8 p. m.
tivities will center around t he Children's Bureau consultation
on Foster Homes and boarding
care children. Mrs. B. A. E.
theme "Strengthening the Cul-
tural, Moral and Civic Values
of Today's Youth." CallaWay, chairman.
Naticuially, Finer Womanhood Saturday, March 12 — Las
Week is an obligatory service Cheerios — Sorors visit Crip-
period designed to call the at- pled Children's hospital, 3.30
tention of the public to the p. m. Games, stories and gifts.
ideals of the sorority in more Mrs. Manae Stanback, chairman
than 200 graduate and under. Sunday, March 13 — "Holi-
graduate chapters in the United day On Ice" Amphitheatre of
States and Africa. Ellis Auditorium, 8:30 p. m. To
Mrs. E. Shurley Somerville, benefit St. Jude's hospital, Eye-
general chairman of the Week, glass Project and Scholarship
has announced the following Fund. Crippled Children of
schedule of activities: Keel School to be special guests
Sunday, March 6 —"News Mrs. Carlotta Stewart Watson,
of the Week" — Station WDIA
— 5 p. m. Highlights of the
week's activities. Mrs. Frieda
Marr, chairman.
Monday, March 7 — Remem-
berances to Amicae and Friends chapters during this year of
— YWCA, 4 p. m., Cards, gifts, the 40th anniversary celebration
social hour. Mrs. E. Shirley "that life for Zeta Phi Beta So-
Somerville, chairman. rority indeed begin through the
Tuesday, March 8 — Toys for challenging environment made
Africa — A new Sorority Pro- possible by today's world.'_'
ject. Collection of toys for Af- Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo, chap-
rican children. Mrs. Larcenia ter basileus, states that Alpha
Cain, chairman. Eta Zeta's membership of 73
Wednesday, March 9 — The- business and professional worn-
etre Party. New Daisy Thee- en, accept the challenge and
will endeavor through worth-
while activities to fulfill its re-
sponsibility to the community
and contribute to the growth and
development of the Zeta pro-
gram. The chapter was acclaim-
ed outstanding regionally and
tre, 7 p. m. High school Student
Council officers as guests. Miss
Erma Clanton, chairman.
Thursday, March 10 — Pro-
ject Day — attention to all char-
itable projects, especially the
Eyeglass Project. Letters and
chairman.
Dr. Deborah Partridge Wolfe
Grand Basileus of Zeta Phi ,
Beta Sorority, Inc., has issued
a challenging statement to all
By TOMMY PARKER
The Star Tone Combo, head-
ed by yours truly, will appear
at Phelix high school March 7,
for a pre-Spring dance. The af-
fair is sponsored by the senior
class. Tickets are now on sale
at the school in Marion, Ark.
What's svvingin' around the
Big M? Now this cat is real
gone, in fact, too gone, his
name is Floyd Pete. Pore cat,
somebody told me that the poor
mug can't see.
Miss Faye Wells, yes, that's
who I said, is a foxy little fresh-
man and she's real gone about
Pete. I guess he can see a
little after all.
Wonder's quietest cat seemed
to be Joey Baker. When this
cat wakes up, man, he's really
awake. Speaking of feet, that
•
•
can is beginning to swing all
the time.
A former West Memphian
cage star, Willard Rogers, is
now making an outstanding
record as a eager with the
Navy team in San Diego, Calif.,
where he's based. Mr. Rogers
was a star player for the Won-
der High school quintet prior to
entering the Navy. In recent
game with his Navy team he
scored 42 points and has been
a consistent high scorer for the
squad. He is the son of Mrs.
Elosia Rodgers and the late
Elder Rodgers.
HINTS TO WISE
If you can't make it, try.
Don't sit around and cry.
Remember, trouble will be
Here until you die.
Goes anywhere...and
goes beautifully!
rch 6-13
nationally during the 1959 South
Central Regional meeting in Ma
Bena, Miss., and the August
Boule in San Francisco.
DRINK THAT WILL PLEASE
For a drink that will please
the young, and be good for
them, too, try this:
Combine 1 quart chilled prune
juice, 1 quart gingerale and 2
tablespoons lemon juice. Pour
into tall glasses and top each
with a large scoop of vanilla
ice cream. Enough here for six
glassfuls.
The number of permanent in-
juries is nearly twice as great
for younger workers as for old-
er workers, acocrding to the
U S. Department of Labor.
BE SURE!
Millions of women wouldn't
dream of using home•style
douches! They know that
"Lysol" is so much surer!
Because "Lysol" kills germs on
contact— the very germs that
cause odor!
Because "Lysol" keeps you
sure of yourself—sure you're
sweet and nice inside!
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
Free booklet On
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Bloomfield.
New Jersey, Dept.
D259.
'RAN 011111,101CTAIR
A [Aka & rim Proem&
(Available in Tennessee. Georgia and Florida)
new ItinaM phone!
There are so many reasons why this
lovely new extension phone Ste grace-
fully wherever you put it in your home.
One is that it's modern — styled for
the modern taste that likes beauty with
simplicity.
Another, it's small—to take lees room
on table or desk or kitchen counter.
So you can have a phone where one is
needed but space is limited.
And the dial lights up. It glows in thedark so you can find it quickly and,
when you lift the receiver, lights upbrightly to make dialing easy.
Your choice of attractive colors helpsyou decorate, too. You can order the
Princess phone in white, beige, Pink.blue or turquoise.
Just call or visit your local telephenebusiness office. Why not today?
sauth 1/31 rt, Beall
`Tbesks ler Calling-
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Living Ads Star
In J-U-G-S
Charity Ball
MINERVA HANCOCIC,
Bynum Council presi-
(left) receives check
from Miss Marie Bradford,
J-U-G's president at the Liv-
ing Ad's Charity Ball. The
annual affair held Friday nite
at Curries was a glittering
event.
TRI-stATE DEFENDER liv- worlii, receives a box of yard- er's Mrs. Vivian Ford.
tug ad, Miss Maxine Hollings- long candy from the Defend-
B..rANG HAND —
Catmita Clitxtra, Lena
Horne Cosmetics' living ad,
r'.
LIVING ADS. . .These pretty Ball
light at the J-U-Gs, Inc., Sixth Club
Living Ads took the spot they
Annual Pre-Lenten Charity Pepsi
Friday night at Currie's
Tropicana. Left to right
are Misses Betty Gillis,
Cola; Elizabeth Prudent,
BEVERLY TRUITT% Dattel Charity Ball. She is one of
71ealty's living ad struts away 1$ beautiful living ads.
•vith her gift at the J-1.7-G's
Lakeview Gardens; Dorothy
Burnett, WDIA; Freddie
Rooks, Cornette Realty; Mas•
me Hollingsworth, Tri-State
RADIO STATION WDIA's liv-
ing ad, beautiful Dorothy Bur.
Defender; Sue Wilkerson, Coo-
per Office Equipment: A n n
Hines, IlumKo; Addle Holmes,
Southern Funeral Home, Rosa
•
Wilks, Coca Cola; SevarlY 4
Truitt, Dattel Realty, Carina*
ta Claxton. Joyce Stead, Li
Muchachas Salon.
nett, receives a gift box of ty Robert "Honeyboy" Thotalp
candy from station personali- as.
ads goltiea stairs. More leaded die
at-
Irak. MASTER OF CEREMON•
A. C. Willis, is suf.
rounded hy JUGs who spon• charming
sored the memorable ball. The Mrs. Josef
lirs are, left to
ine Bridges, Miss
Velma Lok Jenes, and 14;ss the JUG:. All photos by
Marie Bradf9ii, president of Hardin.r
SI
e.
ma DhEr5ENID9ELSat., 'THE COOL WORLD' ARRIVES ON BROADWAY "
JUANITA MOORE, right, is
shown with Lana Turner in
film "Imitation of Life" that
Drama Gets Nod
From Critic As
Something'Odd'
NEW YORK—ttjel) — There The need for the pistol be-
are several sharply etched and icomes urgent when Duke's pro-
moving episodes or scenes iretege is killed by a rival gang.
"The Cool World," at the Ett-IA child-like prostitute who is
gene O'Neill Theater, but this l unable to dissuade him from
story of a youth gang in the his aim finally gives him the
Harlem jungle lacks over - all money. When the rumble does'
impact. take place, he finds he is un-
This play by Warren Miller able to Lire the gun at a hu-
and Robert Rossen, adapted man being. But the police get
from Miller's novel and direct-;111171 anyway•
ed by Rossen, is valid and in.! Both individual and ensem-
teresting in the little details of ble performances are excellent
street gangsterism, reefer throughout the long cast Wt.
won her nomination in "Best also for the role via "Imi- smoking and "pushing," drug Rossen's direction
 is vital and
Supporting Actress" category, tation." addiction and sex. But some of penetrating 
much of the time,
Susan Kohner was nominated these details hamper a steady, but its effect is
 too often dis-
relentless progression to a trag- sipated by the lack of a strong
ic climax, central plot line.Juanita Moore Nommatetidown that can be attributedThe ending is a sharp let- his first Broadway appearanceBilly Dee Williams, making• only to the failure of the au-.as an adult, is altogether fine
10 1 thors to make the most of 
the as Duke. Alease Whitting, a
For Supporting scar material they have been piling brand new girl in these parts,
By JOE FINNIGAN
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
"Betelfur " a twice produced
biblical times topped all oppo-
sition in the 32nd annual poll
of The Academy of Arts and
Sciences with a total of 12 Os-
nominations collected by both
"The Diarl of Anne Frank"
and "The Nun's Story."
"Anatomy of A Murder"
up through the two acts. A gives a wistful and moving per-
slightly different turn here, a formance as the prostitute. Hil-
twist there, and they could have da Simms, Roscoe Lee Brown,
had a theatrically effective cli_ Calvin Lockhart, Harold Scott,
max that would not have violet- P. Jay Sidney and Eulabelle
ed the slice-of-life truth that Moore do memorable work.
'obviously is their main con- There is considerable humor
cern. A case of the trees plot- in the p:ay, and the authors
rnot'.on picture which featured car nominations, including with musical score by Duke Iting out a good look at the for- have written two outstanding
one of the greatest film chariot t.ho, , for top actor, supporting Ellington and "Room at The est scenes. One is when Duke takes'
races of all time, paced a field actor and director. Winners will Top" completed the field of 
• •
of contenders in the annual "Os- be announced April. entrants for the best film of 
Duke Custis is a Negro youth the girl to Coney Island Je-
1 The closest any other film 1959. 
who takes over control of his cause she has never seen 
an
'Ben-Hur's" star, Charlton 
'gang when the former leader ocean. The other involves Duke
ifes,on, was nominated for the
top actor laurel. He faces stiff
BILLY DEE WILLIAMS Angry Man," makes his
(right), shown here with Paul Broadway debut as "Duke"
Muni in scene form "The Last in the play "The Cool World"
that opened OD Broadway
Monday.
car Derby"
The classic story of ancient came to it this year was eight
ELAINE JACKSON, one of
Motor City's finest, appears
'at "Little Fox In Mink in
annual "Little Foxes Ease:on
Show" staged in Det-oit
Fur's okay; so is the girl mil
also the shape, we'd say
Elaine, not only rates is a
model but boasts talent that
might develop into a real
professional career.
,06
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MIAMI BEACH. Fla. — By ners Richard Gardner and Tut
time you read this 1 shall be Holmes.
back in Detroit where (I hope)
Johnny White still has my suit
in Gotham hotel "reserved for
Ziggy." Sugar Ray Robinson is
here with wife. Edna Mae due
in any day now. Then wei shall
see if all those rumors a r e
true We mentioned earlier that
they weren't hut we shall see.
Teddy Rhodes drove all the
way from Los Angeles alone.
Stamina, eh? Rhodes will be
among the group selected by
Joe Louis to play match against
Havana, Cuba's greatest golf
pros. This is a Fidel Castro
promotion, with the champ tak-
care of it from this side.
In golf, Jae Roach is here in
defend his amateur ehemninn-
ship. Trying to wrest the crown A recent dental %unity ..iriw-
from him is Ray Botts. current to a higher incidence of tooth
National N o golf champion decay amZg women thantl
anti form-r orth-South w i n- men.
Lemmor. (Some Like It Hot),
Paul Muni (The Last Angry
Man) and Laurence Harvey
(Room At The Top).
In the best actress category
"Old Pro" Katharine Hepburn
(Suddenly Last Summer),
who's won before, was nomi-
nated for the eighth time. She
opposes Doris Day (Pillow
Talk), Audrey Hepburn, anoth
er ex - winner, (The Nun's
Story), Simone Signoret (Room
At The Top) and Elizabeth
Taylor (Suddenly Last Sum-
mer).
The race for best supporting
actress includes Shelley Win-
ters (The Diary of Anne Frank),
Thelma Ritter (Pillow Talk).
Juanita Moore and Susan Koh-
ner (Imitation of Life) a n d
Hermione Baddeley (Room At
The Top).
Mathis Sets
'Rock, Roll'
Back A Step
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI)
Johnny Mathis who would rath-
er sing than talk, is a pretty
good example that the balladeer
may be replacing the rock-and-
rollers as the idol of the teen-
arers.
Mathis ignores rock and roll
In favor of the ballad and sales
of his records have skyrocketed
among the younger set. Not only
that, he is lining up a steady
backing of adults, as evidenced
by the success of his recent
night club engagements.
His success story began only
four years ago when Mathis ap-
plied for a singing spot in the
Black Hawk cafe in his home-
town of San Francisco. Since
then he has filled supper club
appearances in top spots across
the nation.
An introductory to the movie
"The Best of Everything" by
Mathis has boosted his singing
of the theme song toward an
Academy Award nomination this
year.
"I've been singing all my life or
,and feel more sure of myself
while doing that than trying to
)talk," the 24-year-old Negro said
tin an interview. He explained
that he "feels" when his voice
becomes a junkie. Duke's ambi- and a former buddy who took
Lion is to get together enough the easy way out of poverty 
by
'money to buy a pistol for use r becoming the kept boy of 
a I
(Anatomy of A Murder), Jack 
•
in streetstreet gang fights. He tries wealthy man. 
•
A field of 260 are competing,
They include Althea Gibson. Joe
Louis,y Eckstirie, Sugar
Ray Robinson, Larry Doby,
Jackie Robinson and Don New-
combe. Defending champion I
Elizabeth Wright will find Myr;
e Patterson a threatshe
was holder of the crown three
times
In the pro division Clarence
Harrington last year's champ
will find his main competition
in Teddy Rhodes and Charles
Sifford. Incidentally. Rhodes
and a young partner from New
York have already won the Pro-
Am.
competition from Jas. Stewart
peddling reefers to get the 1 Howard Bay's sets are 
fan-
money, but a periodic police
campaign causes his supplier
to stop the traffic for a while.
tastically good and right. Les-
ter Osterman produced the 
•
play.
oes Lora), White Think
I SO   Read This Then Anssa 1
By AL MONROE cnce your consideration of what
HOW
SHAPELY AND TALENTED
Barbara McNair, the Racine
goodlooker who went Broadway,
via spectacular performance in
"Body Beautiful 
lighted on the Dick Clark tele-
vision show Friday, March 11,
via channel 7 at 3 p.m. — PA-
TRONS OF THE Urbanaides
Fashion spectacular will re-
member Barbara as star of one -
of those annual affairs. — IN.
TERESTING INDEED is a let-
ter sent to this scribe from lo-
cal Elvis Presley Fan Club. —
LETTEI. SIGNED by Char-
mien Peska of North Hamlin
st. here in Chicago mentions
drive for funds to establish an
"Elvis Presley Youth Founda-
tion" in his hometown, Tupelo,
Miss. — NOW IMAGINE, IF
YOU CAN, what would happen
to young Negroesh dared
attempt to enter the place or
enjoy its many 'lit' —
P. S. IF YOU HAVE a penny
with space left to cut another
hole in YOU MIGHT SEND the
same to the Presley Foundation
Headquarters. Tupelo, Miss.
• • •
DID JACK PAAR "eat crow"
ellen he decided to RETURN
TO HIS nightly program or
were NBC-TV officials driven
to the "bowing stage" that
caused 'em to beg Paar to re-
consider?—WELL YOU FIG-
URE it out for yourself.—THE
NBC-TV BRASS was already
in Florida when Pear elected
to "stop off there" enroute
aoroad even though Miami was
not the direct route may influ-
happene . It did ours.
EVER, AND ON SECOND
thought, who wishes to fuss
over "ethics" when a little mat-
ter of a quarter million dollars
annually is hanging on the out-
come?
• • •
FRANK SINATRA has complet-
ed Las Vagas location "shoot-
ing" on his picture "Ocean's
Eleven" and taken entire cast
to Hollywood for completion of
camera work on Warner Broth-
ers' lot—FRANK'S CO-STARS
in the picture are Sammy Da-
vis, jr., and Dean Martin. —
DAVIS WILL FOLLOW this
picture stint with engagement
in Florida starting next month.
• • •
JAMES EDWARDS, SIDNEY
POTTIER and Brook Peters
were all sought for husband-to
-Diahann Carroll in he March
7 broadcast of "The Peter
Gunn" program with Jimmy
landing the spot. — WARNER
BROTHERS studios has signed
Vincent Tunns, former Chicago
newsman as publicist for sepia-
cast pictures.—HE'S ON TOUR
of nation now with slated stop
in Chicago next month. —
SAUNDERS who directs orches-
tra for Jo Baker at Regal and
who handled same chores for
Sammy Davis during "Mr.
Wonderful's" brief engagement
at Roberts say such stars are
the most graetful and easeist to
work with.—"THEY TRY TO,'
overlook small flaws and do!
not blow up as quickly as many
of the less talented," Red says.
JazzShowcase' et
'Eighth Street'
eatre On Mar. 12
Loray White, the talented
bronze beauty Sammy Davis,
jr., chose to indorse with the
title Mrs Wonderful when he
married the song stylist and
variety entertainer in Las Ve-
gas had a statement to issue
to newspaper men who have
been asking for a statement on
what did she think of Sammy
Davis 'announced intention to
wed blonde Canadian showgirl
Joan Stuart?
At the Mist night club, where
Loray was appearing, she
obliged with this statement'
"Since I have been in Chicago,
my telephone ha a been ringing .
on account of those who seem 1
so anxious, and think I should
give my opinion of my ex-hus- ,
hand's (Sammy D's) marriage'
announceent to his new-true
have. Canadian blonde Joan
Stuart.
know the usual thing said
as I too have said, "I wish
they would be happy," but in
reality, I must first confess
that "I hope no other women
in tne world or the world to
come could ever possess him
hut elyseif."
'Liao said Loray, (with a sure-
something she alone
world ever honored as the first
and only Mrs. Wonderful) — I
possesseemed to S having
been the only woman in the
don't think Sammy will get
married again soon, if ever
Sammy. his Uncle and Dad.
Sammy Davis, and Will
Mastin, are without the shadow
of a doubt three of the world's
greatest showmen.
Sammy himself will go. down
In history and be 
,later years—not for the many
talents of entertainment he
possesses, but for the excellent
great showmanship that lia•
made him a daily interest of
people the world over for the
greatthings he has accom-
plished.
"Universally causing happy
endings and entertainment"
seems to be that for which he
Sammy. was born, as well as
that for which he will always
is pleasing and the lyrics in the, live. Although I believe he toThe "Chicago Jazz Showcase" Joe Segal who produces "Jazz
music are his way of communi- truly and deeply in love withconcert scheduled for Eighth Showcase" has been the men-
eating his feelings.
Mathis got hi a start when Hel-
en Noga, custodian of the Black
Hawk cafe, called ih a record
c -impany representative and told
him. "I've captured the best
singing voice I ever heard."
Mathis was signed to a con-
tract on her word and "Wonder-
ful," his first recording, be-
came a hit. This was followed
by "It's Not For Me To Say,"
"Chances Are," and a string of
successes, including the recent
"Misty,"
Miss Noga became his manag-
er and confidante, directing his
career and at times stepping in
with a "now, reahlly — I knew
you when!"
"Guess she keeps me in line,
but I owe her everything," Ma-
this said. "But I know she is
.right. I hope to keep my feet on
the ground, you know, so people
won't be able to say anything
unkind about me."
RUGGLES RETURNS
HOLLYWOOD — fLIP1 i —
Charlie Ruggles is back on a
Paramount Pic res set for thef
first time sine 1944 when he
filmed "Incen .-gr Blonde."
Street Theatre, Sat., Mar. 12 is
the firs( of a series aimed at
presenting Chicago's own top
Jazz talent to a wide audience
in concert form.
The March 12 concert will also
mark the fifth year in memor•
ian for the great Charlie Park-
er. All of the lnusic will be of
his origin or standards closely
associate - with him but will be
in the individual conceptions of
the artists on the program Ken
Noraine. of "Word Jazz" fame,
will narrate a special tribute to
Parker.
Tenor saxophonist, Johnny
Griffin, and Ira Sullivan, trum-
pet, alto & tenor man headline
the show, with two really swing-
ing trios, those of JOHN
YOUNGan I GINS,
skedded to back them up as a
rhythm section.
A new young group will be
introduced at the concert, Ed-
die Harris' Jazz Jets. Harris
plays tenor sax and piano, and
along with his featured vibra-
phonist, Charles Stepanie. is
experimenting in Eastern music
as an influence on contempo-
rary Jazz
tor of Modern Chicago Jazz
musician- ever since 1946 when
he first inaugurated the fa-
mous Roosevelt University ses-
sions, which lasted till '56.
mounnommilffilinummiimmiummin
Sammy Davis Due
At Miami's Club
Eden Roc In Mar,
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — Sam-
my Davis, Jr., Is scheduled to
appear at the local Eden Roc
hotel for a limited engage-
ment after completion of work
in the Frnnkie Sinatra pix,
"Ocean's Eleven."
Earlie reports had Davis an
Earlier reports had Dais
coming to the Fontainebleau.
However management of Ed-
en Roe has already listed his
name on card innouncing Is-
tore' attractions. Davis is es-
' tremely popular here on the
"Reach" and his coming is
looked forward to with antic-
ipation by vacationing clien-
tele. .1,
ihniiiiiimPiliumilisaiimigOingnimit
pleasing little Joan Stuart,
believe that if it wasn't foe
the fact that (she too is a little
horn showman) that he would
charm, no matter how great
because Mr Wonderful is first
last-and always a showman at
iheart and soul.
Had I not had something of
showman interest, I would ha:,
he does which is the reason I
can now find so great a delight
In returning back to the Loray
White that he so graciously hon-
ored with the title of Mrs. Won-
derful and that I will always
try to love and show apprecia-
tion because he is truly a Mr
Wonderful.
I promise the press more de-
tail explanation of what I am
trying to say here and may
have missed. It is my fondest
desire to help the entire world
learn more to love him—not so
rneoh for what he can do but
for what he stands for. He is
truly destined to go down in
world history as one of the rea-
sons in our century that men
land races will unregrettingly
embrace a workable brother-
hood.
wer
My new continuance of Lorayi"my being honored as Mrs.
White will be to help prove that 'Wonderful was more than just
my's public will always come a coincident."
JO BAKER
Jo Baker Tells How
Returrifig To Local
Scene Ups Her Kicks
fly EVERETT R. IRWIN She adopted the children. who
United Press Internationale range through Night nationalia
Gay Paree's "La Josephine" ties and as many religions, in
brings the pink mink, dancing the last three years and is rear-
and throaty love songs of the ing them in an atmosphere of
Montmartre music halls to the brotherhood at her Chateau in
Regal theatre currently'. southwes France.
It is Josephine Baker's first If her Broadway venture ap-
!American stage venture in eight pears successful, she said, she
!years and she bubbled that it wants to house her brood in a
ileas "like a coming home home outside New York—"prob-
'party " able a beach house, so they can
1 The dancer and singer whoha‘e the experience and I can
forsook the streets of St. Louishave thee with me."
in the roaring 20's for the silam•mEixowED SOMEWHAT
our of The Folies Bergere Ca. Miss Baker, 54 and mellowed,
dlyiTtsynews 
with 
through 
gdhouable 
ei
ristieuneteini
dttri snagld she didn't anticipate dur-
her current two-week run
and tells how she is "a comple at the Regal Theatre a repeti-
cated woman." tion of the racial incident
through backstage between United States In 1951. 
s that
Her "complications" showed marred her last tour of the
shov s when sne bit her lips During that visit, she charg-
like a St. Louis school girl, bah-ed she was denied food for
bled "boy, I was shakey — lio more than an hour at the Stork
nervous," then switched likeCleh in New York. her husband
any doting mother to plans for pulled down "for colored" signs
a summer in New York withat Miami Beach, and she had
her children. a Dallas salesman fined $100
The tawny, statuesque chan- in LOU Angeles for making a
teuse said she plans to open nderogatory remark shout her
"intimate, one
-woman" show race.
on Broadway in late March or "It won't happen again," she
midApri, and hopes to bringlaid as she lounged in a simple
her 11 little "citizens of the green and white robe. "We're
,world to merles when hooloot going to let it happen'
III out this spring.
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evening.
The panel consisted of Wil-
liam Wilks, Miss Lois Pat-
rick, Jesse Clemons and Miss
Norma Jean Stickland.
The topic for discussion was
"Should The Teenager Be Giv-
en Civic Responsibilities?"
WASHINGTONIAN WINS
Lovely 18-year-old Miss Phyl-
lis Ann Smith was crowned
"Miss Jubilect"
Friday night att.,
Ellis Auditor
ium.
Miss Smith i
the granddaugh
ter of Mr. anS
Mrs. Hampton
Smith who re-
side at 503 Als-
ton st. In school
activities she is
president of the
Zo-Zo C 1 u b,Aisb 41113bee',
treasurer of the Library-Science,
club, reporter for the NHA, and'
secretary of the Washingtonian
Staff.
In social activities she is a'
member of the Petite Les Boug-
etts, and the Teen-Town socie-
ty.
Miss Smith is a home eco-
nomics major. After graduating
from high school she plans to
attend Tennessee A8/I State uni-
versity and become an in-
terior decorator.
After winning the contest,
Miss Smith stated, "I would
like to say thanks very much.
Washingtonians, my advisor,;
Miss Delthenia Williams, and to,
all of you who helped me to
win, thanks from the depths of
my heart."
THIRD WINNER
This makes three out of four.
Since the beginning of the "Miss
Jubilect" contest four years ago
three Washingtonians have held
the title. The first was Miss
Barbara Griffin. Last year's
winner was Miss Lois Wil-
liams and this year's. the "1960
"Miss Jubilect," Miss Phyllis
Smith comes from Washington.
ESSAY ENTRY
Students from the city and
county high schools were busy
last week writing essays on the
subject of "How I Practice
Brotherhood." The essay be-
longing to Miss Arnette Nel-
son, a student in Mrs. Bernice
Harris' homeroom was submit-
ted from Washington.
The Booker T. Washington
High School Parent-Teacher As-,
sociation and teachers will pre-
sent a Fashion-Talent Show Fri-
day, March 18, 1r430 at 8 p. m.
The title of the affair will be
"Past, Present and You, PTA
Fashion-Talent Revue."
Each scene will show fashions
of the past and present. The
"You" in the theme refers to the
teen-agers, and how they look
to the parents. T h e faculty
members and parents will re-
flesi how the teen-agers look
through modeling of teen-age
fashions, including fads, frills,
sloppiness and neatness.
CURRENT COUPLES
Jack Greer and Elizabeth Ann
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By ARNETTA RAINEY
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
orrtworR 13
Sat., March 5, 1960
MELROSE REVIEW Teenage Orifitest
'tenor everyone, after snoopin'l to aid the hand with funds to
around in the snow I'm ready purchase new uniforms. The to- arted Bsfor another week of stone hap- tal amount raised from both di-
penings from around Melrose. visions rated over $2,000 dot-
WASHINGTON DOWNED
In a thrilling prep game
held in Washington's gym last
week, Melrose downed the
Warriors 75-65 with Lonnie
(Chez Whiz) Butler scoring 32
points, and Jewel Reed follow-
ing with 22.
SENIOR DANCE
The Senior Dance is sched-
uled to take place March 31,
1960 in ;Melrose gymnasium
with Music by Ben Branch and
12th grade English class stu- and Louis Williams, Herbert Guest speaker for the occas- make this week ths best in the,
's Brown Marshall and Bessie Clark. 
last Sunday in an attempt
dents were on WDIA ion was Commissioner James history of Vocational Weeki
America Speaks forum Sunday LAFF-OF-THE WEEK 1"Jimmy" Moore. Commissioner Next week, I will give y o u 
Fine Cop: "Hey, lady, you
can't park by the hydrant."
Lady: "Why not? The sign
;insays 'Fe for parking'."
Moore invited the school as a
twhole to visit the Memphis City
Court House, Room 205, to see
some more information concern-
ing this week including the ca-
reers t be discussed anti the
velefea4761 IEJIGEIE SET
IN REGAL SPLENDOR,
(photo. at left) Eloise Morgan
dances with Benny Green aft-
er crown was placed on her
head making her Queen of E.
A. Harold juior high school
In Millington, Tenn, In the
center photo, Her Royal High-
ness presents a picture of
loveliness and dignity as she
poses with her court. In pho-
to at right, the Queen is
crowned by the royal saung
lady she succeeds. Vera
Wright. The E. A. Harold
Coronation Ball was a breath-
taking affair with a fabulous
combination of majestic mu-
sic, beautiful decorations,
lovely little flower girls, danc-
ers and ladies in waiting.
With the young men in tuxe-
does and the young ladies in
pastel gowns, t h e coronation
drew the raves of all who at-
tended. Among faculty com-
mittee members responsible
were Mrs. Mary Terrell, Miss
Donnie Todd, Mrs. Nadine
Mosley, Mrs. Ira Wells, Mrs.
Hubert Boyd, Mrs. Frances
Green and Mrs. Katherine
Steed. Principal of the school
is Prof. Cornell Wells. Photos
by Withers. 1
B. T. W.
School Notes
By
MARKHUM STANSBURY
ON FORUM
The Guidance Department is
In observance of Nationaliadding a new attraction to this
Brotherhood Week," the princi-tyear's program. Both the jun-
pal faculty, and student bodylior high and senior high build.
enjoyed a most educational pro- trigs are to be decorated. The
gram concernine brotherhood decoration will include all of the'
this week. Participants on this homerooms with current work.
program were Rosie Nickols, will be given for the best deco-
conducting devotion. Jean Lew- rated room in the school.
is read a poem entitled 'Dreams The theme for Vocational
Are Tsey," fitted t ocs Week is, "What Will-It Be."...
casion perfectly. 'Selections "Stop Clowning" . . . "The
from both the band and glee Choice Is Yours." All of the
Whitley, Johnnie Stephens and club were enjoyed by the listen- ,eachers are cooperating with
Four of Mrs. Lottie Brooks' Herbert Sawyer, Sarah Whitley ers the Guidence Department to
lass. There was a table repre-
senting each grade.
Judging for the prettiest ta-
bles were Mrs. M. Draper, Mrs.
C. Crump and Miss Jean
Smith, the 1st place table was
the 12th grade table, a very
simple but beautifully decorated
table, students from the high
school and elementary school
joined in rendering the pro-
gram. Many students, presents
and teachers hope this will be-
the Largoes. Tickets will go come an annual affair. Let's
on sale next month from any Tip our hats off to the mem-
member of the senior class, tiers of the Melrose PTA.
CHIT-ClIATPTA TEA A BIG SUCCESS
The top couples around the
campus and their tunes in-
clude Thelma Jones and Wil-
lie Bonner- Never Let Me Go, houses Letter Clothiers and alphabetical order.
Lynn Bumpus and Divoice Web-
ster — Will You Ever Be Mine;
Carolyn Doxey and Tyrone Pat-
terson — I Could Love You;
Jo Ann Bolden and Lonnie But-
ler — I'll Take Care of You, conference on human relaane
Pondering over events of yes- sponsored by the UAW raidon
10 and attended by more Mao
about Charles Marshall and 80 eninn delesetes and gt1Vsts
Barbara Hall: Why Floice Mc- at the memorial center.
The PTA sponsored a Tea
dm Brass
Mt. Pisgah 
t Pay
By W. C. HARRIS
AND K. P. HOLMES
NHA
The NHA's were very much
inspired at the hospitality of
the NHA teachers and superin-
tendents of schools at Merryi
high, Jackson, Tenn. Feb. 13. 1
In this meeting a member of:
..he Mt. Pisgah chapter was',
elected District NHA Treasur-
er in the person of Ruby Fare
see. During the meeting three
sirls from Mt. Pisgah were se-
ected to represent the NHA in
Nashville. They are Dorothy
Bradley, president: Ruby V.
Farsee, treasurer; and Rosie 0.
Fitchpatrick.
SCIENCE CLUB
The second week in February
was known as Youth Science
Week all over the United States.
The modern How & Why Sci-
ence club of Mt. Pisgah pre-
sented the life story of Thomas,
Edison. Experiments were done
by Joe Jones and Nathaniel
Moody. Their advisor is James
H. Ramsey.
SPOTLIGHT
Dorothy Bradley, a senior,
has been a student of Mt. Pis-
gah for three and a half years.
She is the president of the
following clubs: New Home-
makers of America (Mt. Pis-
gah chapter), Library club, Sci-
ence club, Zo Zo. She is chair-
man of the program commit-
tee of the Commercial club.
She is a member of the Glee
club. Recently, she has been
one of the lucky young ladies
to be elected into the Gracious
Lady Social club.
Dorothy is the daughter of
Mrs. Laura Watkins of Chica-
go. She lives at 1849 Watkins
drive-,—Germantown, Tenn.
SPORTS
The District Tournament wa--
held at Mt. Pisgah Feb. 26-27
We'll let you know about that
later. The Regional tourney
will be played in early March.
Britain Keeping
Up With Joneses
LONDON --(UPI).— The pos-
sibility arose this week that
Princess Margaret's engage-
ment to photographer Antony
Armstrong-Jones may curtail
freedom of debate in Britain's
House of Commons
Conservative member of par-
liament Michael Hamilton, sug-
gesting that the British army in
Germany be equipped with hel-
icopters, assured the house that
he did not want the whirly-
birds "merely in order to keep
up with the Joneses."
He quickly added," . . . if
a a reference is still al-
lo
4
d."
his office in daily operation. consultants. Mrs. Ethel Tarp-
The Ccimmissioner's topic was ley and Mrs. Emma John
"Love Thy Neighbor as Thy- son are heads of the Guidance
self." It was quite brief and (Ai- Department.
rectly to the point. He stated, TOP TEN CHART (Girls)
"I have always enjoyed my re- Ernestine Henderson, Minnie
lationship with my fellowman, Hill Jean Chavers, Leslie Can-
and I hope it will continue non, Particia Jordan, Hazel
throughout the years. I have Delk, Alice .lay(iss.
also practise' broc 'feed. ders, Ethel Myles, Della Deen-
for political or business reasons sr.
but for the warm feeling it TOP TEN CHART (Boys)
leaves inside." ,Basketball Team
Our special visitors were: Mr.! John Rhodes, Odell King, Jack
Watson, a friend of Commis- Ballad, Maurice Tucker, Willie'
sioner Moore, Dean Waldorf Kimmons, Robert Manning, Wil-
Banks. Dean of Knoxville Cole ham Hutchinson, Willie mi
lege in Knoxville, Tennessee.iBrown, Joseph Norman, Steve
Also in observance of 'Na-1 Ballad.
tional Brotherhood Week" stu. THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
dents of grades 9-12 respective- Belief in Thyself.
ly were told to write a 500 See you next week when the
word essay on "How I have Freshmen Class will be in the
Practiced Brotherhood." T h p spotlight.
English teachers, after much 
consideration, finally selected Pastor Waits Year;
the winner of the essay contest
The tvinner of the essay con- Clock Still Ticks
test was Louis F. Christian, a 72-Minute Hour
sent• - • '- •
VOCATIONAL WEEK
March 21-24
This year the Guidance De-
BOREHAM WOOD, England
—(UPI)--The Rev. Edward
Charles is both a punctual and
partment is proud to present a patient man. One year ago a
another in a series of guidance new clock was installed in the
programs. The week of March church steeple.
21 will be known as Vocational Last waek he finally asked
Week censistins of hs-sesssss the clock-makers to replace
guidance topics, speakers, the clock face which ticks off
films, and Career Day. a 72-minute hour.
ANITA LOUISE PERRY was
the guest of honor at a birth-
day party which was held at
Lakeview Country Club to
celebrate tnita's 13th birth-
day. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Perry
of 530 LaClede. A beatitiful
table with wire lace table
&Mb and cry al clear punch
Won'
For TV Pix
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
presidents of major motion pic-
ture companies reaffirmed
their stand against making any
payments to guilds or unions
from the sales of post - 1948
movies to free or pay televis-
ion.
They said after a series of
meetings here over the week-
end that the demands by writ-
ers and actors guilds amounted
to paying twice for the same
job. 1
The producers added, how- ;
ever, that they were willing to
negotiate for an agreement on
other points, including pension
and health and welfare plans.,
The presidents were joined in
the meetings by members of
the producers' labor negotiating
committee from Hollywood. I
Baby-Sitting Fees
NOTTINGHAM, England —
(UPI) — Students at Notting-
'ham University were reported
reducing baby - sitting feets in
proportion to the a,nount of
time they have left for study;
,after caring for the baby. 1
teryear brought in new ideas
WLOK
Knights has so much Lady Luck
who he calls Annie Ruth Phil-
lips.
When Jacquelerte Griggs
spends her spare time with the,
new fellows on Vonciel Cogs's'
line and if Sam Marshall is
movbing Lee Ray out of Bar-
bara McKissack's life mean-
while it leaves me wondering
what's going on between Man-
nie Shields and Eddie Stephens.
MISS JUBILECT
The city-wide Zozo club spon-
sored its annual Cotton Makers
Jubilect last Friday night at
Ellis auditorium, 8 p. m. Mel-
rose participated in this affair
in the form of a very beau-
tiful and well liked young lady,
Miss Beverly Truitt.
The Top Ten:
Dorothy Burnett, Carolyn
Love, Barbara McKissack,
Ethel Ruffin, Jackie Briggs,
Emma Moore, Eddie Mae Wil-
lis, Emma Moore, Alberta Car-
penter, Doris Oakley.
Arthur Hull Kenneth Cox,
Floice McKnight, Joe Smith,
Cleveland Cox, Eddie Stephens,
Charles Glass, Rickard Settlers,
Charles Oliver, William Woods.
bowl to match held a large
cube shaped cake topped with
pink roses. The centerpiere
was a display of gorgeous
pink roses, set off by white
candles. Among the children
present were Julie Parson,
Lorene Bentley, Shirley
Peace, Geraldine kg, 01-To
lie Vera Baker, Elijah Noel,
Joseph Holmes, Andrea Mor-
row, Fay Carter, Rose Ann
Scott Dorothy Erwin, A n n
Thompson, Gertrude Worsh-
am, William Atkins, jr., Per-
kins Britt. Frances Co o k,
Mettle Stegall, Gloria Moore,
Edwina Gilkey, Alfred Scott,
Robert Stephens, Sam Gilk-
ey, Craig Gilkey, Nyeeta
Smit11, Emmit Woods, Wen-
dell Norris, James Parker,
Onzie Horne, Eloise Pope, El
inisson Johnson, Willie
Moore, jr., Rosetta Smith,
Johnny Austin, Anita Perry,
Aentta Per and Gilds Lee.1
•
"Who will be the "Teenager
of the Week" from your school
that started Feb. 29? That's the
exciting question being asked
all WLOK listeners. WLOK is
sponsoring a "Teenage of the
Week" Contest in all city and
county schools having twelfth
grade classes.
WLOK listeners have been
asked to select the Teenage of
their school each week by writ-
ing in 150 words or less "Why
They Think the Person They
Chose Should Be Named Teen-
ager of the Week."
Each week the -Teenager of
the Week" will receive mer-
chandise prizes from WLOK
ash- Ike On
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — A
United Auto Workers leader
scored President Eisenhower
Saturday for his failure to deal
with civil rights issues in
America.
William H. Oliver, Detroit, co-
director of the fair practices
and anti-discrimination depart-
ment of the UAW, said that
while the President urges peo-
ples of other lands to make
the choice between freedom and
slavery, he lacks the courage
to speak out at home.
Oliver spoke at a two-day
SHE NEEDS A TEST?
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Jayne Meadows has checked in
for makeup, hair-dressing and
wardrobe tests for her co-star-
ring role with husband Steve
Allen and Mamie Van Doren
in "College Confidential."
„
GOLDEN
GIRL
HUNKY
DORY
Civil Rights
r
many other WLOK advertisers.
Ths contest doesn't just 'Mop
with a Teenager of the Week,
but from the weekly winnere.
there will be a Teenage of the
Year.
This lucky boy or girl will re-
ceive a generous scholarship
to help them continue their edu-
cation.
Monday, Feb. 29, started this
series of 11 contests detenetin-
ing the Teenager of the Week
First school selected to send its
ballot is Barretts Chapel. For
the weeks to come, Douglas,
Father Bertrand, Geeter. Haes-
ilton, Harold High, bester,-INas
and Woodstock will folloir in
;hrmks Hemorrhoid' s
Without Surgery'
;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hepor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — withoutilsiurgery. In case after case, ile
•,:ently relieving pain, actual uc-
Rion (shrinkage) took place, oat
amazing of all — results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishini
statements like "Piles have ceased ti
ie a problem!" The secret is a nes
waling substance (Rio-Dyne.)—dia
:every of a world-famous reseal-el
.natitute.Tbis substance is now.owait
able in suppository or ointmen•Porei
called Preparation HS. At aarue
counters — money bark guarazawe
Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M.
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-6:00 P.M.
4/1/10
BROTHER
BOB
"CANE"
COLE
For Good, Honest Deals With No
Hidden Charges
HASTINGS MOTOR EXCHANGE
32LS. Main —JA. 6-061
String Orchestra
Back For Rhomania
In trying to carry out the na-
tional project of Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority - `TEENTOVIN"
- the purpose of which is to
help youth develop into better
citizens. Omicron Sigma Chap-
ter has, for many years, put
youth on display during the an-
nual program "RHOMANIA."
Among the youths presented
by this chapter have been Lynn
Thompson, youthful dancer from
Atlanta, Ga.; Gloria Locker.
man noted speller from Balti-
more, Md.: the Mexican Danc-
ers from Piney Woods, Miss.;
talented youths from the local
public schools and the outstand-
ing group of young people with
the famous Booker T. Washing-
to :i String Orchestra from At-
lanta.
Music-loving Memphians will
have an opportunity to hear this
string orchestra again on April
8, at 8 p. m., at Bruce Hall.
Those who heard the youthful
group last year are still singing
praises and awaiting their re-
turn. The conductor, Miss Linnie
Green, reports strenuous efforts
are being put forth in rehears-
als to make the program even
better than it was last spring.
Miss Green is a member of
Sigma Gaiiiiiia Ithu sorority and
has received many bon•irs for
her musical ability. She has
done extensive study at the Mu-
sic Schools of Western Reserve
and Columbia university having
been recently chosen as one of
the six teachers to represent
all teachers of America on the
occasion of Cilumbia univer-
sity's Bi-Centennial.
She loves young people and
spends most of her time work-
ing with them helping them to
develop their musical talents.
She is a noted musician, mas-
tering the piano, cello, violin,
and organ.
BUS. SECTION
1,000 NAME Is ADDRESS LABELS $1.00
Pocket Rubber Stamp . $1.00
SRC Book Company. Box No. 3233
Nashville 3. Tenn.
OHS. OPPORTUNITIES
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND APRONS HOME
EARN $26.16 DON - SPARE TIME
WRITE - ACCURAT7 MFGR 8
FREEPORT, NEW YORK
1546 LIVEWELL CIRCLE
ROOM FOR RENT
- 
- 
Want Christian Person or Couple
BR. 6-7504 - 7 a rn - 3:30 p.m.
tr.--ruars. ROOMS FOR RENT
East-Cozy, Many Conveniences. Suitable
for Prof. woman.
Call UL 12-5547 AVer 4 pm.
TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee
10 Spiritual Advisors
WANT? GET! WIN!
You can get whatever you want! EASY!
PROVE IT' 43 deposit RUSHES secret!
Pay no more until you have benefitted
$1,000 worth - then give as $10 . „
POWER, UNLIMITED
POR 12. PORT LAVACA C, TEXAS
ARE YOU LONELY?
Looking for a Husband. Wife, or Sweet-
WrVe Th. Guidnnce Club cn-e of:
4 Snecial Service
ATTENTION!
Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With
Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
'vans
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 
4314 t... Ave. 
ePhone LI. X-17/tnfica" 
53, Ill
P. o. sox an MEMPHIS. TENN.
1 Memphis. Bus. Ser.
JAMERSON•4 BARBER SHOP
2355 Park Avenue
. PA 4-9148
41.
LOTS BEAUTY SHOP
235$ Park Avenue
Appointment FA 4.0148
SALES PEOPLE WANTED
Men And Women
T. Sell LENA HORNE COS-
METICS. Port-Time Or Full Time.
No Experience Necessary.
CALL .JA. 7-4969
-
JOB AS CONSTRUCTION OR
carpenter's helper. IL J. Williams. FA.
84772
B(ISCELLANEOVIS FOR BALE
RAROAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOG.
Huge discounts Low wholesale price..
Dig money saving catalog 25c :refund-
able). 8 & J Co. Box 434, Levittown 9.
Ph.
*MINIM SERVICE
ADULTS, INTERESTING MALL, Earnings
Photos, booklets. catalogs Cl re'inder,
. øc or with order Alvin B-ix
154-TAD. Hicksville. Long Island. N Y.
:5 For Sale Mae.
ADULTS. INTERES FINIS MAIL. EARN'.
Hip. photos book'ets, r: talons $1 00
tefunded *Sc w'ih order.
Alvin Box 354-'3D Hicksville, L. : N. 5.
WE NEED names. Will Pay you 25c Per
name for obta!nizis them for our mail-
ing list Complete instruetions sent for
$1.00. Harry M Young, 917 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee.
RLIIICTRONIC - HYPNOTIZER $14 00 -
Transistor Radio $1995 Post-et ear Gas
dun - use - Extra 39 ciliber
ELM each - Radio wvikte
11!9.65 - Any Radio TV Tube $1 .01 esch
Trtnaworld Elestronlcs - Post Office Box
Iss incite, California.
4_ •'',11AL SERVICE
OW-
GUARANTEED
PEARL OYSTERS s r°
SITUATIONS WANTED
DAY CARS FOR SMALL CHILDREN IN
my home. Mrs R. Griffin FS 44852.
MAKE MONE -
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc, All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to 51.25
a name. No delay. Write to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
301 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
AntagIng but true From the famous
pearl beds of the For lost come these
OOOOO ned pecirl-bearing oysters, each un.
conditionally guaranteed to contoin one
tit wore genuine cultured pearls-per- ,
Imps at considerable voluit Experitmcit
ch", thrill ef opening on oyster and find-
kse As rare treasure-pearls that con in-
..pensively be set Into rings, pins ear-
else', pendants, Th• shells ore lined
with colorful, precious Mother. of -Pearl
end istaii• uniaue ashtrays and decora-
tive pieties Priori Oysters are ottroctively
einwoeg, perfect for gifts - useful, educa-
tional. Postpaid.
UNUSUAL GIFT FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY
EKIM SALES
• 4r- r511.;f:., ....riliii"or7
q oat.' i E 
21.-6 Or-
kill ii.A,t4Iti
of Gobrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Values"
• 41.7TO eic:10. ,.. i ,kvi.
, DVERTISING SPECIA LTIES
• PRIvTiNG MIMNOGRAPHINO
• RFT STAMPS SEALS
rsite• CALENDARS
Y Yolks, Ave.
Moor Gore! Aye.) Yoekors, 14. Y.
30 Moving & Healing
M&M MOVERS
MIL 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving
MOVING
MISS JUBILECT - The old
gives way to the new as Miss
Lois Williams, right, last
year's Miss Jnbilect, crowns
the newest queen, Miss Phyl-
lis Smith of Booker T. Wash•
ington high school. Miss Wil-
Hams is now a student at
Tennessee State. The new
Miss Jubilect will play an im-
portant role in the 1960 edi-
tion of the Cotton Makers Ju-
bilee.
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines  30c
3 lines 45c
4 lines  60c
5 lines 75c
51/2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATE as 2
lines ordinary typo:1Opt.
18 PT.
24 PT.
SAME RATE as 4
lines ordinary type.
SAME RATE AS
5 lines ordinary
type.
36 PT. SAMERATE AS7 linesordinary
trim
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 n- in Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num-
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The Tn-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad-
vertisers mail received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
Correspondence Club I MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
, BIGGEST MAILS you ever got. List your "Amethyst pendants. earrings. bracelets.
I name 1 year 25c. World's Mail Trade. $1.25 each item. postpaid. V. Brubaker,
• C. 5.118 W. L-12. Lancaster.. Calif."76 W. 45tli, Radio City 36, N.
Dept. TS.
15
Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
- Mail out dropship catalog Keep 60 ner
cent from order' . Proven sellers DC-
tal:N. sample catalog $1.00. Palinkus, 1627
T8D E. 33rd. Lorain. Ohio.
12 Business Opportunities
BEER 5e A QUART
Make It yourself. We show you how.
, Save 90 per cent on each St 00 Complete
i easy instructions $1.00. FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers. Wil-
liam Brown. Cross Country Publications,
200 East 30th St.. New York 16, N. Y.
-- -
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Women Age 21-70 -- Sell Family
Group Hospital Insurance. Make Use of
- 
Your •:ontacts
W A Adkins-District Mgr.
I Continental Casualty Company
.IA 6-5311.5
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 JA. 7-2597
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
Mov:nP•
GL. 2-9507 GL. 2-5474
J. C. YtTOTEN
84173
Honest Ratcs
Call Any Time
Bet Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-M541 - BR 4!14. 
Local And Long Distance
titVERS
Best Prices In Town
MU. 3-66i9
l'-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
SS NEED MONEY? $$
No Selling. No Lost Time.
Send Stamped Self Addre,sed
Envelope For Prompt
Information
RESEARCH
lox 95 Inglewood, Calif.
'BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mix-
ture of tlgereye. amethyst. obaidium.
agate other 13 95 pound postpaid. V.
Drubs 1316 W. L.12, Lases4se. Calm
-
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 So. Third St. IX 745111
GOOD PRACTICE PIANO! 117$
$7.50 down and Easy UM.
EX. I-6780 Nit., & Sundafe
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LSIOAL. Printed Forms, GUARANTERLII
Any 'tete Names Dates Omitted Used
ism OrieLiain Duplitate. comes or gifts
$2 each :three, $5 Prompt. Confidential
poistraith Set •ice
11A.TION A I, FORMS
P.O. Stri 7072, Miami 55, Flo.
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2101 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
C1NSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how foiks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregu!arity often be-
comes a prob'em. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
es:abliTh regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use CIE SERUTAN
Here's medical evidence A group of
men and women took SERUTAN daily
under medical supervision. In case
after case stet/tram, taken daily,
belled estal)lish regularity. So, for
real relict from constipation after
35, try sEttnAri, powder or granular.
ERUTAN
"Read it Backwards"
"U. S. COINS BOUGHT"
Send Coins. Will Send Check. Not Pleased,
Re.urn Check
Bought
COINS: Sold Serious inn. Invited
Appraised
FAVATA8 COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 195th St Flushing 58. L.I , N. Y.
Member A N A.
-
26
-REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1051 CUM:MINOS 6-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX-$750 CASH
$80 00 Month
J. W Or - BR. 5-6714
BR. 2-1240 -- BR. 6-8932
I. H. GODWIN & COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Calvert. Only $500 Down
$75 Monthly Notes-Flat
J W Orr BR 5-9784
BR 2-1240 BR 6-8932
E. H. GODWIN & COMPANY
1368 Monroe Avenue
FIRE
ALARM
Can YOU
Afford to
Gamble
with
DEATH BY FIRE . . .
When MERLITE Warning
Protection Costs So Little?
At last! A preci-
sion - engineered
fire alarm every-
one c a n afford!
Anis ziag new
MERLITE FIRE
ALARM "smells"
h * tiniest fire.
HOWLS se irri-
tating. unmistak -
a b I • continuous
blast, so loud it can be heard t' wile
Of wore away. when room temperature
reaches 135 deerees, before fire caw
spread dangerously Gives you and your
farnity tins. to escape and summon aid.
Entirely self-conteined independent et
electrical house current which may fail
la a fire
Protect every room in your horn*
at low cost.
Allow
oi"h:der n 
WILLIAMStwo weeks
fl'"",Mail money INC.
Chicago 9, Ill.
Only
$495
1. S BATTERIES
Jack Marshall Music Studio
Memphis' First Complete Music Studio Of Its Kind.
Memphis' First Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
Piano-Accordion-Organ--Voice--Group Singing
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
full time to teaching music. Come in for a FREE trial
lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
For more information Call: GL 2 - 0117.
JACK MARSHALL
1098 Thomas
PIANOS & ORGANS
GL. 2-0117
Everyone would like to knew if his child is talented. If you ere
interested in a free talent •pproisol coil 1Acksoe 3-1757, if no
er call Glendale 2-0117. TALENT APPRAISAL BY APPO1 T-
.
T ONLY. , .
•
Nashville
(Continued From Page5
Miss Natalie Lawrence serving
on the committee as planners
and hostesses.
Visiting the city on the week
end was Johnny Arnold of Ar-
nold and Associates, Memphis.
He dropped by my office ad
left his card.
Alep McGinnis and daughter
from Birmingham were in town.
meetig of COPE sponsored by
AFL-CIO at the Andrew Jack-
son hotel. This was one inte-
grated meeting where there
enough Negroes present to be
seen and heard.
Mr. and Mrs. L,oring A. Smith
visiting their daughter, Dean
Anne Cheatham of Student Per-
sonnel, Fisk university. They
brought Baby Leslie Cheatham
to visit her mother for a few
days. They came from Bain-
bridge, Ga., by way of Atlanta
where Mr. Smith attended a
meeting of the Postal Alliance.
BUSY CHURCH WOMEN of
Nashville who keep up with
United Church women's meet-
ings are Mrs. William T.
Greene, Mrs. Marie Johnson,
Mrs. John Hull and Mr . H. B.
Johns. In fact Helen Johns is
busy with many things. I saw
her alightig from a plane last
night as I came in from Miami.
She is Regional Director of Phi
Delta Kappa sorority.
Mable Love really puts on a
show when she presents her An-
nual Circus. The most outstand-
ing numbers of the recent Cir-
cus were given by The City
Wide Elementary School orches-
tra. It was thrilling to see all
of those children reading their
music and playing the instru-
ments so well.
BEAUTIFULLY DRESSED
WOMEN AT SOME OF THE
RECENT EVENTS I have at-
tended were Mrs. W. D. (Mi-
nerva) Hawkins who wears
aaua most of the time. She was
earing a most attractive short
evening gon of aqua blue sa-
tin with roses of the same ma-
terial at the waist line; Mrs.
Alfred (Lettie) Calloway wear-
ing antique brocade of gold on
black in a decolette short even-
ing sheath, and Mrs. Azle Chea-
tham i petal pink satin even-
ig dress with which she wore
long wite french kid gloves
and elaborate rhinestone jew-
elry.
THOUGHT FOR THE WEK
- Every month seems to have
its own peculiarities. Those of
February are fewer because
there are fewer days in which
to be peculiar.
DR. J. RUCKER Is the new
pastor of historic First Baptist
Church, East Nashville. The
native of North Carolina is the
first regular pastor of the
church since the administration
of the Rev. Charles L. Dinkins.
A physician se well as a minis-
ter, Dr. Rucker has opened
full-time practice here and he
has entered actively into local
civic and educational activities.
The church is located at Main
and Sixth Streets.
Writer 'Takes Off'
On Subject Of Love
By EDGAR T. STEWART
What is this thing called love?
Some have said that it is a
tickling sensation of the heart
that can't be scratched. Others
excitement between two fools.
It thus depends on your point
of view.
The more technical have said
it is a strong feeling of affec-
tion. Whatever it is, it is the
strongest force on earth. It has
done more good than hate has
harm.
Poets and playwrites like to
write about It, Novelists build
stories around it. Song writers
are at their best when describ-
ing it. It is contagious and the
more of oit used, the more there
is of it.
It is a thing that if we had
enough of, there would be no
atom bombs, no need for nu-
clear defense systems and no
civil rights fights.
Love for the local church
has caused persons to give be-
yond their means and sacrifice
in other ways.
Love for college has caused
football players to become in.
Love for offspring has caus-
ed parents to sacrifice their
own happiness that their chil-
dren may be happy. Love for
country has caused soldiers to
lay do*n their lives when they
didn't have to.
Sometimes persons mistake
something else for love. For
example, "lust." Sometimes
love is misplaced or misused.
Example: Love of money, love
of power and excessive plea-
sure.
It caused God to permit Je-
sus to die on the Roman cross.
He that loveth not, knoweth
not God, for God is love. I John
4:8,
Guidepost
Musing: Experience proves
that we are most happy when
we do not seek our own pleas-
ure at all; the happiest man is
he who lives to seve his nei,!n.
bor, Fame, reputation, a full
safety-deposit vault cannot be
the supreme goal of life either,
because all these things are eb-
trinsic to man; it matters little
how much one has un C-e out-
side if be is unhappy on the
inside.
Dear Carlotta: I am 21 and
a college graduate. I am in love
with a grand fellow. His father
was killed when he was young
and he did not have an oppor-
tunity to go to college. But
he is a very good bricklayer.
Together we could be financial-
ly secure, and everyone like
him . . . except my parents.
They keep telling me I will
regret marrying beneath my-
self. They say it will be a is-
grace to announce the engage-
ment. I love him and admire
him for oing the negt best
thing since he coul not go to
college. What can I say to my
parents? Worried.
Dear Worried If your par-
ents' major concern is the an-
nouncement o the soc.: .e,
tell them not to worry. An-
nouncements are broadly writ-
ten. If the briegrodom id not
graduate from colle-e, t e
ference to his education may be
omitted. Make no apologies for
this. The town is full of edu-
cated folks with degrees as
long as your arm who never
have 1earrea4 how to get along
DONDI GOES HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD-(UPI) - Pro-
ducer Albert Zugsmith has an-
nounced plans to film "Dondi,"
based on the syndicated news-
paper comic strip.
in the world. And many a self-
taught guy has gone right to
the top.
Dear Carlotta: I get bored
stiff, with nosy neighbors com-
ing to my house in the morning
before I get the dishes washed
or beds made. They walk out
of their own homes leaving all
their work undone and prevent
you from doing yours. What can
I do? Housekeeper.
Dear Housekeeper: Why not
have two signs made. Hang me
on the front and the other on the
back door. "Yes. I an At
Home Doing My Work. W h y
Aren't You?" The trick may
work.
WANTED SONG-POEMS
To Put On Records
Furnish Music Free
SONGWRITERS
RECORDING
SERVICE
Sox 6565 Shreveport, La.
Ayabnive
HEADACHE
Iter faster, furs templets relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
-the combined action of several
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take 3.0nzietY
and tension, starts bringing relief
tight 
TOM
STANbAL.X
pligriresrat taionny
you've ever
used
STANBACK
41 :=0
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INTERESTED IN A HOBBY?
HOW ABOUT CERAMIC CLASSES?
For More Information About This Profitable
Pastime
Call WH. 2-4106
MARY BEAL GIFT SHOP
1255 E. McLEMORE
CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS
March 13: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Presents "Holiday On Ice", Amphi-
theatre - Ellis Auditorium, 8:30 P. M.
March 20: Woman's Auxiliary, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, Annual
Lenten Teo, Emanuel Church Parish Hall.
April 3: The Altar Guild of Emmanuel Episcopal Church, Foreign
Exhibit Lenten Tea, residence of Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg,
1766 South Parkway East.
April 5: Manassas High School's "Annual Show," Ellis Auditorium's
Music Hall, 8:00 P. M.
April 8: Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Presents, The Booker T. Wash-
ington High School of Atlanta, Ga., String Orchestra, Bruce
Hall, 8 P. M.
April 17-18: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, South Central Regional Conference,
LeMoyne College, Memphis, Tenn.
s April 17-18: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional Con-
ference, Jackson, Tenn.
April 22: We Moderns Club. Aanuel Dance, Flaasiego Room 10 P. M.
May 6:
May 6:
May 7
May 9-13: Cotton Makers Jubilee
Tropicana, 10 P. M.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presenta-
tion, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.
The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Room, 10 P. M.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Gurrie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.
May 13: Atha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Annual DSc*, Currie's Club
oil
1•
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town Dot., March 5 19" 15
Have You A Car For Sole, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu I
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business PHONES JAckson 6-8397
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70 I JAckson 6-8398
Memphis Business
Service Directory
I BUSINESS SERVICES 13 BUS/NESS SERVICES
JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEALE AVE. • JA 6-9656
Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians
HARDY AND RATCLIFF
BARBER SHOP
164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220
Lynam Floral Shop
257 SOUTH MAIN
JAckson 5-3794
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Achcs.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
William's Barber Shop
1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416
WRECKS
REBUILT
Autmnobile Body
Work and Painting
Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Ave. JA 7-028
NEW UNUSUAL PRODUCT
Saves Money - Makes Money
INUI-DIERD, instant acting, non-in-
flammable, flexible adhesive. Malts
rips, tears, hole. en Most ant filb-
tie, upholstery. onto seat covers, etc.,
quickly, emit,. safely. Can be wash-
ed and ironed without affecting pow-
erful bond. Only el postpaid. Money-
lack guarantee.
(Ideal for FUND RAISING-
write for quantity prices.)
SURPRISE SPECIALTIES
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth A 
New York 10, N. Y.
UP YOU WANT TO BE BEADTITUL
Mgt PREENDLT szstrry tutor iIi
Thomas; Addis Grant Mgr. - OWN
Lester, Otielittof
MEWS SHOES
Nationally Advertised
NANANAI SON
HOWARD 1 FOSTER
SAVE
$300
 TO $5"
MEN'S
SAMPLE
SHOE STORE
61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.
Complete Beauty Service
CHARNEL'S
BEAUTY SHOP
With mod Without Appointment
314 Herntande St. JA 7-3056
DAY, MONT, SUNDAY
TV Serves* 411 6-1111111
21" Glass Picture Tube  1121.11
1?" Otani Piston: Tube $17.11
Installed
City Wide TV Service
11604 Poise,
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE ./A. 6-5118
Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions
Get real namm. addressee, Olen:bond
numbers and ditscrtptions. All rides, re-
ligions Weed Wide Membership, Bend
41.00 and 3 stamps.
Continental Club, Box 791,
Inglewood, Calif.
Crystals (glass)
Staff
Cleaning
Dials
Stem and
Mainspring
-BUSINESS SERVICES
WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!
$8.50 WILL MAKE YOUR
WATCH AS NEW.
This Includes a now case and •
new wad. The regular price is
$13.50 for any amount under
ten. Have your pastel, club ise
anyone with es many is tea
vetches te Mill Sr phone their
orden to C. I. Agent, 640 W.
Peoples Rd. - WH. 6-9515 -
Memphis, Tenn. Or to the House
Of Mysteries, 210 Fifth Ave., New
York, H. 1'.
For Every Ten Watches
only 50c ea.
$2.50 oe.
2.50 so.
2.50 as.
Crown 1.00...
1.00 se.
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+++
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, NC,
LW Linden Ave. IA 10417541
* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
C*( 84. Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson 6•2834
HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.
Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When -
You'll Get It Theo
JA 7-3810
358 Beale
MI6 Imma AVM=
MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
I5c Ne. of LINN 1 Time 2 Times
90cPer 
2
3 
30c
45c 
60c
Insertion
1. 
4 60c 1.20
Per
5 75c 1.30Line
CLASSIFICATION
a 236 SOUTH WELLINGTO
1
(TWO
Figure
S Average
Words To
The Line
LINE MINIMUM)
NAME •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 0000000000 OOOOOOO TELEPHONE 
ADDRESS  
  CITY
Please
Money
Kindly
send check or
Order to.
Address All Your Replies to the Clessified Ad Dept.
ME/4HIS, TENNESSEE
Tri-State Defender
PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!
1000 Embossed Business Cords
at $3.99
Up 's 1 lines-1 color (Black or Blue)
Business Card. • Appt. Cards
Pervonal Cards
MAO value at the new low inlet of
53.116 per 1.1110.
Write me for sample cards and 404
chart BUSINESS CARD arectautrr
GEORGE PALINKUS
1$27-TR1 East 33rd St Lorain. Ohio
INSTRUCTIONS
DisamIlvelY serving the Midwest with
Ammonting, 11446414M Administration,
11,vsiness Machloes, Seoretariol, IBM
Key Panels, Personality Development,
Civil Smoke, Reel Estate and
Court Repotting Canoes
Sino• 1940
hç sei Emig 121Nei
Veterans Approved
Rehebilitatien Students %loomed
00- of-town Students knifed
spa 'mod
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Mesta
JE5-6161
4440 Washington Sae* 8,140.
Piano Lessons The Easy
Berl Olswanger Way
MRS. GEORGE DODSON
JAckson 7-9987
SPTRITUACADVISON
THE BOOK OF THE
MAGICAL PRAYER
is what you seed if unfortunate, down-
hearted. Just plain unlucky. Cast hit a
lick of Dal, can't get ahead er out of
debt. QM this Meek right quiek and get
winning lik• you always wished. Salim
faction: aaaaaa teed. Send only $1 (Sorry
no C.O.D.) to: L. SWIFT. NM N. 14th St..
Lae Vegas, Nevada.
STOP SUFFERING! !
Post 51 .14 NOW . Reply envelope brings
1•0arTrve PROOF! Health Center, Ade-
laid* Rota. Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Air-
men).
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
railisoiwo Secret Master Cede, Faverable
Nurnberg sad Days - Combination Cedes.
Molt Mures. etc. Price m.o.
VICTORY
7734A Clyde Ave. Chicago 411. AL
ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CRANCE
! TO COLLIC1 UNUSUAL POSTCARDS 11
i FOR Mat START YOUR ceia.scirtori
NOW. SIMILE CARD 15 CENTA. p. 0.son UAL ANSONIA STATION N. T. ft
N. Y.
Fait lee QUESTION & ANSWERS To
pass written test ?pr drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send DI mints to
sever emit niailine and handling
'Jigs self addressed & stamped enevelesie.
Err n plitODVTII CO. 1101 in
oison A STATION, NEW YORK 13.
N. T.
W. will ale. Include free of eharg• the
isellosed Llisene• Holder with every erder
mrailived.
HOW TO WIN! LOVE, moray. RTC.
Send birthd stip and disne Ipt information
sealed. SIMS. 13104th Ave., Chicago
Heights Ill.
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES CHRIST
SINAI ow& ZION
FOR SLEDDED AMULET, slur MONEY.
UNCROSSED. RUSH NAM DONATI
NOW: JOT PEACE MT PEOPLE: WE
LOVE SO MUCK CHICAGO 63, ILL. ..
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
For Sale Mite.
PIANO WAREHOUSE SALE
We Specialise in Refinishing And Re-
conditioning. TRES DOLITURT.
LAMAR PIANO SALES
Next to Lamar Tbeoter
1771 Lemur BR. 1-7430
USED PIANOS
BALDWIN-41N
mlarlistiLL-411111
1155
/1.131/NOTON - $150
Sal CABLE-NELSON -411141
PUMP PLAYER-$216
LAMAS PIANO SALES CO
MN Lamar BE. 5.74111
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"RE JAMMED"
Teme any mita head or tone as you
ehaseel-Any eishil Anytime! Any Place?
-A swots( statement, a ao Imre start-
ikon ostrtonnonts. TMs easily mastered
Imehnisnie in a oopyrighted mammal seat
wit), fey $1 A PRO-FLIP•
CRAFT. Box 1161-0, Bridgefiert 1. Conn.
FOR SALE
bee Dodbled Edged razor blades $1.00
ptiatpaid. Guaranteed. Martell* Sales. Set
NIL Covington. Ky.
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONET AT HOME,
where to buy material and how to
manufacture chearls. Send MOO Manu-
facturing Specialties. Sieklerville, 14 J.
len
"BY THE NUMBERS"
HUMBER RATINGS Through The
&donee Of Numerelegy. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.
Iv NUMBER Card. Doily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS & PONDS,
Relit', Its. Stet* Year Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (He Chicks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726T Se. Clyde Ave.
Chime 49, Ill.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 1 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Delrymple
Albion, Michigan
BUSINESS SERVICE
12 Tininess Opportunities{
MEE
Six Menthe tours, In Real Estate and
Auto Liability 'mutant, One MON e
week. Call JA 14345, Leave Name and
Phone Number. W. E. *planets'
ee a. Aditine
VALUES GALORE/ Seim Ea* 34e. (Re-
fundable) with coupon
ALTON WATNIART III. PA.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUIATORILI uiLILInjor Life A
dietary PrOtiaration lakes or
There nature I - 11 .-TANS/CIA /C8
FORMULA. Only ISIS for a goreek sup-
ply. Money-back if not Satisfied after 1
bottle Seed COD. Cheek or Money
Order NOW!
THE RUMTORIX CO.
239 E. 115th St. - Res 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
FAMILY ctoTwes IRONED
Neat irenitig done in iny home for •
small fogely. or tiro (2) single persons
a day PM, no white shifts. Mrs.
Otka Mee Brown. JA. 7-4041.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 23 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TRAY'S MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AMR MOTOR TUNSUP1
Instant stage In any woollier . . Keen
batteries fully chimed in 50 below zero
*old . . . You'll Slay year radio all
winter with fear of battery faiiure. More
Tinter MIN Per gallon en gas. Biasing
new power. peb. RIG PRMITS FOR
ACIENTSI lend $1.91 fir swotp and do-
tails . . . And get mu so dip supply
of TRAUB (NI routes, Tablets) 4 mem
tot and Pep ilustosioat - the very beat.
Thou - 010 'Vernon Chimi•• 37. nt.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A 
GYPSY
This Is her new efftcest the Woeful,*
State line MADAM BELL is hack after a
long elms of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her seer hem,
Are you Dissgthtfied with marriage? Bays
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yea
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If asy the.. are yew
problems, come let MADAM HELL advise you at este. 1ha
will read ate to you hist as the would read as epee book
Tell you why your lob or business is not a wee*. If you have
failed in gift rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 61 South. just over Mississippi Mete
Line. on the gray to Hernando Her home Is 2 bloat below
where she used to stay right aside the DOW. Motel Be sure
to leek for the RFD BRIllt HOUSE. and you'll Had her there
at all times. I She never bad as elfin* to West Memphis
Cate* Yellow bus marked Whitehaven State IA.* sad get
off at Stew Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM HELL'S
HAND SION
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Bears 9 a m 111 ES
Gegdhsgs Daily INNS ea goodies
I dolAt Malt Sly home till1/ ec 61411fer seY letters
to to ,ti tor the right sign snd the right name
suto''
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
!worm), row. reputed Inoe any
leak Caroon.er work, floors leveled
Chimneys, slitters cleaned. repaired,
stuoso, concrete, plaster do my own work
Pros est Reasonable price.
T. Spencer BR 5-1643. BR. 6-2930.
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW AMAZING "BALI POINI GUN
lermartien Yes carry in Toot Purse
Startle ant diAract prowlers. would-
be attackers with this cleverly de-
signed Sall Point
Chin. Willis 22 cali-
ber blanks with es.
Ira loud moat. C.
be heard for milel $4 95around. No permit 'I"'
needed. Airm•Iled postpeld
completely assembled front Our file•
loty In Europe. Send 5195 doilf.
Inoiley Order or check to:
HOLLYWOOD VA POO 1. CO,
2639 West Peterson TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage. valid.
Quick. easy Details either one $2.
lox 506, Tiluana, BC. Mexico. tilt
AMAZING. LISTED for life for 211e. Moo
Paring out dimes: quarters. dollars for
ens time listing. Your name in our files
abouid keep your box full of interesting
otters, free samples, big mail, etc. for
Ills. Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Pest. Route 3.7'.
Bryson C1tr. N. C.
1.11011.000 100E15 Its Each! Pree Cata-
logs. Meilway, Box 134.T. NYC-S.
REBUILT I S.M. eleetrie typewriter still
In factory crate 81'0.00 Ouxrant•ed.
Southold* Printing, Bag 6491. DT. Hunt-
ngton 3, West Va.
F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLEDR
• ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED
T SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE
Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1576 Getwell
510 LOANS & MORTGAGES
FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
crinNc TO
SERVE YOU
161 Madison
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"Mom For The Family
At Family finance"
LOANS
on
SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We like to say 'es to JOIN
1•1111 requests"
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
ems Owned-Home Operated
2 Locations
IN Madison JA 14611
101 So Main - JA 51351
Examined in Snpervited
by State Department
of lesurarce and Ranking
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STFRICK BUILDING
'WHIRS fOlk I. (IMO !VII
617 P/NIIAl
if F ,f
21 Furnished Rooms
Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Oahe end Comfort.
Good Food
Famous for Mods
WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 54177
Room for rent furnithed or unfurniab.
ed. WHItehall 5-1314. 1342 Lutham Street.
Cal. after 5.30 or before 7•40 A. W.
- -
LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates • Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone • Radio
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager
406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834
Household Furnishing
Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and fold. Terms.
Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666
10-SPIRIT1 II. ADVISOR
BLESSINGS
JOHN STARR
Start 1960 Wight:
1 to 3 slay Blessings Available
You are Never Helped-Unless
YOU Try.
For information writs to:
P.O. Box 1122 Cleveland 6, Oiti•
SW 1-9600
BLESSINGS
NEW YEAR SPECIAL
ewe Success and , keen bringing Pests.
Success And ThellgOle.a)-: IAA Sure Quick
elite Prom Sickness, 8rinstng Peace To
Upset Homes And Money, TT our Pocket.
Write New. list MASI' • el, In 34
170‘134. We Will Mind Tort BlesOng.
stenos) Baker 3132 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio. ' CI
15....RTAL ESTATE MI6, SALE
CASH TALKS?
WILL PAT CASH for property or oscine
lot. It prised . .
BR f-6744 wt.. 3-1144 ER. 5-111/32
I. H. (IODWIN & COMPANY
1364 Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Celvert, only use Down.
$75 Monthly sows-rat
.1 W. Orr - BR. 04714
BR. 1-1144 - ER. 11-811113
E. H. GODWUt Sr COMPANY
1384 Monroe Artemis
LARGE LOTS
'15 x .0 carman 'OP MALLORY AVE.
and Sparks. Easy terms. Shown inv.
time J W. Orr, BRoodwitI 1-77113 -
Bftoadwa y 2-1240 ..._ BRoadWat 447114.
MISCELLANEOUS
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
itetunteble. Ed Runalt•111.
Dale. Nebraska.
AUTOS FOR SALE
• FORD •
ANy .CILDOElt.
TERMS
RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.
FORD
1 9 6 0
Any Model - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
0
See Or Call
Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, At.or 
CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.
1
9
6
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NOW
is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER ) •
411, 4••••• 40.
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Sat., March 5, 1960
„These. winter ;sights, egainst
my window-De
illkLaire wii.ii We pencil
draws design;
I-Of fern leavecAnd blossoms
and fine sprays of pines,
Pak leaf and.4eorn and
f rantastic vines,
W she will shape when
!I summer comes again —
Quaint arabesques in argent,.
flat and cold,
:Like curious Chinese etchings,
. . .by and by
These frosty fantasies shafl'
! charm my eye.
;n azure, demask, emerald,'
and gold.
Thomas Aldrich
Methinks that from 1873 til
stow, with changes being made
everthing, these frosty.
slights would have been ex-,
Changed for some jet-age mys-i
bery of nature. But not so, fori
Man is yet to explore the mys-
teries of nature and change,
them in their mystic ways. So
for a time, perhaps another
Century, we will have to con-
tinue to get up and face these
frosty morns and these snowy
nights.
These winters may not be as
Cold as those of the early 1900$
but, Mr. Oldtimer, they are
certainly as long. Our grand-
children will have winters to
beast about too.
'Yet, amid all this, life moves
on. Basket-Ball tournaments
are being played in every sec-
tion of Dear Old Tennessee
and the usual number of wins
and losses are being account-
ed :or.
TRAVELS
Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Elam,
jr., of Nashvil:c and Miss Ghent
07 ,:rivington were recent guests,
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.!
R. G. Elam, sr. Mr. and Mrs.!
Ernest Danner have retttrned
lam their 10-aay varation visit-
ing their relatives in Detroit.!
Elkhart, Chicago and South
Bend. Mr. Danner reports that
lp father, Jim Danner, is con-
yelescing nicely.
oriPtira. Carrie Word of St. Loui ailWt for home after a two weel- s On- lc)
cip"' y with her falsify.
asma Joson of .
• Ind.. spent seveal days
ilth his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
*man Johnson.
41. Powell of .So. Bend was
hr Trenton over, the week end
on business. Accompusying him
on this trip were Miss May
Mater, her son, and her sister.
Bliss Jo Baby Dodd. T 'ey were
guests of Mrs. Mollie Simmons
and family while here.
!Ws. Mattie Bell Hughes of
St. Louis visited Mr. and Mrs.
kt -ra Word a few days last,
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wallace
of Columbus, Ohio, are
vOiting Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Johnson. Mr. Dallas of Cie U. S.
e.. y Base in Califorria is
-endine a few days with 1- is
y rents, Nr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie.
E :7A AVM SP2AKING
Several persons from the Tr-
Cy Area attended the Ban-
quet given in Milan by the
Twelve Hun. red Club on Mon-
day night. It was a gala af-
di at—
RUTHERFORD
TRENTON
-  
The name of ihe club failedt0
reneo our deal:. NOTE: Clubs
aiA all organieed groups, we
cannot wr:Le about our ailairS
unless-you put in writing, or
actually call one of us to get
your news. This is true with
everyone. Picase dent take
it for granted that we know.
Vie migat hear of something but
only you can make it official.
The Neighborhood Club met
with Mrs. Alberta Jamison
Wednesday night. Washington's
Bir:hday theme . was used in
the decorating scheme. Tiny
American flags were used as
souvenirs placed atop a red,
white and blue sandwich that
was served along with baked
ham, s tufted peepers, spiced
peaches, pickled beans, tomato
aspic stuffed with cottage'
cheese, hot tea, cherry tarts
toped with whipped cream.
Birthday of the month went for
Mrs. Carrie Ball and she began
receiving her gifts which will
be finished in the next meeting
of the club. Prizes went to Mrs.
Josephine Barnett and Mrs.
Carrie Seat.
DEATHS
The funeral of the late Sid-
ney Cook was held at Hullum's
Temple CME church Wednes-
day. The eulogy was given by
the pastor, the Rev. W. C. Rog-
ers, Mr. Cook suffered a long
illness and death came Tues-
day morning about 12:45. His
wife, Mrs. Sarah Cook, sur-
vives.
SICK
Home from the hospitals are
Mrs. Babe Agnew and Messrs.
Zeke Agnew, and Will Whitlock.
Still in the hospital are little
Bobby E. Word and S a m
Fowlkes. Mr. Fowlkes is in
Memphis.
Mrs. Irene Moore is critically
ill at this writing. Mrs. Moore
is one f t` 'd ' teachers of
Gibson County.
Gibson County PTA Council
meets in Humboldt March 10.
Plan now to attend.
preh, the music was erjay- !
slate and the delicacies were de-
lectable. Memh-rs for this im-
mediate are Messrs. Jotennie
Jamison and Sylvester Burns
T .e setting for this Washii;
tion's Birthday affair was th:
Milan American Le-ion.
Trenton American Legion eh'.
was the setting for a (lane:
perty given by a newly organi
ad Club of Trenton Wef.nesdir
rii.7ht. Music was by Jim Dand.
— hers. But he said the votes
arobably are available to do
so.
"They'll have to ride over
us to do it,„ Byrd said.
Starting Manday, Senate
Democeatic leacier Lyndon d.
Johnson (Tea.) has announced,
ccident
nate Too Higli
WAS' 
— (UPI) —
Secretary of Labor James P.
Mitchel said Tuesday charring
methods of industrial produc-
tion are pushing on-the-job ac-
cident rates up to "sobering"
levels.
He told the ooening session
of the President's Conference
on Occupational Safety that the
na'ion's schools shorld ineltide
sa:ety instruction from first
greae thrcegh colleee.
The cabinet officer read a
massage from Eisenhower in
which the President described
on-the-job accidents as "a griev-
ous loss of life, family income
V N
f"ir. The decorations were 5,1. 11.000 were killed while on the 
Hum: 'cation
)ob last year, mitchell said the
nation cannot afford this human
loss. Sen. Harry F. Byrd (D-Va.)
stated he feared t h e Senate
 would pass a 'strong" civil
BEING GREETED at Bery
Field, Nashville, is Dr.
Jeanne L. Noble, 2nd from
national pres.: eat, Delta
Sigma Theta sorority, as she
arrives from New York City.
Greeting her left to right on
photo are M'ss Norma Wal-
inn, pres'dent of Alpha Beta
chapter at Fisk universly,
Mrs. Diable Love, yresPent of
Nashville alumni chapter and
Mrs. Simona Alien, Nashville
alumnae chapter. Dr. Noble
It Happened In
WALKER
HOMES
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
Founder's Day was celebrat-
ed at the Arlington School by
t h e PT Agroup Wednesday,
Ff.); 17. It was a very inapir-
:ng program enjoyed by all.
The Shelby County Council
Parents and Teache:s were well'
represented. A founder's d a y
skit was presented by the fol-
lowing: Mrs. Mary A. Wrushen,
Mrs. Terece Blevini, Mrs. Ag-
nes Gibson, Mrs. Mattie L. Ad-
ams, Mre. Johnnie M. Peters,'
Mrs. Charlene Dandridge, Mrs.
Hattie Lee, firs. Ka'herine Tap-
pan. T h e skit was entitled
Starling Ca aites For Our Light
Point Proeram."
The guest speaker was Mrs.
Arciana Gooch, president of the
S:n..dby County Council of PTAs.
As usual, she did a woio'erful
job. Prof. Isaiah Goodrich intro-
duce a the speaker.
Remarks were heard from
Prof. Charles W. Horner, Prof.
Alonzo Weaver and Prof. Gray,
plus others.
Other participants on the pro-
gram were Carolyn Coliier, Mrs
Virgie Hays, Mrs. Rosa Joiner,
Prof. Prescott Fisher.
E. R. Donelson is president
and Prof. R. Simmons is the
principal.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Tappan
and family extend many thanks
to the Giosarl .:,eaeten for
remembering them in their hour
o bereavemena
Susan Joyce Tappan, a fellow
student of the following persons,
says thanks: Deborah Hence,
Gale Burnett, Gwendolyn Wal-
lace. Linda Dandridge, Barry
Mitchell rd., sponsored a pro- .
cadent of the Dust Flowers."gram Monday night, Feb. 15.. 9:a'a to 9:71 nee. -1.V1., 1.c-IT
Mrs. Ardena COOC:1 was t h e ZONE "The Monsters are Due
guest speaker. The No. 2 c:io-
en Mane aLreet" by Rod Ser-
rus rendered the music with , 0 Preiudiee, saseicion and
Tirs. Queen 0. Conway at the ':'..-7ear envelop a neiehborhood af-
piano. ter several myseeicies inci-
Mrs. Rosa Bates was the dents aepear to presaee a land-
Mrs. 
. ,in ., e.. ra-teritsti aliens.
Thelma Clark gave the '19:o0 'a la:11 77 ' O'r" faCK
welcome which was accepted NI7Alt'S WITH Fl7D COCK.
'oy Willie B. Cone. Mrs. Er- i 1010 to 1 :49, When Gil and
nestine Steverson was mistress li]s drovees res-ue an Eestern-
of ceremonies. Mrs. I. M. ,Rein- .
er a.. his so.-
-oert, president: Mrs. C.,ar'ane Iron!) an overterned weenie sue-
me, 
and Mrs. Kather-
ceedine ciecionstanezs alter the
ine proeram cammiLie:: .'.:'V.
,ITUte of the cattle drive.
0. D. White, pastor; and Mrs. 770 to 8:00, HOTFL D". PA-
Charlene Dandridge, church REE, "Strolance and Useless."
renorter. !A desnerate prisoner ores Sun-
The Shelby County Coun- dance's dog "Useless" to shield
cil of Parents arcl "-aehers
an attempt to escape. Earl
sponsored a luncheon meeting Holliman stars.
at the MiteheIl eoad junIar 8:00 to 9:09, LUCILI.E BALI:-
high school Feb. 27, 11 a. m. 
. . EZ POW "latey
George H. Barnes, suearintend- ; goes to Mexiea." The Rieardos
ent of the Shelby County scaools and the Mertzes are joined by
was the gue_t spea%er. Ile was Cbevelier in a jaunt
presented by Mrs. A. V. Gooch. Jo Mexico where Lucy finds
president of the Council. Prof.i bareains galore and a bull to
Alonzo Weaver is principal, 
Ford Road School PTA held 
fight. There's fun galore as the
its regular monthly 
meeting!group gets mixed up with cus-
Tuesday, Feb. 16. 3 p. m. in, 
toms offieials and otller diffi-
the school auditorium. Business 
cul!ies of a non-official nature
concerned putting the 
Lnishin,;._ftivahni.eh nevertheless turn out
touches to their fashion show,T7
sceduled for March 27, 5 p. 
LATE MOVIE, "Conflict,''
Mrs. M. A. Wrushen. presfde-ht. 
with IlurnrOrey Bovart, Alexis
and Prof. Goodrich, principal. 
Smith and Sydney Greenstreet.
Mon kills '-is Nvite. then stages
a battle of wits with a famoes
deteetive who tries to break
the perfect alibi.
Saterclay, March 5
''):On to 17.7 a.m. TON'
R ANGER, "The Lost Chalice':
ree Lone Ranger and Tonto,
on a visit to an old friend, a
"around-the-clock" 
nnadfrien 
finding
go has asl,ed their aid
sessions
will be held in an effort to . 
water, becomes in-
in a fight with, escaped
force action on the civil rights
' 
convicts who try to steal the
bill.ociclen chalice from the mission
JPPOSE SUBSTITUTE
Byrd aoid southerners par- 
alter.
t3 11:30. SICY KING.
ticularly opposed the station Co-Star Kirby Grant and
of the administration suhstitate Gloria Winters. "Danger at the
bill which would declare t'-e caw Mill." On their way to go
Supreme Court integration de- "fshing in the big woods, S k y
cision to be the "supreme law -:ing and Penny arc almost de-
of the land." libeeately run down in their
He said this would give Con- station wagon by a lumber
lressional approval to waat he truck.
.eels is an -illegal decision-- 2:30 to 4-30. ENRLY MOVIE,
"Ccnflict" with Humphery Bo-
done before. -'art. Alexis Smith, Sydney
ereenstreet. MV1 I-ols his wife
But he voiced doubt that .
as the perfect alibi until its
either Johnson or GOP leafier broken by a mastee detective
Everett M. Dirksen, who of-
iered the administration sub- 
7hhoohr7. s! plenty of weird psy-
stitute, would find it possible 6:30 to 8:00, SHOW OF THE
to modify t h e seven-point MONTE "Treasure Island,"
measuee. 
starrire Hugh Gr:jith, Max Ad-
rier, Michael Gough, Harry
Morse, special guest star Boris
Narlaff and introducing Rich-
ard O'Sullivan. Drama is Robert
ouis Stevenson's 'rese-lieee
adventure in search for pirate
geld.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCXY,
swings into action when
other issues. Senate Demo- an vnclerworld prize-fight boss
ries to pressure a —ealthy
aeeialite boxer into taking a
Sen. Richard B. Russell (1). "dive" in' a charity boxing
Ga.) leader of the soth.lern show. John Vivyan stars.
bloc, served notice his group 8:30 to 9:00 p. m. 'HAVE
would uae every possible de- 1UN WILL TRAVEL, Paladin
laying tactic against the bill. hired by San Francieco po-
ice to protect a Chinese-Amer-
:ran detective who has been
'Double' Birth Control marked for death by a Chinese
tong, but the Chinese code of
LONDON — (WI) — Mrs. honor makes his task diffic-alt.
Davina Burton-Shier, 10, said Richard Boone stars.
she took 20 family planning as- 9:00 to 9:30. GUNSMOKE. in
:oc:at:cn 'oirth control nills an attemnt at vengenee. t h e
each month for five months; brother of a slayer who was
then was "a bit taken aback brought to justice by Dillon at-
when the doctor told me he tempts unseat him as U. S.
Ithought I would be hawing' Marsha v4urning the towns-
J7 •7'3 Ar-
ou them Solon Fear
ighisRReporting that two millionworkers were injured and nearla
and productive capacity."
•
Words of the Wise
Four things belong to a
judge: To hear courteously,
to answer wisely, to consider
soberly and to decide impar-
tially.
N—(Socrates)
HENRY CLAY
Brilliant Senator
and statesman of
the early 1600's
KENT
IPLO CROW O'
TASTE THE
GREATNESS
of historic
D
C ROW
America's
preferred
bourbon
Light • Afild • 90 Proof
KY STRAIGHT BOURB N WHISKEY
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
rights bill that would be a
"humiliation" to the south.
Byrd,. chairman of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee, told
UPI that he doubted the Sen-
ate leadership would impose
gag rule on its southern mem-
...MOYNE'S 'MISS UNC';'
Eduards of 733 Lucy
'd an - hrtitced aria • at —.I-
lore is the enIlege's '*'iss
,TNctre' and represent:d
taynt. this past wee:end at
.he United egro College
LLERYCO., FRANKFORT, KV., DISTR. r 1001. DIST.PROO CO. M
ama aiereace In
ures, a
talized
•
"The civil rights people won't
weaken it," he said.
Dirksen has made it clear
he does' not like the idea of
trying to impose cloture — a
gag on debate — because the
same rule could be used by
t h e Democratic majority
against the GOP minority on
crats outnumber Republicans
65 to 35.
was in Nashville as The guest
of the four Nashville Deita
chapters on the occasion of
their fermiers dry observ-
ance. Staff Photo by John C.
Streator, jr.
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Friday March 4
Programs up to 4 p. m.
regular.
4:C0 to 5:30 EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY "Ruling
Veice" with Loretta Young and
Walter Heston. Escapine assas-
McDaniel, Melissa Garrco, mi. sination protection ra
eket lead-
. 
chael Smith. Mrs. Agnes Gib- er retires to 
secure daughter's
son is the principal. happiness. He gets 
slain in his
The Beautifying club of the own home.
Riverside MB church at 248 W. 6:30 to 
7:30, RAWHIDE Eric
Eastwoodr. C1nt  "In-
are
STORK STOPS
"In Bluff City"
111111111111111i11010111111111111111111111111III11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111110111111111111111IU1111111111111111111111111111111moing
Born at E. H. Crump hospital
Feb. 11, 1960
A son, Ernest, to Mr and
Mrs. Cleo Smith, of 733 Hamil-
ton.
A son, Stanley, to Me. a-
Mrs. Joe G. Wilson of 2240
Northern rd.
Feb. 12
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Eddie Drake of
334 W. Brooks.
Mrs. 0. C. Johnson of 847 N.
Montgomery.
it son, ....meth, to Mr and
I Mrs. Mirth Hudson of 251 Sil-
verage.
A daughter, De'obie, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Williams of 300
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Madison of 1593 Locust.
A son, William, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Hurt of 3513 Get-
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. well.
and Mrs. Richard Miller of 1335
Feb. 13
A oaughter, Carla, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grover C. Vann of 353 Ju-,
bert.
Feb. 14
A son, Kyle, to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace King of 477 Jenson rd.
Feb. 15
A daughter, Cheri, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Taylor of 1584 An-
tona pl.
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr.I
and Mrs. Jimmie D. Westbrook
of 521 E. Trigg.
Feb. 16
A son, Stanley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clard Baker of Rt. 1. Box
232, Collierville.
P . n at John Gaston Hospital
Feb. 20
A son, Marshall, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Boyd of 2168
Sparks.
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Gholston of
387 N. Manassaa
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Loyd of 1346 Wabash.
A (augnter, .2.vertis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Anderson Fullilove of
204 W. Carolina.
daughter. Margaret. to Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Brown of 774 St.
A son, Mic --d
Mrs. Sammy Craft of 2'716 Ber-
ry.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Cle-
vin Standifer of 1198 Keel.
A son, William, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Green of 1438
AI•atisn.A on,
Carlton, to Mr. and
ness stars.
9:::1 to 10:00. EYE WITNESS
TO HISTORY, "President in Ar-
gentina, Chile and Uruguay."
Program covers the president's
visits to Buenos Aires, Santia-
go de Chile and Montevideo,
and includes his visit to a gau-
cho ranch.
10:00 to 11:45 p. m., MIL-
LTON DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE,
"Charge of the Light Brigade"
with David Niven, Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Haviland, Nigel
Bruce, Donald Crisp. Blazing
ficeioaalized story of one of the
most amazing real war advent-
cavalry charge humor-
in Tennyson's poem.
Feb. 21
A son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Gathwright of 711
Wells.
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Beard of 767
Buntyn.
A son, Larode. to Mr. in"
Mrs. James lawyer, of 2521
Park.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Moses
Hughey of 1193 Texas.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Frazier of 1544
Sunset.
A daughter, Jessie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Finley of 1484
S. Orleans.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Brown of 5128 10th
Row.
Feb. 22
A son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Golden of 1891 Gooch.
A son, William, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Rbinson of 2137
Clayton.
A daughter, Afterdeller, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Young
of 870 N. Second.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs, Charles Adams of 1077
N. Manassas.
A daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian Adams of 1216
Woodlawn.
A son, Gerard, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Gates of 1247 Mer-
chant.
A son. Willie, to Mr. - 'trs.
Walter Williams of 565 Wells.
Feb. 23
A daughter, Angela, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mallory Montague of
1153 Dunnivant.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Dyer of 3054 John-
son.
A daughter, Monica, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Banks of 306
Ayers.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Simmons of 1970
Kansas.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Dawson of 720
E. Regent.
A daughter, Brenda to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Crawley of 1131
St. Charles.
A son, Russell, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Thomas of 1659 Sid-
ney. ,
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Chase of 30 W. Fields.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. a n c
Mrs. David Johnson of 1500 Da-
vis.
A son, Lame to M-. • - ' 't-s.
Lucus Weaver of 2431 Brookins.
Twins, Alison and Barbara,
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moody
of 1685 Riverside.
A daughter, Rae, to Mr. and
'Mrs. Tom McGee of 923 Staf-
ford.
A daughter, Mae, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Parker of 67
E. Raines.
Feb. 24
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Tate of 610
Brown Mall.
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Truitt, of 75 W,
DeSoto.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie Parker of
2707 Enterprise.
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Patterson of 1553 Cane.
A son Reginald to Mr. and
Mrs. James Price of 1911 Cas-
talia.
A son, Jeffrey, to Mr. and
Mrs. Molison Robinson of 1264
Firestone.
A son, Melvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Bratcher of 1112
Rozelle.
A daughter. Beverly, ta
and Mrs. Willie Hughes of
1435 WashinLon.
A daughter, Pamela, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Donahue of
1001 N. Second.
A son, Linzy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Linzy Smith of 30 W. Fields
Feb. 25
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Foreman of 582
So. Lauderdale.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Monger of 2..3 W. Jro.,.:s
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
land Mrs. Annias White of 386
!Trigg.
A daughter, Karen, to Mr.
!and Mrs. Jimrce Johnson of
1420 Marechalneil.
A son. t'imotai, to Mr. and
I Mrs. Timothy Jordan of 1788
Keltner Cr.
I A daugater, Jacqueline to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Marsh of 1376
Georgia,
7eb. 26
A son, Arriegious, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Thomas of 3052 Till-
ma cove.
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to
1Mr. and Mrs. Percy Newsom
of 2103 Clarksdale.
I A son, Don, to Mr. and Mrs.
' Dee Kinkle of 287 S. Laueer-
dale.
A son, Emanuel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Emanuel Yancy, of 729 111
S. Fourth.
A son, Thomas, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Morgan of 130 Far
rie.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night!
 Wednesday, March 2, 10:10 P. M. 
"Deep Valley" awni tdh day nLeu PMno°r r i s
 
Thursday, March 3, 10:10 P. M. 
ti missouro) with Dennis MorganBad Men Of and Jane Wyman
 Friday, March 4, 10:10 P. M. 
"Conflict" and Alexis Smithwith Humphrey Bogart
Saturday, March 5, 10:00 P. M.
"Charge Of The Light Brigade"Owiiitvhia EDr:poila,Firnnd
 Sunday, March 6, 10:00 P. M.
tt a AU with Burgess Merediiii
Mine Own Executioner" and Kieron Moore
Monday, March 7, 10:10 P. M.
"Watch On The Rhine" with Pa; Lukas
and Bette Davis
Tuesday, March 8, 10:10 P. M.
"We Are Not Alone" with Paul Muniand Jane Bryon
1
•
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